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Abstract
The main purpose of this thesis is to research the interactional behavior of transnational
Japanese-English bilingual women on Facebook (FB) through photo-initiated Status
Updates (SUs) in terms of the use of evaluative language in Discursive Moves and their
impact on the co-construction of their multiple identities. This was accomplished by
following a group of Japanese- English bilingual women, or Primary Contributors (PCs)
on FB from January 2012 to March 2017. As expected, most of their SUs were photoinitiated SUs as cues for conversation. The most prominent topics were selected for
further multimodal interactional analysis: 1) Japanese food and restaurant experiences in
the United States, 2) babies and motherhood, and 3) manicures/pedicures.
The thesis is organized into 3 studies: Study 1 focuses on the interactional sets of
Japanese food and restaurants in the United States, and how food is discursively used by
the participants to evoke authoritative positioning as Japanese transnationals or as
foodies. Study 2 examines the co-construction of identities of these bilingual women
dealing with the topic of babies and motherhood and how they evoke linguistic, racial,
and gendered identities. Study 3 focuses on how interactional sets dealing with the topic
of manicures/ nails co-construct gendered identities such as fashionista women.
A total number of 33 Primary Contributors, 596 responders, and 447
interactional sets were obtained. Interactional sets include: the photo-initiated SU, the
Responses to the Status Updates (RSUs), and responses by the PCs to the RSUs. Each
of these interactional sets were coded for possible linguistic and orthographic choices,
multimodal features, such as emoticon use and "Likes", and translations were provided
when the chosen language was Japanese.
In order to describe the interactional behavior of the participants, each study
analyzes the interactional behavior following Bernhoff's (2010) participation roles,

which classifies participant profiles according to engagement and activity. Furthermore,
in Study 1, 9 types of Discursive Moves (DMs) following Miller & Gergen, (1998),
Locher, (2006), and Morrow (2012) are identified. Their frequencies are calculated and
their sequentiality in the interactional sets is analyzed. Results show that the most
frequent Move type was Evaluation (34.10%), used by the participants to position
themselves as authoritative Japanese or innovative foodies. Language choices and
verbal and non-verbal features of Evaluation Moves are discussed with regards to how
these features contribute to relational work and identity co-construction among
interactants.
Study 2 analyzes in 200 interactional sets the complimenting behavior directed
towards Japanese-English bilingual mothers, with regards to who is doing the
complimenting (gender and parental status), and who is being complimented (baby,
mother, or father). Results show that the adjectives used for compliments ratify
traditional family roles among this bilingual community; however, the mothers also
stress non-traditional identities such as multiethnic and multilingual through features of
photos and language choices.
Study 3 examines 219 interactional sets for patterns of compliments and
Compliment Responses (CRs) following Holmes (1986), and Placencia and Lower
(2013). Compliment topic and direct or indirect formulations were identified and related
to language backgrounds and gender. Results are aligned with previous work on
compliments online (Placencia and Lower, 2013) in this Japanese-English bilingual
community: women produce more compliments than men, and women do so in direct
formulations. The production of these compliments reproduces dominant and
traditional gender roles of women being more associated with topics of fashion. With
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regards to Compliment Responses, results indicate that Acceptance is the most
frequently used CR strategy among this group.
The three studies in this thesis contribute to an understanding of how identity
and relational work were co-constructed and managed by using Evaluation Moves and
compliments on FB among Japanese-English bilingual women.
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Resum
El propòsit principal d’aquesta tesi és investigar el comportament interaccional de les
dones transnacionals bilingues en japonès i anglès a Facebook (FB) a través de Status
Updates (SUs) iniciats per fotos pel que fa a l’ús del llenguatge evaluatiu en ‘Discursive
Moves’ i el seu impacte en la co-construcció de les seves múltiples identitats. Això
s’aconseguí seguint un grup de dones bilingües en japonès i anglès, o ‘Primary
Contributors’ (PCs) a FB des del gener del 2012 fins al març de 2017. Tal com
s’esperava, la majoria dels seus SUs eren SUs iniciats per fotos com a iniciadors de
converses. Els temes més destacats foren escollits per fer-ne una anàlisi multimodal
interaccional addicional: 1) el menjar japonès i experiències en restaurants als Estats
Units, 2) els nadons i la maternitat, i 3) les manicures/pedicures.

La tesi està organitzada en 3 estudis: l’Estudi 1 es centra en els ‘sets’ interaccionals de
menjar japonès i els restaurants als Estats Units, i com el menjar és discursivament
utilitzat per part dels participants per evocar un posicionament d’autoritat com a
transnacionals del Japó o com a ‘gourmets’. L’estudi 2 examina la co-construcció
d’identitats d’aquestes dones bilingues tractant el tema dels nadons i la maternitat i com
aquests evoquen identitats lingüístiques, racials i de gènere. L’estudi 3 es centra en com
els ‘sets’ interaccionals que tracten el tema de les manicures/ungles co-construeix
identitats de gènere tals com les dones amants de la moda.

Els tres estudis d’aquesta tesi contribueixen a una comprensió de com la identitat i la
feina relacional foren co-construïdes i gestionades utilitzant ‘Evaluation Moves’ i
afalacs a FB entre les dones bilingües en japonès i anglès.
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Chapter 1. Introduction	
  
The popular and interactive context of Facebook (FB) is an interesting and
fruitful virtual environment that attracts a wide and multilingual user-base that engages
in daily conversation, and with it, the emergence of a supportive online community of
practice (Herring, 2004; Lave & Wenger, 1991) that consistently displays and
negotiates identity in a meaningful manner. While online communication on FB may
seem trivial, it is precisely these ordinary interactions of social life that provide a
context to study various pragmatic speech acts that maintain a community, such as
Discursive Moves (DMs) and evaluative language like compliments and compliment
responses (CRs).
This thesis is constituted of three studies based on the analysis of Status Updates
(SUs) and the discourse activities that surround the topic of: a) restaurant food
experiences, b) babies and motherhood, and c) manicures. Each study is compiled by a
database/corpus based on the screenshots and description on the FB activities of both
the SU-writers, which we call Primary Contributors (PCs), as well as the commenters,
or other interactants, which we call Secondary Contributors (SCs). The salient speech
acts, discursive choices, and sociolinguistic factors that surround these three topics are
considered with regards to how they contribute to emerging politeness norms and how
they show relational work and contribute to the co-construction of identity displays. The
studies draw on several established units of discourse analysis such as Discursive
Moves (Locher, 2006; Miller & Gergen, 1998), Compliments and Compliment
Response Strategies (Holmes, 1986; Anita Pomerantz, 1978) and Membership
Categorization Analysis, (Sacks, 1992), and other discourse strategies to examine how
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specific speech acts are used by interactants in order to engage with each other politely,
yet showcasing identity and relational work in a playful and creative manner.
The background of the interactants are also considered with regards to the
manners in which the participants engage with the topic, and to each other. While the
virtual social media environment is often described as a collapsed context (Boyd, 2008),
referring to the fact that users engage in conversations that include a wide context of
social groups like friends, acquaintances, colleagues, and family members, this concept
of collapsed context is extended to include a virtual environment where multilingual
users from classically opposing politeness norms (like positive and negative politeness
cultures), different classes, gender, and national backgrounds share a space and engage
with each other. Furthermore, it is important to note that the offline and online contexts
are collapsing in social media environments as well, where online friendships are often
based on "anchored relationships" (Zhao, Grasmuck, & Martin, 2008, p.2), which
means that the interactants often know each other in real-or offline contexts, especially
on FB (Lampe, Ellison, & Steinfield, 2008), and therefore, affect and anchor the way
relationship maintenance is done. While online environments are often criticized for
being frivolous, and unsophisticated, studies suggest that multilinguals use creative and
innovative language online (Androutsopoulos, 2013), and that online relationships are
not socially empty, but help strengthen and maintain offline relationships (Baym, 1995;
Miller, 2008), giving users a sense of freedom to write on topics that will not be able to
be said face-to-face, and have given an open line of communication for transnationals or
immigrants to continue to engage with each other through technology and social media
(Blommaert & Rampton, 2011).
Like West's study (2015) of interactions on Facebook, these studies do not take
an overly positive or negative stance that the technology of social media and new
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communicative affordances are the total salvation or destruction of society. Rather, the
growing use of social media to communicate is a byproduct of advancing technology in
a society with persistent and ancient goals to connect with and acknowledge each other.
The many manners in which innovative language use is displayed online shows how
humans adapt to new technological affordances with both enthusiasm and creativity.
And with the growing use of the Internet around the world, and with many language
backgrounds and contexts, it is an exciting time for linguists and researchers to develop
theories of Computer Mediated-Communication (CMC), keeping in mind that social
beings will constantly create and engage in new media technologies, with patterns of
politeness constantly in flux, evolution, and change.
1.1. Motivation for the thesis	
  
Motivations for writing a PhD thesis on the discourse of FB among JapaneseEnglish women are both academic and personal. Because it is important to
acknowledge the kinds of biases and background knowledge that the author of these
three studies bring, the author will present some background information about herself.
The author is a Japanese-English bilingual woman, born and raised in Tokyo, Japan, by
a Japanese mother and a Spanish father, and grew up in an international school, where
English was the norm at school, while speaking Japanese at home and in everyday
activities. However, using both English and Japanese between siblings and peers
became a casual and sometimes private code, no matter how discouraged it was by
some parents and by the international schools due to the school heavily practicing a onelanguage policy. With the emergence of social media like MySpace and ICQ in the
early 2000's, the author's group of peers were consistently engaged in online discourse.
This became an everyday fabric of conversation, and growing uses of technology
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allowed new and inventive ways of communication outside the supervision of parents or
teachers at school, or in face-to-face contexts.
The author then decided to leave Japan and study abroad in Hawaii, U.S.A. for
both the Bachelor's and Master's, and finally, came to Barcelona to study the PhD. At
this point in time, communication technologies had improved so incredibly that it was
possible to call family and friends for free, send emails to friends, or see what others
were doing through their uploaded photos on FB. In any case, the meaning of
communication technologies can change and alter depending on the motivations and
purposes for the users, and it became increasingly evident that technology was used by
transnationals and immigrants to connect to their countries of origin in order to maintain
their identities and emotional ties (Baym, 2010).
During the course of the PhD, life events started occurring in the author’s
personal life that affected the manner in which social media was examined by the
author. For example, some friends started to have babies in Japan and elsewhere in the
world. With increasing access to mobiles and smartphones which function like
cameras, friends started to upload photos of babies on Status Updates (SUs). In this
manner, friends who became mothers recreated a sense of immediacy to observe their
daily lives for others who were not close by. The topic of babies and the multimodal
photos often had many compliments, jokes, and advice in order to strengthen rapport
between friends. This realization that SUs functioned not only to update their networked
friends about the trivial occurrences of daily life, but also to perform certain speech acts
created the author’s belief that certain topics yielded salient speech acts more than
others, and evaluative language like compliments seemed to play a crucial role among
this data set to strengthen social ties. Moreover, the manners in which responders
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commented on SUs revealed how identity construction and relational work was
managed between the interactants.
With the emic perspective of a Japanese transnational, the author noticed that
transnational friends often engaged in discussions on FB about missing Japanese food,
and posted photos of their cooking, or Japanese restaurant experiences in emotionally
evaluative language. In this manner, FB friends were establishing a link and connecting
themselves to Japanese food asserting themselves as authorities of Japan, and
constructed their identity in a way that showed cultural ties. And finally, through longterm observation of FB practices among Japanese-English bilingual women, the author
saw that manicures were a topic in SUs that were popular among Japanese women,
perhaps due to Japan having a distinctive style of manicure art, known among some for
its detail and intricate designs, and that compliments and compliment responses were a
key feature of these conversations about fashion. Therefore, the topic of food, babies,
and even manicures indexed and established a link between their Japanese identity, and
the evaluative discourse used in these topics were indicative of politeness norms
between differing language backgrounds.
Although there is a growing body of literature in the relatively new discipline of
CMC, it is important to expand research into emerging politeness norms of diverse
multilingual groups, and examine pragmatic usage between them. While American
English and Japanese communication styles are often cited as being widely different,
with the former being more oriented to a positive politeness culture and the latter being
more oriented to a negative politeness culture, the author wondered how multilinguals
with these clashing politeness cultures engage with their audience in a collapsed context
that is becoming increasingly complex, and how they maintain and manage identities in
an increasingly interconnected world.
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1.2. The three studies of this thesis	
  
The goal of this PhD thesis is to examine the pragmatics of ComputerMediated Communication (CMC) on the Social-Networking Site (SNS) of Facebook
(FB), by particularly focusing on the photo-initiated Status Updates (SUs) that are
written by Japanese-English bilingual women, and the responses to those SUs
(RSUs). All three studies are based on the discursive analysis of photo-initiated SUs by
Japanese-English bilingual women and the RSUs of the other interactants, and how
identity construction and relational work is managed by the users through evaluative
language. Study 1 examines evaluative language, identity construction, and relational
work displayed in photo-initiated status updates (SUs) as well as reactions to status
updates (RSUs) on the theme of Japanese restaurant experiences obtained from five
Japanese-English bilinguals who are Japanese transnationals living in the U.S.A., and
who identified as foodies.
The focus of study 2 is on photo-initiated SUs of babies posted by mothers. How
Japanese-English bilingual women display various identities and invoke affiliations like
ethnicity and motherhood through indexing certain membership categories is the main
focus of this study. Evaluative comments like compliments in the RSUs are examined to
discuss how they are used by interactants to promote rapport and social interaction
through the topic of babies. This study discusses the backdrop of “networked
multilingualism” (Androutsopoulos, 2013), and the pragmatic framework of
Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) to examine the interactive ways in which
the Japanese-English mothers use their linguistic resources to co-construct identities of
motherhood with other interactants.The study shows how interfaces between
multimodality, multilingualism, and virtual communities become integral to how
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bilingual mothers categorize their children. Furthermore, this study also considers the
ways in which photos supplement conversation and help construct identities where
visual cues about identity like race and ethnicity are made available.
Finally, study 3 examines the language used by bilingual women about their
nails in CMC discourse: discourse that is based on fashion and appearance, often
associated with the interests of women. Furthermore, compliments that are produced by
friends of the Primary Contributors (PCs) are also examined. The kinds of compliments
produced are examined for how they convey semantic and pragmatic
meaning. Furthermore, this study aims to examine the compliment responses produced
by the PCs to examine how the compliments were perceived, and to explore the
interactional effects of CMC discourse when complimenting. Hence, all three studies
are tied together through the concept of identity work in CMC settings of JapaneseEnglish bilingual women through Evaluative language. While study 2 and 3 examine
the use of compliments and Compliment Responses (CRs) as a key Discursive Move in
discussing babies and manicures, study 1 examines how evaluative language is integral
to discourse surrounding restaurant experiences. The saliency and the importance of the
pragmatics of evaluative language in online communication, and how they contribute to
ongoing research on identity, pragmatics, sociolinguistics, and CMC are then discussed.
1.3. Chapters of the Thesis	
  
Chapter 2 explains and details the literature review surrounding identity,
evaluative language, and CMC, while also considering social variables such as
language, cultural, and gender background, and technological variables such as
multimodality. The concepts of identity and evaluative language and how they appear in
the context of CMC are then discussed.
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Chapter 3 then outlines the methodological framework of the 3 studies including
how data collection was conducted within the online context of FB. Ethical
considerations and practices for online data collection are discussed.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are the 3 studies of the thesis with regards to the topic of
Japanese restaurant experiences (food), babies and motherhood , and finally on the topic
of manicures/pedicures. Each study outlines the Research Questions (RQs), as well as
give a description of the particularities of the participants, and discuss the studies, with
regards to the analysis and conclusions. Finally, Chapter 7 brings together the findings
from the 3 studies in a general discussion. The final conclusions highlight the main
contributions of the three studies as well as insights into future research directions.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review	
  
This literature review is divided into three sections. The first section introduces
the topic of identity, and theoretical frameworks with regards to identity, such as
Communities of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), and discursive approaches to identity,
such as Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) and Positioning Theory (Davies &
Harre, 1990) as well as others (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005; Butler, 1990; Cameron,
1997). It is followed by sociological information about the collective and social
identities of the participants in the thesis, such as multilinguals in Japan, transnationals,
mothers in Japan, and the relationship between women and fashion discourse. The
second section reviews the topic of evaluative language and the relationship of
evaluative language to positioning and identity. It is followed by a review of early
theories of pragmatics and relational work, and finally, a review of the work on
Discursive Moves (Locher, 2006; J. K. Miller & Gergen, 1998; Morrow, 2012),
compliments, and Compliment Responses (CRs). The third section is a review of the
social media genre of Facebook (FB) in Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC)
research. Various affordances that FB offers, such as: Status Updates (SUs), photos,
emoticons, and “Likes” will be explained, followed by a review of past work on identity
and communities in online settings, such as multilinguals, gender, motherhood, and
food.
2.1. Co-construction of Identity in Interaction
Identity is a highly theorized and complex academic concept which has been formulated
and reformulated by various theorists and linguists, such as Butler (1990), Davies and
Harre (1990), Lave and Wenger (1991), Bhabha (1990), Sacks (1992), Hall (1995), and
Ochs (1992) to name a few. In section 2.2., paradigmatic shifts in the theory building of
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identity are outlined: from early treatments of identity as agentive and fixed projections
of the self stemming from Enlightenment thinkers such as Locke, into theories which
consider social and collective identities based on a self's relationship to others and the
world around them (Lave & Wenger, 1991), and finally, accounts of identity as fluid,
and most importantly, constituted, located, and co-constructed in discourse (Bucholtz &
Hall, 2005; Butler, 1990; Cameron, 1997; Davies & Harre, 1990). Following the work
of Bucholtz and Hall (2005), it is proposed that discursive approaches to examining
identity allow researchers to elucidate the process of identity work in which people
orient to certain groups as well as others. That is to say, it is important to keep in mind
that the emergence of identity categories are dependent on the interactional and local
contexts in which they occur, and observed through how interactants actively take up
positions within discourse, and in relation to others. Therefore, identity is seen as
something we do, rather than something we are, and emergently displayed, rather than
being just in our minds.
Connections are then made to how these theories of identity are relevant to the
three studies contained in this thesis, a theme which persistently becomes emergent, and
examined through relational work, Discursive Moves and specific speech acts that
occur within FB interactions. The social membership identity categories, for instance
multilingual, gender, family roles, transnational Japanese, which become highlighted
and sociologically relevant in relation to the topics of food, babies/motherhood, and
manicures is then discussed.
2.1.1. From early to postmodern theories of identity 	
  
While theories of identity have developed, evolved, and been debated over many years,
early accounts of identity has posited identity as a unified, internal
phenomenon. Benwell and Stokoe (2006) outline the history of the development of
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identity theory, beginning with Enlightenment rationalism and developed by Romantic
notions of personal self-fulfillment, in which the Enlightenment thinkers such as Locke
promoted the self as an accumulation of experience and rational and empirical
knowledge. Romantic notions of the early 19th century saw identity as an expressive
form based on sensibility, morality, emotion, and feeling, and highlighted the
uniqueness of the individual, which was again, the notion that identity was a projection
of the pre-existent self, and an essentialist and internalized phenomenon. Furthermore,
Romantic conceptions of language emphasized identity as a spiritual vision that
embodies the essence of a particular nation or race. Therefore, language was seen as
being directed by the national soul, or national identity (Joseph, 2016).
These fixed and internalized theories of identity have especially been
challenged by late modernity, in which society is characterized as dislocated,
fragmented, and decentered, due to for example, the process of globalization and the
effects of mass media, having a profound effect on identity, which can then be
characterized as unstable, fragmentary, and fluid. While theorists such as Butler (1990)
saw the creative potential in this type of fluid nature of identity, and saw identity,
especially gender, as performative and discursively produced, theorists such as Bauman
(2004) perceived this fragmentary type of identity to be fluid and ambivalent. In the
following sections, theories of identity from the perspective of Communities of Practice
(CoP) (Lave & Wenger, 1991) as a backlash against theories of identity which were
based on fixed notions of collective identities are discussed, as well as how these
collective identities need to be examined from the manners in which they emerge and
are performed in discourse in face to face discourse as well as in Computer Mediated
Communication (CMC).
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2.1.2. Collective Identities and Communities of Practice	
  
Theories of collective identities, which emphasized the roles of social memberships of
groups such as race, gender, and class, saw these identity formations as a pre-discursive,
unified, and essential social variables which influenced the manners in which social
behavior and linguistic usage was accomplished. This causal relationship between
social identity categories and behavior was criticized as explaining social behavior
through a correlational fallacy (Cameron, 1997, p. 329), for instance, that the identity
category of being a woman leads to increased politeness, rather than seeing identity as
being negotiated in talk. Lave and Wenger's ( 1991) theory of Communities of Practice
(CoP) has challenged the fixed and essentialist concept of collective identity, and
relocated identity into the communities, or shared experiences of people who engage
around some common pursuit, and orient themselves in social practice and discourse.
That is to say, their identities are not defined by their location or population, but rather,
through the actual verbal and non-verbal interactions within a CoP between, for
example: coworkers, a dance class, or lesbian Internet forums. Other theories of
identity based on the identities of those who experienced diaspora also came into
question as those who moved between cultures and mixed or unsettled ideas and
identities of cultures (Hall, 1995). This falls in line with research on transnational
identities that are not bound to one nation-state, ethnicity, culture, or language, but
emerge through their link to their ancestral homelands and their place of settlement (De
Fina, 2016, p.174), while transnationalism refers to a wide range of practices and
institutions that link migrants, people, and organizations to their countries of origin or
elsewhere (Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Vertovec, 2007). Furthermore, terms such as
hybrid identities (Bhabha, 1990) in post-colonial contexts have been used to describe
the ambivalent identities caused by a mixing of cultures, races, ethnicity, and languages.
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The fact that multilinguals may have hybrid identities because of their
orientation to various languages and cultures also question the idea of essentialist
notions of identity to language and culture itself. Therefore, these theories challenge a
dominant or homogenous theory of collective identities. This thesis brings up certain
collective identities such as gender, and transnationalism as subject positions that
become invoked and performed in interaction as a conversational practice.
2.1.3. Performativity Theory and Discursive Approaches to Identity	
  
This thesis refers to identity as well as gender as the socially constructed aspects of
femininity and masculinity, which can be identified in something we do in repeated
performance (Butler, 1990), and located in discourse (Cameron, 1997). In this
discursive approach to identity, the gendered identity is situated in and produced
through discourse, which is non-essentialist, and versatile. While the theory seems to
imply that the performative aspect of gender is a masquerade and allows us to dispose
of the notion that gender is fixed and the performer to be limitless, Butler stresses that a
speaker can not easily transcend gendered discourses, but can perform agency through
repeated discourse, signs, and acts.
Discursive approaches to locating identity are concerned with how identity is
performed in discourse, and the mechanisms in which subjects take identity positions.
Two approaches which are relevant to this thesis are Membership Categorization
Analysis (MCA), which is located in the work of conversation analysts like Sacks
(1992), and positioning theory (PT) (Davies & Harre, 1990), which locates identity in
dialogic interaction. The most notable discursive approach in examining how social
beings orient to certain memberships in CA is Membership Categorization Analysis
(MCA), which focuses on how members bring up social categories of themselves and
others, aligning or dis-aligning themselves in talk, thereby locating their memberships,
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and seeing talk as determining culture-in-action. The concept of membership
categorization device (MCD) becomes relevant here, in that certain categories become
invoked to link these memberships to category-bound actions or activities, or
characteristics that are socially or culturally expected. For example, certain invoked
categories, like woman, can be associated with mother, or daughter, and can belong to
the membership category of family. Furthermore, these categories can be invoked in
standard relational pairs (SRPs), such as mother and baby, or racial categories like
Japanese and White, so that one category makes the other relevant and invokes a
relational sense of identity. These categories invoke rich inferential resources, and
within this framework, analysts observe which categories are being invoked and
displayed, indexed, and made relevant within interaction.
It is important to emphasize that these category-bound activities are not only
activities associated with certain memberships, but include normative expectation from
those memberships including rights, entitlements, obligations, knowledge, attributes,
and competences (Hester & Eglin, 1997). For example, Nguyen (2009) examined
recommendation sequences between intergenerational father-son conversations by
phone in Vietnamese with a Vietnamese son in his 20’s located in the U.S. and a father
located in Vietnam, in which the father gave advice to his son about everyday topics.
Nguyen's study found that the standard relational pair of father and son, or asymmetric
family relationships were invoked within interactional sequences through the discourse
identities of advice-giver and advice-receiver. These category-bound activities may
also include knowledge or authority, as demonstrated in Suzuki's (2009) study in faceto-face Japanese conversations between Japanese interactants with non-Japanese
speakers in the United States, which demonstrated that particular kinds of knowledge,
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such as knowing one's blood type, was tied more commonly to the category of a
Japanese person, since knowing one's blood type is common in popular culture in Japan.
Furthermore, the concept of indexicality by Ochs (1992) also helps to investigate
how certain forms of language use have come to convey social meanings. Indexicality
examines how ideological connections between linguistic forms and identity categories
like gender are made. Ochs illustrates her point through the sentence-final particle wa in
Japanese which indexes feminine speech, and the sentence-final particle ze as associated
with masculine speech. Wa directly indexes delicateness, which is associated with
women and therefore, the particle indexes female identity. Ze is associated with
roughness and coarseness, which therefore indexes male identity. The process of
indexicality allows ideological connections between linguistic forms and identity
categories.
Finally, adopting Bucholtz and Hall's ( 2005) framework of identity, and Davies
& Harre's (1990) idea of positioning, this thesis considers how interactants index
identity within their given contexts, as outlined by Vandergriff (2016, pp.113-114).
Vandergriff focuses on L2 digital discourse between heterogenous groups in Social
Networking Sites (SNSs), and how L2 users position and index their identities through
membership categories and other discursive moves, including multimodal imagery:
1. the overt mention of identity membership categories such as "Japanese";
2. the display of evaluative and epistemic orientations to ongoing talk;
3. the use of linguistic structures and systems that are ideologically associated with specific
groups, individuals or membership categories, for example, codeswitching;
4. presuppositions and implicatures;
5. the use of multimodal resources such as images.

However, Vandergriff (2016) also discusses the difficulties of defining the language
backgrounds of the participants in the studies, and only briefly discusses identity
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categories like gender or transnational status. Nevertheless, it is important to reapply
this framework of identity into more specific gender and language background groups,
such as Japanese English bilingual transnational women, in order to see how
membership categories emerge within digital discourse.
The concept of a relational sense of identity can also be seen in the framework
of positioning theory (PT) (Davies & Harre, 1990). PT situates identity construction in
interactional and intersubjective discourse, or in the "social positioning of the self and
other" (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005, p.586), and in relation to other interactants, very much
situated in communicative practices and relational work. Note however, that the studies
from which PT was developed were proposed for face-to-face communication. A
fundamental aspect of this theory is that identity is emergent within a dialogic and
interactional environment, stressing the relational work that is involved, and that
identity is co-constructed between speakers and an audience. This framework posits
that positioning must be studied from the perspective of the self as well as the other, and
speakers adopt subject positions in relation to each other in the same language. The
framework of positioning theory applies to the study of interaction online, such as
Status Updates (SUs) and Response to Status Updates (RSUs) on Facebook, as this
dialogic nature of conversation allows interactants to co-construct positions and
identities amongst each other.
2.1.4. Identity categories in the three studies of the thesis	
  
Mundane talk is considered the site where identity work is most employed, and often
co-constructed in discourse. The macro-identity categories of both gender and
ethnicity, for example, are invoked incidentally in mundane everyday discourse
(Bucholtz & Hall, 2005; Kamada, 2010). Although these macro-identity categories may
be unnoticed in day-to-day interaction, these accumulated instances of identity
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negotiation at the micro-level constitute macro-level identity categories (Greer,
2012). In the following section, the sociological background of previous literature on
diverse populations and multilinguals in Japan is discussed, especially the sociological
literature of food in relation to transnational identities, the roles of women and
motherhood in Japan, as well as the relationship of manicures to gendered identities,
since these topics and identity categories become later oriented to and significant in the
studies of the thesis. This sociological information is relevant in order to gain an
ethnographic perspective of the significance of these identity categories.
2.1.4.1. Multilinguals and Hybrid Identities in Japan
Japan has been constantly referenced as a monoracial, monoethnic, monocultural, and
monolingual society, which emphasizes homogeneity and conformity (Lie, 2001, p.1).
This is exemplified by the concept of Nihonjinron, which perpetuated the notion that
Japanese identity was homogenous, and that the Japanese people and language are
unique as compared to others in this world (Kubota, 2002, p.293). However, Japan is
recently beginning to be examined as a more diverse society, and assertions of
homogeneity are being challenged by discourses of multilingualism in Japan, such as
the Ainu in Hokkaido, or other immigrant populations, like the Chinese and Korean
populations (Maher & Yashiro, 1995), as well as discourses of multiethnicity and
multiculturality (Greer, 2012; Kamada, 2010). For example, Greer ( 2012) examines
how multiethnic and multilingual identities are accomplished through codeswitching in
mundane talk by focusing on international school students in Japan. Kamada (2010)
uses the concept of hybrid identities (Bhabha, 1990) to examine the discourse of the
informal interviews of six multiethnic (one Japanese parent, and one White parent)
adolescent girls in Japan, and how they construct themselves as having mixed and
complex identities of Japanese-ness as well as foreignness, such as being marginalized
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in Japanese public school systems due to their differences in appearances and attitudes,
and standing out. In the study, girls challenge this marginalization through constructing
their differences as good differences, such as being more sophisticated and mature than
their Japanese peers, and they reconstruct their differences as sources of cultural,
symbolic, linguistic and social capital, such as their ability to speak English, providing
the girls with future possibilities in terms of job prospects. Kamada stresses the notion
of hybrid identities in her study, rather than biracial, bilingual, or bicultural, to avoid
dichotomous notions of identity, but also because her participants did not all relate as
bicultural, or bilingual.
Often times, however, multilingual, multiethnic, and multicultural families in
Japan send their children to international schools in Japan. Japan has seen an increasing
number of international schools which grew to over 28 accredited international schools
currently (Japan Council of International Schools, 2018) to accommodate foreign
students, Japanese returnees, or Japanese parents wishing to educate their children in
English. Although there is a lack of intra-national use of English within Japan, these
communities of international schools offer classes from kindergarten to high school
where the students are often Japanese-English bilinguals, using both languages within
their daily lives. Often, the students are multiethnic, multinational, and multicultural and
thus, have a hard time assimilating into the Japanese education system. As Greer (2012,
p.1) notes, children with multiple ethnic backgrounds may have difficulty fitting into
the Japanese educational system, where homogeneity is dictated rather than
multiculturalism, and as a result, many dual-heritage families in Japan send their
children to international schools for the children to cultivate a multicultural and
multilingual sense of self and community.
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The institutional support in international schools for continuing higher education
in the university level is primarily aimed at universities in the U.S. or English speaking
institutions. For example, Willis, Enloe, & Minoura's (1994) study of Japanese
international schools found that 81% international school graduates attend universities
in the U.S. for their Bachelor's degree, while less than 7% attended universities in
Japan. Furthermore, it was reported that over a third of international school graduates
saw themselves as having multicultural identities. In Iijima's (2009) study of
international school graduates, she also found that the majority worked in the U.S. as
professionals (61.8%), where the graduates stayed in the U.S. after their undergraduate
degrees. Furthermore, although exact numbers are unknown, graduates often marry
partners who tend to be varied in terms of linguistic, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds.
In fact, the number of international marriages in Japan peaked in 2006, reaching 6
percent of the total, and by the year 2013, international marriages became 1 in every
nearly 30 newlywed couples, and the trend continues to this day (Japanese Ministry of
Health, Labor, 2018).
2.1.4.2. Food, foodies, and transnationals
Traditional feminine gender roles are defined through performances which involve
motherhood, body care and embodiment, as well as taking care of food related matters
for their children and families within Western notions of motherhood (DeVault, 1991,
p.112). The relationship between women's identities and food has long been established,
but beyond the gender categorization, sociological literature marks food as part of a
critical dimension of human social and cultural life. As Fischler (1988) notes, food is
central to our identity. For example, food culture and class have a long established link,
and a key part of the elite class culture was not simply what one ate, but the particular
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manner or aesthetic disposition that was used to approach food (Bourdieu, 1984, p.2).
Food was to be appreciated, critiqued, and admired.
In recent years, the term foodie has become popular, in reference to foodophiles
that collect food experiences, and are passionate about the pursuit of good food,
although not food professionals, and often post pictures of their food experiences on
social media. Cairns, Johnston, and Baumann (2010, p.592) define foodies as
referencing a new, cultural interest in a wide range of foods from high-brow classics to
low-brow culinary treasures. Their work draws on a series of interviews with Canadian
women and men who identified as foodies, and found that gender inequities exist within
the discourses of foodies, such as the fact that women found that caring for food for
their families was largely part of the care work, or social and healthy responsibility
towards their families, while both women and men elaborated on their desire for
learning more and educating themselves more about different kinds of foods, including
ethnic foods. The authors note that this type of self-education on the topic of (ethnic)
food was a classed performance, in that they may be showcasing their (upper) middle
class sensibilities, and that foodies found that their involvement with food was an
integral part of their identity.
In fact, with globalizing processes after the 20th century, the cross-cultural
consumption and knowledge of ethnic food among middle and upper class populations
has become popular, and is widely recognized as one of the reasons to the rise of "ethnic
restaurants" in the West. As scholars of food practices note, in order to distinguish
themselves, these ethnic restaurants had to be recognized as “authentic” (Mohring,
2008). In order to claim this, these restaurants offer authenticity through imported food,
as well as staff, the service conventions, the decorations, as well as the patrons. For
example, in Mohring’s (2008) sociological and historical studies of “ethnic” restaurants
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in Western Germany, it was found that authenticity was one of the most central
attributes the restaurateurs choose to characterize their restaurants, through both genuine
dishes, as well as decorations, workers, and clientele. However, in a study of working
class Mexican women in the United States and their discourses about food, Abarca
(2004) notes that when Mexican women added their own twist to a recipe, they added
their knowledge and creative expression to it. Abara concludes by stating that legitimate
knowledge of the cultural production of food involves both insiders and outsiders, and
that "originality" is also a valuable facet in foodie culture in that producers and
consumers create and experiment with new types of ethnic foods. Authenticity claims
and evaluations are often made by foodies as well as cultural insiders, who pass on this
information or judgement to other consumers.
For the case of Japanese food, it has become an increasingly popular ethnic food
in the Western world, and as Laemmerhirt, (2010, p.236) writes in her article on the
history of Japanese and Western transnational food exchanges:
The orient, an unknown and exotic place, has always fascinated Westerners, as it promised to be
a place of exotic adventure. Yearning for the mysterious, exotic, and unknown, many middleand-upper-class people in the West collected Oriental art in the late nineteenth century. Today
many people are said to participate in a gastronomic form of Orientalism, in which they act as
culinary colonialists by deciding what is Oriental food.

However, Long (2004, p.1) suggests using the term “culinary tourist” instead, as these
foodies are interested in different cultures as well as the culinary heritage of the
food. While culinary colonialists are described as thinking of their food culture and
eating habits as universal standards, culinary tourists are individuals trying new foods
and using food as a medium to learn more about other cultures and ways of being.
Hence, eating habits are important for the maintenance of group identities and
affiliations such as class and gender. Among transnationals, culinary choice and
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familiar eating habits are strongly connected to their expression of group identities
(Collins, 2008, p.152). For example, in Collin's (2008) sociological study of Korean
transnational university students in New Zealand, it was observed that transnationals
recreate food practices from their countries of origin with their other transnational
Korean friends to remind them of the taste of home, while also engaging in global food
practices, such as going to Starbucks for coffee. Transnationals confront their identities
of national belonging in both positive and negative ways, and food culture and practices
highlight the importance of migrant identities.
Study 1 questions whether Japanese transnational foodies in the U.S. showcase
their identities as traditional or innovative foodies, and whether commenters position
themselves as colonialist or culinary tourists on Facebook through evaluative
language. In the literature reviewed above, authenticity is deemed important to foodies,
and foodie memberships are categorized by their passion for food, their curiosity
towards ethnic foods, and also by their ability to evaluate authenticity and creativity. It
is important then, to examine how evaluative language and other Discursive Moves
demonstrate these identities among transnationals through the topic of food.
2.1.4.3. Gender and Motherhood in Japan
Recent studies in Japan as well as major national debates discuss the changing roles of
women and motherhood. This is especially due to Japan's decreasing birth rate affected
by later marriages, working women, rising costs of childcare, and lack of male
involvement in childcare and housework (Cherry, 2017). Concern over the decreasing
birth rate has caused national concern, prompting Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to declare
more public support for parents by providing free preschool education, support for
single-parent families, better parental leave conditions, among others, in the year 2015
(Nohara, 2015). Furthermore, fathers are nationally encouraged to take parental leave,
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and engage in the childcare of their children, although only 2-3% of fathers actually
take it (Miyajima & Yamaguchi, 2017). In fact, the Japanese Ministry started a
campaign appealing for greater paternal involvement, even creating a series of TV
commercials that promoted paternal involvement with slogans such as "A man who
doesn't raise his children can't be called a father" as early as 1999 (M. Ishii-Kuntz,
Makino, Kato, & Tsuchiya, 2004). These efforts have succeeded in the general public
awareness of the importance of women and men sharing parental involvement and
child-rearing. However, in spite of advancing feminist movements and government
support in Japan, parenting in Japan adheres to traditional gender norms that still largely
place a large amount of responsibilities of child-rearing on women. For example,
Japanese fathers spend a daily average of 3.08 hours with their children; whereas,
mothers spent at least 7.57 hours, and at least 70% of first time mothers quit their jobs
(Ishii-Kuntz, 2008).
Furthermore, Japanese words reflect female stereotypes in modern Japan. In
Cherry’s (2017) work of sociological understanding of Japanese words, concepts such
as ryosai kenbo, (good wives, smart mothers) exemplify the idea that women are
considered more naturally qualified for childrearing than their husbands. This places
women as the public officials of the home, playing the role of household managers, and
educators of children (Charlebois, 2014; Liddle & Nakajima, 2000; Simons, 1991). This
concept further emphasizes the psychological bond between mother and child, rather
than father and children.
A further example of gender roles in Japan is a recent study of pictures and texts
portraying gender roles in Japanese parenting magazines (Shimoda, 2008). This study
compared a total of 60 English-language parenting magazines from the U.S. and
Japanese-language parenting magazines from a content-analytic and qualitative
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perspective. Shimoda (2008) found that Japanese mothers were depicted in full time
caregiver and housewife roles, while husbands were depicted as the primary
breadwinners in full-time employment statuses. The study concludes that parenting
roles for women emphasize domestic roles, obscuring other roles that women may have,
such as workers, or artists. It was also observed that while English-language parenting
magazines contained stories and instances of single-parent households, Japaneselanguage parenting magazines did not represent diverse families. Furthermore, all of
the families represented in the Japanese magazines are based on a monoracial,
monoethnic, monocultural and monolingual society; hence, one can conclude that there
is a lack of examination of gender roles in diverse multiethnic, multicultural, and
multilingual families in Japan.
Additionally, Simon-Maeda (2002), in her long-term ethnography of young
Japanese women, found that fathers were largely absent from parenting. Furthermore,
she also observed that conversations of housewives primarily revolved around mundane
topics like cooking, child raising, marital issues, and domestic chores (Simon-Maeda,
2011, p.121). For example, making obento, or lunches for children is considered labor
that is intended to show a woman's commitment to her children, and an act that
ritualizes herself as a mother. In Simon-Maeda's ( 2011) auto-ethnographic account of
learning Japanese in Japan as a White woman married to a Japanese man with a
multiethnic son, she describes the personal complexities of managing motherhood
expectations from a society that prescribes traditional gender roles, such as being the
primary caregiver. While this auto-ethnographic account gives a personal and anecdotal
opinion on motherhood expectations among more diverse families in Japan, there is a
lack of literature on motherhood and parenting roles in bilingual or transnational
Japanese families. Therefore, the past literature of motherhood and gender roles in
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Japan only considers Japan in a homogenous context, and it is important to expand
research into how motherhood is portrayed in other more diverse manners. Of particular
interest of this thesis is how motherhood is performed in the case of the evaluative
language of compliments, (such as expectations of what is being complimented and how
to respond to them), and to what extent the kind of gender roles related to parenthood
emerge in the interaction of Japanese-English women, for example, whether these
women perform traditional gender roles or deviate from them.
2.2.4. Fashion Discourse, Manicures, and Femininity
As reviewed in the previous section, gender is managed through activities within
normative notions of actions that are thought to be appropriate for that person's gender.
This can be exemplified in the ways that they dress, or in their bearing, which includes
fashion choices (West & Zimmerman, 2009). Here, the seminal work of Barthes (1983)
on fashion discourse should be discussed.
Barthes (1983) studied the written discourse used to describe fashion in French
women's fashion magazines, and found that the use of fashion language (in French) was
highly tied to the performance of feminine identity, since knowledge of this type of
language indicates membership in a fashion world, especially among women. Barthes
(1983, p. 57) describes fashion discourse as clearly aesthetically evaluative, and
dependent on seasonal change or novelty, and based on interrelated classes of
utterances, which are vestimentary features, and also evaluative and circumstantial
features. While vestimentary features signify aspects of clothing like color, form,
material and so on, evaluative features signify some form of appraisal, such as amusing,
cute, girly, and circumstantial features signify whether the clothing is for the weekend,
or the evening, or shopping. Moreover, Barthes' (1983) work was based on written and
multimodal features of fashion magazines, which is partially based on the visual mode,
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or pictures. In fashion magazines, vestimentary language was used to privilege and
describe parts of the photo which need to be highlighted. Barthes' (1983, p. 27-41)
highlights the interrelation between the written verbal and visual elements in fashion
discourse, for example, he distinguishes between real clothing and written texts about
clothing. Real clothing is known by sight, however, its visual image does not reveal all
its intricacies, and written texts about clothing manifests through iconic structures, and
endows the garment with a system which isolates portions of the garment, and written
and visual elements form together to create an abstract notion of fashion. Barthes
description and features of fashion discourse was applied to the analysis of language in
Japanese fashion magazines by Moeran (2004). In Moeran's study, it was found that
these features (vestimentary, evaluative, and circumstantial) were largely applicable as
units of analysis in Japanese fashion magazines. These features of discourse indexed
feminine identity especially through the emphasis on the repeated use of the term kawaii
(cute). It was found that cuteness was a factor which was stressed more so than English
fashion magazines.
Consuming and performing kawaii has become a way of contemporary Japanese
life (Katsuno & Yano, 2007), exemplified by women using kaomoji, or emoticons
“^-~” (See Section 2.3.1.3 for more detail). It is argued that the young and female
population have been enamored with a "cult of cuteness" (McVeigh, 2000, p.2). The
elements of kawaii have been outlined by Masabuchi (1994, p.1), as being associated
with smallness, naivete, youth, roundness, and pastel colors. Responding to kawaii or
cuteness have been taken to signify the particular relations between the interactants.
Moreover, Merish (1996) associates the appreciation of cuteness or kawaii with the
performance of maternal feeling, and in this manner, cuteness becomes a performed
social category rather than an aesthetic concept. Furthermore, according to Kamada
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(2010, p.142) the most commonly used word to refer to a desirable young girl/ woman
by Japanese multiethnic teenagers has been kawaii (cute). Hence, it is not surprising
that Japanese fashion discourse is predicated on kawaii culture, associated with
femininity, and it is important to examine the extent to which this type of kawaii culture
is extended to a transnational virtual community of Japanese-English women.
Therefore, the way in which fashion is discussed and performed by women has
strong ties to performances of femininity, and how one chooses to dress their bodies
shows these connections. Howson (2005, p.2) uses the term "embodiment" to express
how individuals make sense of themselves discursively through their actions at the site
of their body, and Eckert (1996) and Kamada's (2010) studies focus on the ways in
which fashion and femininity are tied to the construction of feminine identity in
adolescent teenage girls through their embodied performance of how they dress. Eckert
(1996) aimed to examine how gendered discourse was constructed among high school
students and found that high school girls increase their competitive power through girl
talk- and engage with the technology of femininity by doing manicures, and discussing
fashion. Kamada (2010) focused on how embodied identities were constructed among
adolescent multiethnic Japanese girls, and found that the girls enact gendered
performances of "fun femininity", through the discussion of their bodies, attire, and
their desire of being attractive, particularly kawaii, or cute.
In terms of embodied performances of feminine identity, manicures are beauty
rituals and often an embodied performance of femininity on the body, or hands, due to
years of socialization that make women social actors who have interests in fashion and
cosmetics, and take pride in their appearance (Eckert, 1996). Sociological literature
marks nail salons as a place where women get together to form a sisterhood and
community of support, since frequent clients and workers are mostly women.
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Furthermore, as Kang (2010: p.3) points out, beauty work involves not only highly
skilled but emotional labor, defined by Hochschild (1983, p.147) as labor that involves
emotions like complimenting, smiling, and smoothing over pleasantries.
There has been no previous work on studying the embodied feminine identity of
Japanese-English bilingual women in the CMC context, and how this embodied
feminine identity has been displayed and ratified. Barthes’ (1983) discussion of fashion
discourse is not only useful to describe how fashion discourse is tied to a performance
of feminine identity, but also applicable in studying how fashion discourse is managed
by women who post SUs with photos of manicures. This multimodal presentation of
fashion is crucial in understanding the link between fashion and feminine identity, since
the interrelation between the verbal and visual elements of the photos of the manicures
and hands shed light on how discursive and multimodal elements perform an embodied
identity of women and their fashion choices. Moreover, it is important to research how
kawaii is performed not only among Japanese monocultural women, but also in contexts
of Japanese-English bilingual women in the CMC context through the discussion of
manicures.

2.2. Positionings in Discursive Moves through Evaluative Language
Literature review in the previous section showed how relevant positionings and
projection of the self is in the co-construction of identity in the interaction. In this
section, previous work on the interconnections between positionings in Discursive
Moves through evaluative language will be addressed. DuBois (2007) defines
evaluation and evaluative language, and how these concepts interconnect to the theory
of positioning in identity and relational work. Furthermore, the role of how evaluative
language is used to manage politeness and relational work between interactants are
discussed in light of politeness theories in the Eastern cultural and linguistic contexts
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(Chen, 2011; Ide, 2006; Leech, 1983). Moreover, Discursive Moves ( Miller & Gergen,
1998) will be introduced as a framework to study evaluative language. The literature on
compliments and compliment responses (Holmes, 1986; Wolfson & Manes, 1980) are
then reviewed as evaluative language which promotes relational work between
interactants, past literature on compliments in Japanese contexts is also reviewed
(Barnlund & Araki, 1985; Daikuhara, 1986; Matsuura, 2004). Finally, how evaluative
language as a key pragmatic feature is discussed with regards to how identity coconstruction is managed by interactants through discussing topics such as food, babies,
and fashion. The detailed specificities of Discursive Moves in CMC contexts will be
addressed in section 2.3.
2.2.1. Evaluative Language and Positioning	
  
Scholars such as DuBois (2007) have established the close interconnection
between evaluative language and positioning (See Section 2.1.3.) in which evaluative
language positions the speaker/writer, and calibrates alignment or dis-alignment
amongst other speakers/writers. Alignment or dis- alignment may be employed through
membership categorization moves and claims to social identity, such as gender
categories. Positioning situates a social actor with respect to responsibility for
evaluations, and for invoking sociocultural value and related notions of identity.
Precisely these locally relevant values must be explored and examined in
varying contexts, where evaluations may be employed differently in an online setting
(such as in Computer Mediated Communication settings), and shifts based on subjects
from different backgrounds. The context of the Social Network Site (SNS) of Facebook
(FB) is not face-to-face communication, and the alignment between the interactants
differs based on the backgrounds of the participants, including the languages used.
Therefore, through evaluation, the subject illustrates positioning as a predominant way
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of indexing social identity, such as gender, or, for example, transnational
status. Through evaluative language, the subject shows positioning, and in this manner,
calibrates alignment or dis-alignment amongst one another, which can promote and
contribute to rapport management, defined by Spencer-Oatey (2000, p.13) as the
management of "face" between interlocutors, which includes 'quality face', or the desire
to be positively evaluated by others, and 'identity face', which refers to the desire for
people to acknowledge and uphold social identities or roles. The management of rapport
and face is upheld through the manners in which evaluative language is employed,
within Discursive Moves, and more specifically, in speech acts such as compliments.
In sum, the connection between evaluative language, positioning, identity, and
alignment is made through the evaluations interactants make. Evaluation is extremely
powerful in that it can assign cognitive, affective, or aesthetic value to objects/ topics,
and position social actors with respect to those objects/ topics. Furthermore, evaluation
invokes alignment/ dis-alignment between social actors, and invokes presupposed
systems of sociocultural value (DuBois, 2007, p.140), and has been studied from
various perspectives (Thompson & Hunston, 2000). In Conversation Analysis (CA), for
example, evaluation has been studied through the closely related concept of assessment,
(Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992). Assessment and evaluation has also been studied
through the framework of Discursive Moves (DMs), defined as micro-actions or series
of actions that make up macro speech acts (Miller & Gergen, 1998, p.1), such as
evaluations, greetings, requesting, and giving advice, which are all used within
positioning and promote rapport.
In fact, these evaluations may be used to mark social identities such as gender,
nationality or expert/ non-expert, and index social relationships and group affiliations.
However, all social actors should not be expected to do so similarly. For example,
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should we expect multilingual transnational women to invoke evaluations with regards
to certain topics differently from other Communities of Practice? Will evaluations
index and strengthen social identities among the social actors, promoting rapport? Will
evaluations be employed in a context specific way in the setting of Facebook? It is
then important to examine how evaluations are taken up by social actors in various
settings in order to expand and build on the theory of evaluative language.
2.2.2. Impact of Politeness in Relational Work: the East-West Divide	
  
Evaluative language affects the relational and interpersonal side of language use
through establishing rapport between social actors. Relational work is defined as "all
aspects of the work invested by individuals in the construction, maintenance,
reproduction and transformation of interpersonal relationships among those engaged in
social practice" (Locher & Watts, 2008, p.96). The work in this context is taken to mean
the manners in which politeness, specifically of evaluative language, is used by
interactants to engage in relational work. For example, evaluative language through the
use of compliments are often invoked as promoting relational work (Holmes, 1988).
Furthermore, identity is by definition relational (See Section 2.1), and theories of
identity and relational work both emphasize the emerging negotiation of politeness
norms.
Evaluative language can also produce a face-threatening act (FTA), because it is
proposed that the same act can be interpreted differently among social actors from
positive or negative politeness cultures (Brown & Levinson, 1987). A positive face,
refers to "the desire to be ratified, understood, approved of, liked or admired," (Brown
& Levinson, 1987, p. 62), and can be accomplished through claiming common ground
or exaggerating interest in the hearer, or showing admiration, such as giving
compliments. A negative face refers to "a basic want to maintain claims of territory and
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self-determination", (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 62), and can be accomplished
through being indirect, or minimizing imposition. Leech (1983) added a Politeness
Principle with six maxims (tact, generosity, approbation, modesty, agreement, and
sympathy), with an emphasis on indirectness, since this would increase the degree of
optionality and diminish the force of the illocution.
Under this definition of positive and negative politeness, the Japanese language
is considered by some classic pragmatic researchers to be part of a negative politeness
culture because of the system of honorifics it employs between Japanese interactants
(Ide, 2006). For example, Ide (2006), in her study of Japanese and English native
speakers in face-to-face business settings, found that Japanese speakers do not often use
positive politeness strategies with each other unless the interactants are psychologically
close, and do not have much social or hierarchical distance. In contrast, positive
politeness cultures are associated with English from the United States, where positive
politeness strategies are thought to form, foster, and maintain good interpersonal
relationships. Ide (2006) claims that within the English language, ‘politeness’ and
‘friendliness’ are closely interrelated and expressing friendliness, such as joking, or
complimenting, helps to foster social rapport and close the distance between
interlocutors, even in business settings. While Brown and Levinson's early theories of
politeness are still widely used, they have also been criticized because they cannot cope
with the variability and dynamics of interaction.
These comparisons between politeness norms between the East and West have
allowed researchers to situate themselves at different positions on the similarity versus
difference continuum (Chen, 2011; Ide, 2006), which Leech (2007) calls the East-West
divide, because politeness dichotomies between the East and West are explained
through comparing the Eastern and Western cultures of collectivism vs. individualism,
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vertical vs. horizontal, among others (Chen, 2011, p.179). For example, in explaining
his theory of politeness (1983), Leech suggests that in cultures like Japan, the Modesty
Maxim is more powerful than in English-speaking cultures to account for the
differences in how politeness norms emerge. It has been said that this can be
exemplified through the employment of Compliment Responses (CRs), in which
English-speaking cultures may accept a compliment more readily than Japan, where
compliments are often rejected (Matsuura, 2004).
However, the oversimplification and vagueness of the distinction between
positive and negative cultures have been criticized, because some FTAs possibly
threaten both the negative and positive face of the hearers (Chen, 2011). Moreover,
creating and labeling cultures according to a positive and negative dichotomy crates
problems when conflicts in research findings are present. For example, in Liu and
Allen's (2014, p. 662) research on examining dialogue collected from Japanese
television shows, “speakers of Japanese always attend to and try to fulfill the other
participant’s face wants including both positive and negative face, and, at the same time,
maintain their own positive face but rarely claim their own negative face”.
In sum, the way evaluative language is employed to invoke politeness, relational
work, and identity is interconnected, and is the primary interest of this thesis. These
evaluations indicate positioning in relation to each other, and ultimately co-constructs
relational work and politeness strategies. This is particularly interesting to apply to how
interactants and women especially use evaluative language to discuss the topic of food,
since the evaluative language that a speaker uses may reveal how they perceive the food
to be in relation to their transnational or foodie identity. With regards to the topic of
babies, evaluative language like compliments can help to co-construct the identity of the
mother, revealing the gender roles that are expected of the mother as well as the
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interactants. And finally, evaluations employed in the discussion of manicures and the
compliments directed towards the manicure reveal the roles of women and their
relationship to fashion and to each other. And since the evaluative discourse of fashion
is strongly tied to feminine identity, it is interesting to examine how gender identities
are revealed through the evaluation of manicures.
2.2.3. Compliments and Compliment Responses in Discursive Moves	
  
Discursive Moves (DMs) are defined as the micro actions or series of actions that make
up macro speech acts (Miller & Gergen, p.192). DMs are defined as "the kind of
contribution that the entry made to the ongoing interchange." A key factor in the
theory of DMs concerns the discursive strategies that underlie the micro actions of
macro speech acts. These discursive strategies in turn, could either facilitate positive
politeness, or disaffiliate the social actors. DMs include moves such as Greeting,
Advice, Assessment, Apology, and Question, as can be seen in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Discursive Moves (Locher, 2006, p.62; Morrow, 2012, p.263)
Move

Explanation

Greeting

Greeting, salutation

Assessment

Assessment and/or evaluation of problem writer’s situation

Advice

Telling someone what they should do or think Explanation

Explanation

Explanation of a point just made Personal

Own Experience

Personal experience of advice-giver

General
Information
Disclaimer

General information
Special type of assessment used to point out incomplete
information or advice-giver’s lack of competence

Apology

Expressing regret, saying you’re sorry

Question

Request for further information

Referral

Type of advice in which the questioner is referred to a professional

Metacomment

Text-structuring comments

Open category

Category for moves that do not fit any other category

Farewell

Good-bye, closing

The framework of DMs (Miller & Gergen, 1998) was originally used to analyze
content structure and relational work, and was primarily concerned with exchanges on
an electronic bulletin board about suicide, comparing this to face-to-face therapy. Miller
and Gergen found that the advice in the electronic bulletin boards were more supportive
rather than directed towards concrete action, due to the sensitive topic of suicide, which
may have affected the writers need to be supportive. In Locher's (2006) large-scale
study of advice-giving, the content of an internet health advice column that was part of a
health program of a U.S. university was examined. The website allowed advice-seekers
to send questions about health-related issues, and advice was dispensed in the form of a
letter, written by a team of health educators. Locher's focus was on the manners in
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which linguistic realizations of advice were constructed to invoke expertise, as well as
the mechanisms of relational work. She found that Advice Moves were the most
frequent DMs in her data set, and Assessments and General Information Moves often
followed Advice Moves, since the purpose of the column was to spread information
about health. Locher also found that these expert advice-givers used a variety of
politeness strategies like hedging, praising, and use of humor in order to mitigate the
potential FTA of giving authorial advice. Table 2.1 above explains the uses of the
identified DMs used by Locher in her data set, adjusted to suit Morrow's (2012) study of
Advice Moves in his study of Japanese divorcees.
In Morrow's (2012) study of advice on a Japanese online forum of divorce,
Morrow also uses the coding system of DMs to find how Japanese peers experiencing
divorce employ relational work. Morrow found that, unlike Locher's (2006) study,
Assessment Moves were more common than Advice Moves, perhaps due to the
relationship between the interactants who were peers, and had less established status
and authority. This may have affected the interactants to feel a greater need to
empathize or bond with those they were advising, and support their Advice Moves by
demonstrating understanding through Assessment Moves. Furthermore, the Advice
Moves were highly empathetic in tone, prompted bonding through kinship terms, and
often recounted own personal experiences of pain in divorce. Morrow (2013) argues
that the relational work in this data set adopted Japanese cultural values which
emphasize social hierarchy and harmony (Maynard, 1997). Morrow goes on to state that
he agrees with Meier (2010) in that linguistic researchers must consider cultural values
and beliefs in the influence of the realization of speech acts.
As an evaluative Discursive Move, Compliments and Compliment Responses
(CRs) have been extensively studied across various languages and cultures with respect
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to gender, topic, and social distance in the field of pragmatics (Chen, 2011; Daikuhara,
1986; Holmes, 1986; Wolfson & Manes, 1980). With regards to the English face-to-face
context, Wolfson and Mane's (1980) seminal work on face-to-face compliments found
that among American-English speakers, a large number of compliments followed
formulaic syntactic and semantic patterns, which was also often the case among
varieties of English, as in Holmes’s (1986) study of 500 compliments in New Zealand
English. Furthermore, Holmes observed that women gave and received more
compliments than men, especially on appearance, which was considered appropriate
among friends, equals, and intimates, while compliments on possession were more
frequent among men. While women often saw compliments as positive speech acts, men
saw them as potential FTAs, since a compliment on possession may be interpreted as
envy or desire to have the complimentee's possessions. Furthermore, it was found that
women were more likely to use syntactic forms which strengthened the illocutionary
force of the compliment; whereas men more often used hedges and softeners. In fact,
compliments may be seen negatively as a FTA, for example, in cases of compliments
across-gender, if compliments are clearly false, or when it is an evaluation that shows an
inappropriate level of intimacy, i.e. a man complimenting a woman on her appearance,
it may be taken as sexual harassment.
These preliminary studies on face-to-face compliments in the English-speaking
context inspired the studies of cross-cultural uses of compliments in various languages
and cultures like Japanese (Barnlund & Araki, 1985; Daikuhara, 1986; Matsuura, 2004).
In these contexts, compliments were used and perceived differently among the users
based on gender and social distance, explained as Japanese adhering to a more negative
politeness culture. Barnlund and Araki (1985) compared complimenting behavior
between Japanese and American English speakers using interviews and questionnaires
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and found that American English speakers give and receive more compliments than
Japanese speakers, and American English speakers were more likely to compliment on
appearance.

In Daikuhara’s study (1986), which was based on naturalistic

observations of English and Japanese speakers in the U.S., it was found that Japanese
speakers were as likely to compliment on appearance and ability, like American English
speakers, but found that Japanese speakers were more likely to compliment to show
respect rather than build rapport.

In a later study by Matsuura (2004) which used

surveys to compare complimenting behaviors between Japanese and American English
speakers, it was found that Japanese speakers compliment less frequently than
American English speakers. Matsuura also found that Japanese speakers find it
especially difficult to compliment family members, and compliment their social
superiors such as university professors more than equals. Furthermore, there were no
significant gender differences in the likelihood to compliment among Japanese
speakers, while American women were more likely to compliment than their male
counterparts. While Daikuhara's (1986) study examined the compliments qualitatively
from observations and did not consider roles like status or gender, Matsuura (2004)
quantifies these variables. However, note that frequency of compliments and gender
were both key features for analysis.
Hence, there is a variation in the manners in which compliments may be used,
responded to, and perceived across languages and cultures. However, responding to
compliments may pose a problem for the complimentee, since rejecting a compliment
used to strengthen rapport may be considered rude; however, agreeing may be
considered arrogant (Pomerantz, 1978). Consider Leech's politeness maxims (1983) of
agreement and modesty, where accepting a compliment adheres to the Agreement
Maxim of maximizing disagreement and maximizing agreement, while rejection can be
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an observance of the Modesty Maxim, the minimization of the praise of self, and the
maximization of dispraise of self. A wide range of Compliment Response (CR)
strategies to handle these dilemmas in face-to-face conversations have been identified
by researchers like Pomerantz (1978) and Holmes (1986) in English-speaking contexts.
These CRs are largely divided into three categories of: (a) acceptance, with appreciation
tokens like thanking, and agreeing, (b) rejection, by disagreeing, or downgrading, and
(c), deflection/ evasion, which are strategies like shifting credit or giving an informative
comment. While these taxonomies of CRs may suit English speaking languages, other
classifications have been developed to better account for CR strategies in other
languages like Chinese (Ye, 1995).
While research on CR strategies in English varieties yielded varying results in
the ratio of the acceptance rate of compliments, it is said that acceptance is broadly
speaking favored in Western cultures, while rejection is favored most frequently in
Eastern cultures (See Section 2.2.2). This may be because rejection of compliments
may be seen as a problem of low self-esteem in Western cultures (Pomerantz, 1978). In
Eastern cultures like Japan (Daikuhara, 1986; Saito & Beecken, 1997), it is traditionally
thought that rejection of compliments is the most common strategy to enhance positive
face. In Daikuhara’s (1986) study of Japanese speakers, it was found that only 5% of
compliments were responded with acceptance, while 35% of compliments were
responded to with the strategy of rejection. In Saito and Beecken's (1997) study of
Compliments, they used a role-play analysis and found that 57% of compliments were
accepted by Japanese speakers, while only 15% compliments were rejected, and 28%
were deflected, and therefore, reported different results from Daikuhara. These mixed
results, where acceptance rates of compliments vary across studies, demonstrate the
complexity of the issue of compliment response strategies. Furthermore, researchers
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like Chen and Yang (2010) argue that acceptance is becoming more common and
prevalent within Chinese CRs, and the context of CMC calls for a differing set of
practices.
In the context of complimenting online, there are three studies which are
particularly relevant to this thesis: research by Das ( 2010) on Bengalis on the Social
Networking Site (SNS) Orkut, Placencia and Lower's (2013) study on AmericanEnglish speakers of FB, and Maiz-Arevalo and Garcia-Gomez's (2013) study on
Spanish and English speakers of FB. Das's (2010) research examined whether social
distance affected complimenting behavior among Bengalis using English. In order to
gain this information, Das followed the online activities of 14 Bengali Orkut users, and
asked them to rank the social distance of their Friends1 through the categories: intimate
friends, friends, and acquaintances, and examined how often they sent those Friends
compliments. Das's found that as social distance increased, compliments
decreased.
Maiz-Arevalo and Garcia-Gomez's (2013) study compared linguistic realizations
of compliments and how they were used to strengthen rapport on FB among Spanish
and British English users, who they situate in positive and negative politeness spheres.
Their corpus consists of 50 naturally occuring compliment realizations in both
languages among the researcher’s own social media account, although the number of
participants were unspecified. They found that Spanish users were more prone to
encode their compliments with exclamative sentences (87% of all compliments), and
complimented more on appearance, while English users opted for less exclamative
sentences, and complimented more on possessions (frequency not reported).
Placencia & Lower's research (2013), which examines compliments on FB
1

“Friends” is capitalized to signify online Friendship.
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among American English users, highlights the differences between face-to-face
compliments and online Compliments. In this study, 10 female users were selected
from the author's own FB friends, and were observed for the frequency of "Likes" under
their photos. Their corpus was comparably larger than the other previous studies on
online compliments, consisting of 1,057 compliments, and 1,346 "Likes". The
Compliments were classified under the categories direct or indirect. The former refers to
the semantic load of the compliment conveyed explicitly through adjectives like
"nice". The latter was defined as a type of Compliment in which the hearer needs to
understand that the utterance can be perceived as a Compliment implicitly, for example,
by comparing the compliment receiver to a famous photographer. It was found that
direct Compliments were more frequently employed, and that online compliments were
largely formulaic, although there were slight variations, such as syntactic abbreviations.
The key differences discussed by Placencia and Lower in online communication and
face-to-face communication were that online Compliments were employed by written
language, emoticons, and implicitly expressed through functions like the "Like" symbol
(this will be further explained in Section 2.3.1.4), which was a swift and easy way to
offer positive evaluation and maintain rapport.
Furthermore, Placencia and Lower (2013) also found that women gave and
received more Compliments, and appearance was the most commonly complimented
topic, which fell in line with previous literature on complimenting behavior in face-toface contexts, and therefore, found that gender norms were present online in terms of
complimenting behavior. In conclusion, Placencia & Lower (2013) discuss the need to
further explore and examine the interactional manners in which compliments were
perceived within SNSs. Table 2.2 shows a summary of the three studies of Compliments
in online settings which are particularly relevant to this thesis.
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Table 2.2. Summary of Previous Work on Compliments in CMC settings
Study

Number of compliments

Main findings

Das (2010)

110 compliments

Social distance affects the ways in
which compliments are employed.

Placencia &
Lower (2013)

1,057 compliments

Compliments online are different from
face-to-face compliments, due to FB's
many affordances- like the "Like"
function.

Maiz-Arevalo &
Garcia-Gomez
(2013)

50 compliments per
language in English and
Spanish (100 total)

Spanish user's compliments were more
emotionally expressive compliments
than British users

Among studies of Compliment Response (CR) strategies in the CMC context,
studies by Cirillo (2012) on English in the gaming world of Second Life, Maiz-Arevalo
(2013) on Peninsular Spanish on FB, Eslami, Jabbari and Kuo (2015) on Persian
speakers on FB, and Placencia, Lower and Powell (2016) on American English on FB
are especially relevant to gain insight into the particular manners in which CR strategies
are employed with the multimodal affordances that are available for users. All four
studies use Holmes (1986) and/or Herbert's (1989) taxonomy of CRs, with
modifications based on the CMC context. However, the categories in which the
modifications are placed are slightly different among the studies. Within Holmes's
study (1986), which is face-to-face, ignoring a compliment is categorized under the CR
strategy of evasion, and is hardly used; however, all these four studies discuss the
prevalence of this CR strategy within CMC, and therefore, put the category of ignoring
a compliment in an altogether different category. In Cirillo's study (2012), 17.6% of
compliments were not given any form of acknowledgement indicating that users may
have gone offline in the gaming environment, and many users employed two opposing
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CR strategies, perhaps in order to adhere to both of Pomerantz's (1978) politeness
constraints at the same time. Maiz-Arevalo (2013) also found that 30% of compliments
were ignored, Eslami Jabbari and Kuo (2015) found that 16% of compliments were
ignored, while Placencia, Lower and Powell (2016) found that 81% of compliments
were ignored altogether, which they suggest may be a sample bias or a result of the
language difference. However, among the CRs that were seen, acceptance with an
appreciation token was the most common strategy employed throughout these three
studies, followed by evasion, and rejection.
The ways in which medium-specific CRs, like the "Like" function or emoticons,
were categorized differently under the taxonomies among the studies. For example,
Maiz-Arevalo (2013) counts these features as non-verbal responses, and categorizes
these into explicit (written) and implicit ("Likes", emoticons) CRs. However, this thesis
employs Placencia, Lower, and Powell’s (2016) view of these features, by placing these
medium-specific features under "Acceptance", since this more accurately interprets how
the compliment has been received. Since pressing the "Like" function indicates
appreciation or a thumbs-up gesture, it can be interpreted as an appreciative token,
which conveniently and swiftly allows the user to avoid the complex conundrum of
Pomerantz's constraints (1978) while still showing appreciation (Maiz-Arevalo, 2013).
In the three studies, "Likes" were often used solely without text, however, text usually
clarified the CR strategy, which indicated acceptance, such as "Like" being used with
thanks (Placencia et al., 2016). Additionally, emoticons used on their own were also
counted as a separate category of acceptance in Placencia et al. (2016), although they
were difficult to interpret, since they indicate appreciation. However, when used with
text, these multimodal features were often used to enhance appreciation tokens of
thanks. Emoticons can also be interpreted as instances where users enhance
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appreciation tokens of a lone "thanks", in order to avoid a brevity of response, which
can be interpreted as conceit (Spencer-Oatey, Ng, & Dong, 2008). Below, the table
presents a summary of CRs in the online context, and the size of their corpus as well as
their main findings.
Table 2.3 Summary of Previous Work on CRs in CMC settings (as summarized by
Placencia and Lower, 2017, p.649)
Study

Corpus

Main Findings

Cirillo (2013)

74 CRs

Acceptance: 54.1%
Implicit Acceptance: Rejection: 4.1%
Evasion: 23%
Ignored: 17.4%

Maiz-Arevalo (2013)

Acceptance: 19.7%
Implicit Acceptance: 41.3%
177 CRs Rejection: 1.1%
Evasion: 7.9%
No response: 30%

Acceptance: 15%
Implicit Acceptance: Placencia, Lower, & Powell (2016) 205 CRs Rejection: 1%
Evasion: 3%
Ignored: 81%

Eslami, Jabbari, & Kuo (2015)

Acceptance: 79.7%
Implicit Acceptance: 417 CRs Evasion: 2.4%
Ignored: 16%
Combination: 0.6%

In sum, while research has been done on compliments (Daikuhara, 1986;
Matsuura, 2004) and compliment responses of Japanese users in face-to-face contexts
(Barnlund & Araki, 1986; Daikuhara, 1986; Saito & Beecken, 1997), no research so far
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has examined Compliments and Compliment Responses of Japanese speakers
online. While research suggests that compliments (such as frequency and form) are
employed slightly differently when comparing English and Japanese speaking
communities (Matsuura, 2004), with the former being more direct and frequent, while
the latter is considered more indirect and infrequent, more research remains to be
conducted with regards to mixed language speaking and multilingual communities, such
as the Japanese-English bilingual communities in the studies of this thesis. As Placencia
and Lower's (2017) recent review of compliments and compliment responses in the
CMC context indicate, it is an exciting time for linguists to study these pragmatic
occurences within an increasingly changing multimodal context.
2.3. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) and Facebook (FB)
Computer-mediated communication (CMC) refers to human-to-human communication
through some form of electronic device. While the majority of CMC researchers are
from the field of media studies, psychology, and information and computer sciences, the
past few decades has seen a growing body of literature in discourse-centered linguistic
research in the CMC context, referred to by names such as computer-mediated
discourse analysis ( Herring, 2004), or discourse-centered online ethnographic research
(Androutsopoulos, 2008). Since the goals of communication in the CMC context are
heavily dependent on and are sensitive to the social variables, medium affordances, and
communicative goals of the interlocutors, (Herring, 2007), it is important to consider the
particularly unique, layered, and new social contexts of CMC.
Following Vandergriff (2016), online spaces such as social media are places that
have both possibilities and constraints, and users actively seek out affordances and
resources to adopt and deal with the online environment in accomplishing
communicative goals, in that social media users do not simply use tools, but interact
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through them. As Sharma (2014) points out, the use social media for transnationals is
seen as a relevant space to connect to their countries of origin. While it is true that the
various affordances that the technological medium allows can be constraining, Ker
(2014) highlights that it also enables interaction and affects communicative practices,
outcomes, and social interaction itself. Following Herring, Stein, & Virtanen (2013)
affordances, which will be explained in the upcoming sections, should be seen as a new
and creative set of tools that facilitates and enables communication in a unique manner,
rather than be seen as a compensational tool which makes up for what is lacking in faceto-face communication. As the world wide web has evolved and increased through the
decades, the web, which was originally used for information access (Web 1.0) (1999) is
now turning into a social web in which users are now content creators (Web 2.0), and
"write themselves into being" (Papacharissi, 2009, p.1). This participatory
characterization of the use of the Internet allows for users to facilitate interaction,
engage in identity construction on the Internet through the use of evaluative language
(Vandergriff, 2016). Facebook (FB), a Social Networking Site (SNS), is one such online
space in which users create their own online identities, while engaged in interaction.
2.3.1. Computer-mediated Interaction in Facebook	
  
In the following section, the CMC form of Facebook (FB) will be explained following
Herring (2007) with regards to the types of affordances that this Social Networking Site
(SNS) employs, and the specific medium and social factors that affect the
communicative practices on the site. Although FB is used for multifaceted purposes and
goals are manifold, which may include networking, the primary goal of FB is not
necessarily for networking between strangers, but mostly used for relationship
maintenance between users who know each other in the offline context, and who want
to articulate and make their social networks visible, and for those who are actively
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seeking connection to people from their countries of origin, such as transnationals as
Lorenzana (2016) points out. This relates to the concept by Zhao et al.’s (2008,
p.181)“anchored relationships", or relationships in which online users know each other
in real life, where these contexts of SNSs affect the way pragmatics are accomplished
and identity is constructed.
The primary feature of SNSs includes a visible profile and a list of "Friends"
who are users of the site as well. Once a profile is created, a user is encouraged to
upload a profile picture, and is also encouraged to add other "Friends", or people in the
system in which they may identify in their offline contexts. The capitalized use of the
term "Friends" in this thesis refers to friendships or the users' connectedness status on
the FB system. Boyd (2006) clarified already that this does not necessarily mean
friendship, but can also mean colleagues, family members, and acquaintances , which
results in a context collapse, affecting the manners in which language is employed.
In Herring's (2007, p.11) classification scheme which accounts for the variety of
forms within social media communication to describe the factors that influence
communicative practices, two factors are highlighted: medium and social factors.
Situation factors include participation structure, or the number of participants involved,
the characteristics of the participants, (such as gender, age, place of birth, country of
residence), and the topic, or the subject matter at hand. Medium factors include channels
of communication, such as whether the user included words, images, or videos, and
message transmission technology (whether the transmission is one-to-one, one-to-many,
or many-to-many). These medium factors of FB will be introduced in the following
section, such as Status Updates (SUs), photos, emoticons, and "Likes".
2.3.1.1. Status Updates (SUs) and Response to Status Updates (RSUs)
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When a user logs onto FB, they are immediately greeted with a feature called the
"newsfeed", which is a screen which presents the online activities of Friends in reverse
chronological order, based on what may be of most interest to the user, determined by
the site's algorithm. Therefore, as West (2015) points out, this immediately tosses the
user into an interactional space, and gives the user access to constant and immediate
update, and easier opportunities for users to react to other users. Users can also start
with initiative activities posting a Status Update (SU), such as uploading a photo, or a
short text as cue for conversation. The message transmission of the SU is often one-tomany, in that the user of FB often shows this SU to the many Friends on their FB list,
depending on their privacy setting, and the SU has various channels of communication,
in that they may be accompanied with or without text, photos, or links.
A SU is therefore the main interactive unit in FB and performs an update that
allows users to discuss their thoughts, whereabouts, or important information with their
Friends. Similar to a tweet on the SNS Twitter, a SU is usually short and generally
gives information without going into too much detail. When a SU is updated, it posts
on the user’s personal wall, as well as in the newsfeeds of their Friends, and is archived
in the writer's profile page. Therefore, when a user transmits a SU, an audience can
read as well as respond to the SU, hereby referred to as a Response to Status Updates
(RSU), and since it is archived on the user's page, a reader may comment on the SU
days or even weeks later. Although responses to SUs are considered asynchronous, in
that users are not necessarily online at the same time, it must be pointed out that rapid
access to FB through online devices has blurred this dichotomy (Baym, 2010). SUs can
be updated from a web browser, mobile site, or through text messages, which signifies
constant and rapid access to FB.
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A SU writer must imagine an audience when composing their text, and often
conceptualizes an ideal audience that is similar to the writer that is interested in what is
being posted (Marwick & Boyd, 2010), although some writers treat their SUs as selfdirected, suggesting that the writers did not appear to have an audience in mind (Brake,
2012). The actual level of engagement between Friends on FB have been studied by
researchers such as in Marwick and Boyd’s (2014) study of teenagers on Facebook in
the United States. It was found that the teenagers manage their privacy settings in order
to make sure only a small percentage of Friends were able to understand their SUs. This
suggests that, in spite of the fact that user's may have hundreds of Friends on FB, the
teenagers only regularly interact with only a small percentage, and passively view other
Friend's activities on their newsfeed, and therefore, their relational work and online
communities of practice may be limited to a smaller group of Friends on their network.
Since FB offers a multimodal system of communication, whether they are
writing texts, uploading photos, sharing links, or pressing the “like” button, while
chronicalizing their lives, users highly individualize their styles of self-presentation and
socialization. According to Morrow (2006), FB posts and SUs often tend to be
informal, and many of these SUs attract responses (RSUs) from other users in a
multimodal manner.
2.3.1.2. Multimodal Interaction: Photos, Emoticons and Likes
As stated, SUs give users the choice to be uploaded with the accompaniment of
photos. However, most research on the photos on social media focus on profile pictures
of the users. In Manago, Graham, & Greenfield's study (2008) of 23 university students
in the United States and their use of MySpace, it was found that women place more
emphasis than men on displaying physical attractiveness. Kapidzic and Herring (2014)
found that profile pictures of Black and White teenagers in the United
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States reproduced culturally dominant ideologies of gender and race, and variations in
images constructed gendered and racialized online identities. Zhao et. al. (2008) found
there was a preference to use pictures (called explicit modes) for identity construction in
SUs rather than text (implicit modes) suggesting that users can be avoiding self-praise,
and uploading a photo is easier than composing a text. More recently, work of photos in
SUs by Bolander and Locher ( 2015) also found that users increasingly post pictures on
their SUs. This type of research on the multimodal nature and use of FB and the
manners show the need for a more profound understanding of the use of photos within a
discursive framework.
While some researchers (Ong et al., 2011) have criticized the constant nature of
updating photos on FB as being self-absorbed, narcissistic, or attention seeking, others
such as Malik, Dhir, & Nieminen (2016) found that posting photos has been shown to
affect levels of gratification, and identified as habits, especially among
women. Furthermore, with increasing access to multimodal affordances on FB, and an
increasing emphasis on pictures to index identity, text may sometimes play a
subordinate or even complementary role. Barton and Lee (2013) explain photography as
a lingua franca that allows users with real or imagined verbal shortcomings (such as L2
speakers) to compensate and engage in a community repertoire that is accessible to all,
as iconic language. Furthermore, Marwick & Boyd (2011) interpret the display of the
details of everyday life as a means of doing relational work, where writers enjoy
producing and readers appreciate to feel closer to the writer; however, the analysis of
photo-initiated SUs is still scarce.
It is important to investigate then, to what extent photos give a reference point
and more insight and detail into the writer's life, how photos personalize content to a
more intimate degree for the audience, and create a point of discussion for commenters.
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It is also important to examine how the text that accompanies photos may highlight
certain features of the photo, or explain what is happening. Therefore, photos become a
very integrated and undeniable factor of social media usage, and use of photos by
specific groups, such as transnational women, are still very much underexplored.
Emoticons are also an increasingly used affordance among FB users as a new
mode within multimodality to transmit information and express emotions and
affiliations. Emoticons, a combination of the words, "emotion" and "icon", or
sometimes called emojis, refers to graphic signs or pictograms, such as the smiley face
:), and are often considered indicators of emotion, expressing feelings or attitudes that
can not be made by facial cues online (Crystal, 2006). However, the use of emoticon
usage is increasingly shown to be more complex. For example, emoticons can have a
pragmatic illocutionary force by enhancing the verbal message. In fact, Dresner and
Herring’s (2010, p.255) study states that emoticons are not signs of emotion, but are
rather indicators of the illocutionary force of the textual utterances that they accompany.
For example, using a winky face ( ;) ) indicates the illocutionary force and affective
stance of joking. In Skovholt, Grønning, and Kankaanranta’s study (2014, pp.780) of
the use of emoticons in work-place emails, they found that emoticons mainly serve 3
communicative functions: emoticons after signatures convey positive attitudes,
emoticons after jokes convey irony and humor, and emoticons after expressive speech
acts function as hedges. For example, expressing thanks function as strengtheners, and
emoticons following requests function as softeners. Hence, past research of emoticons
show that emoticons are generally affiliative, help do relational work, are highly context
sensitive, and are used more for interactional than transactional communication.
The differences and frequencies of the usage of emoticons across groups have
been studied between men and women where much of the literature points to women
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using more emoticons to represent positive affect (Baron, 2004; Katsuno & Yano, 2007;
Kavanagh, 2015; Nishimura, 2003; Wolf, 2000). In Baron’s study (2004) of university
students within the context of online Internet Messaging (IM), it was found that a
greater proportion of female participants used emoticons than men, and in Wolf’s
(2000) study of U.S. online newsgroups, it was found that women used more emoticons
than men, often to signify humor, solidarity, support, and assertion of feelings, which
was absent among men, who used emoticons mostly to express sarcasm. In the East
Asian context, Kavanagh (2015) showed that Japanese women used more emoticons
than Japanese men in Bulletin Board Sites (See: 2.3.2.1 for more). Note that East Asian
emoticons, known as kaomoji, are read sideways. Kaomoji are considered more varied
and elaborate, than a Western smiley face, :) due to using more text and symbols, and
can be manifested in the East Asian emoticon like this: (^_~). Emoticon usage among
Japanese women has been shown to show cuteness culture, foster a sense of playfulness,
and highlight a sense of positive politeness (Katsuno & Yano, 2007; Nishimura, 2003).
Therefore, since emoticons can be used to enhance rapport, cultural differences may be
reflected in its use since relational work can be manifested differently across cultures.
This thesis considers emoticons as positive evaluative stances used to convey positive
semantic meaning, and attempts to contribute to the study of the pragmatic usage of
emoticons in the multilingual context.
As another form of multimodality that expresses affiliation, the "Like" function
is a feature on FB used to indicate a positive response to content in a swift and
convenient manner. The "Like" function indicates appreciation or a thumbs-up gesture,
and can be interpreted as an appreciative token or an evaluative attitude. Nowadays, the
use of the "Like" function is considered a natural discursive element on FB that helps
writers gauge their audience, and an element of supportive phatic communication
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(Miller, 2008) that helps relational work. A writer can not respond to the "Like" button,
however, which makes the "Like" function the lowest on the scale of uptake forms
(Jucker & Durscheid, 2012). In Placencia and Lower's study on compliments (2013), as
well as compliment responses (Placencia et al., 2016) "Likes" were interpreted to mean
positive evaluation without going into too much detail. However, the use of the "Like"
function as a positive response is ambiguous, and its complexity and norms of usage
have been debated, since what is being "liked" is not immediately clear, and pressing
"Like" on a negative SU, for example, can be considered inappropriate (West, 2015).
Other uses of "Like" have been documented by West (2015): avoiding silences or nonresponses, expressing appreciation, influencing other Friends to read a post, and as a
social management device.
Therefore, multimodal elements in FB, such as photos, emoticons, and the
“Like” function, in combination are critical factors which all affect the manners in
which identity is co-constructed and relational work is managed. With regards to
photos, it is important to expand research into specific themes of photos, and how
discursive practices such as Compliments are affected based on these themes. With
regards to emoticons and “Likes”, it is important to expand research into how these
features are used by a community of Japanese-English bilingual women.
2.3.2. Communities in CMC	
  
As mentioned in Section 2.1, for the construction of identity, community is primary.
Theories of identity have been extended to the online context, and drawing from the
notion of Lave and Wenger's Community of Practice (CoP) (1991), the emergence of
communities in CMC contexts has been theorized and discussed by researchers such as
Herring (2004), which stresses the language practices of virtual communities. The
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identifying sets of characteristics of virtual communities as outlined by Herring (2004,
pp.351-352) are as follows:
1. active participation and a core of regular participants
2. shared history, purpose, culture, norms, and values
3. solidarity, support, reciprocity
4. criticism and means of conflict resolution
5. self-awareness of group as entity distinct from other groups
6. emergence of roles, hierarchy, governance, rituals

Under these sets of characteristics, Stommel (2008) points out that only the first can be
measured quantitatively, while the other characteristics can not be measured objectively,
and requires an analysis from an emic perspective of the interactants . The second set of
characteristics, such as having a shared history or culture, relates to identity
construction, in that these backgrounds require a self-awareness of themselves as a
group that is distinct from others (Characteristic 5), which then creates an emergence of
roles (Characteristic 6), for example, in the case of Japanese transnationals and their
mutual awareness of their transnational status, or women, and the gender roles that they
may play online. With regards to characteristic 4, criticism, such as evaluative
language, can be employed differently among transnational Japanese women. Indicators
of these virtual communities become emergent in online discursive interaction, and
therefore virtual community, much like identity and politeness norms, become
constructed through interaction.
As Androutsopoulos (2006) points out, there has been an extended and growing
body of research inspired by sociolinguistics and discourse analysis, highlighting the
social diversity of language use in CMC, such as in Farina’s (2015) study of the FB
SUs among Italian native speakers, extended to more recent work by Farina (2018) to
examine FB SUs from a more conversation analytic and sociolinguistic perspective.
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This is in contrast to earlier notions of identity in CMC ( Danet, 1998), which promoted
the idea of a virtual identity to be free, in a democratic space that allowed for
interactants to communicate their identities in whatever way they seemed fit. In fact,
friendships on social media are often based on offline social circles, strengthening the
weight of relational works based on real life relationships. Researchers such as Zhao et
al. (2008), and Bolander and Locher (2010; 2015) have focused on ethnographically
related approaches to understanding social media, focusing more on the social factors
that influence language use, or the users themselves. This shift from describing various
features of CMC to a closer examination of the various interplays between
technological, social, and contextual variables on online discursive practices
exemplifies the more recent research trends which calls for examining the social
interactions and identities on the Internet.
To that extent, Zhao et al. (2008), in their study of online identity construction
of ethnic minorities (Black, Latino, Indian, and Vietnamese users) on FB in the United
States among university students, found that identity online is related to offline
identities in complex manners, with no real distinction between real or offline identities.
With regards to identity claims, the authors found that all users preferred to show their
identity through implicit rather than explicit means, such as using photos, and that
minorities invested highly in presenting their racial selves due to the environment of FB
being one in which the users know each other, and therefore, not being able to lie about
their ethnic backgrounds. Furthermore, interactants stressed group or consumer
identities rather than individualistic ones. In Bolander and Locher's two studies of
online identity construction among university students and their SUs (2010; 2015), it
was also found that PCs preferred to display implicit rather than explicit identities, and
that RSUs generally confirmed and aligned with the identity claims of the PCs. This
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was explained following Herring’s (2007) concept of participation structure, in that the
users of FB knew each other offline, and this knowledge of each other affected the way
they engaged in identity construction. Furthermore, Bolander and Locher (2015) used
the frameworks of positioning theory to situate identity construction, and stressed the
dialogic nature of SUs in FB, which contributes to relational work, since they allow
interactants to construct positions and identities amongst each other. More work,
however, needs to be done with regards to how other groups such as Japanese-English
bilingual women create a community and identities within a space in which they know
each other, rather than anonymous contexts.

2.3.2.1. Gender identity in CMC
Previous research on gender identity in CMC settings considered how the text-based
nature of communication allowed for gender to become invisible (Danet, 1998). As
mentioned, however, online self-presentation may not be as free as previously
considered and as pointed out by Herring (2003), research in CMC has found gender
differences in both stylistic and discourse levels and even in the multimodal selfpresentations in photos. In studies of self-presentation in the social media of dating
sites, photographic choice is often used to enhance the user positively (Walther,
Slovacek, & Tidwell, 2001), and women place more emphasis on displaying physical
attractiveness (Manago et al., 2008). On a discourse level, Herring (2003) found that in
Internet Relay Chats, women were more likely to display text which indicated smiling
and laughter, while men used more profanity and sexual language. Furthermore,
women were more likely to appreciate, apologize, and thank other speakers and get
upset by violations of politeness norms than men. Kapidzic & Herring (2014) indicates
that traditional displays of gender and communicative style are still persistent in CMC
settings and self-presentation in spite of technological and feminist advancements.
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Studies by Katsuno and Yano (2007) and Kavanagh (2015) discuss manners in
which Japanese women display their gender identities and create feminized spaces and
communities in CMC discourse. Specifically, in Katsuno and Yano's (2007) study of the
chatrooms of Japanese housewives, they found that women performed their identities as
women not just through topics like motherhood, pregnancy, child-care, cooking, and
complaining about their husbands, but also through their use of Japanese emoticons, or
kaomoji, which heightened their linguistic creativity and performance. These kaomojis
also emphasized Japanese kawaii, or cuteness culture, which is especially important for
women. In this manner, these chatrooms became a space in which women performed
kawaii culture through kaomojis and smoothed social relations and interpersonal
dynamics. Kavanagh (2015) contrasted Japanese and American English users of CMC
in Bulletin Board Sites2 and found that Japanese usage of emoticons reflected a
feminine cuteness culture and linguistic play, while also highlighting positive politeness
culture. Furthermore, Japanese users used more emoticons than Americans (both male
and female), while Japanese women used emoticons more than any other genderpairing. In these two studies, Japanese women performed these cultural codes of
femininity, while they also used these spaces to build a community of female support.
With regards to identity construction of motherhood in the online context, recent
sociological literature has paid particular attention to how online motherhood
communities band together to give each other support and advice in motherhood blogs,
and how women define their identities as mothers in relation to the family roles that
they play (Chan, 2008; Kouper, 2010; Moravec, 2011). The literature of motherhood
blogs assert that mothers create Communities of Practice in the blog genre, and that

2

This stands for Bulletin Board Sites; websites where users comment and message each other usually
asynchronously.
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most of these motherhood blogging communities are intended to virtually reach out to
other mothers in similar circumstances, by actively seeking out the topic of motherhood
and child-rearing on the Internet. For example, Chan’s ethnographic study of (2008)
middle class mothers and their online identities shows that, while the mothers may try to
uphold dominant discourses of traditional motherhood, the mothers also show aspects of
self-hood, showing a sense of more varied individuality and subversively creating a
community of mothers who show varying conceptions of motherhood. Kouper’s study
examines (2010) advice-seeking and advice-giving based on over 500 entries on the
blogs based on the theme of motherhood, and found that advice was frequently used
among mothers to promote a sense of relationship and common struggle. In Moravec’s
study of American English speaking motherhood blogs (2011), mothers publically
chronicle their daily lives with their children in the online public realm, creating their
own motherhood identities in opposition to mainstream and traditional notions of
motherhood as being loving, and natural care-givers, who should struggle in
private. These motherhood blogs allow women to complain about the frustrations of
child-rearing, and give each other both informational and emotional support.
The literature of these motherhood blogs gives an insight into how motherhood
is performed online and received within a community of support. The blog genre is at
times anonymous and therefore, may allow mothers to freely discuss their frustrating
episodes of motherhood, which may contrast to FB settings.

2.3.2.2. Multilingualism and Transnationalism in CMC
This section highlights the diverse use of language in CMC contexts; namely,
multilingual uses of the Internet, as well as specific features of Japanese writing, and
finally, research on the relationship of transnationals and CMC.
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Until recently, most of the research on the language of CMC has focused on
English, perhaps due to its historical advantage, reflecting the origins of the Internet in
the U.S. However, due to increased global access to the Internet, online communities
are increasingly multilingual, and recent research strands have kept up with the
expanding use of the Internet among multilinguals and other non-English contexts, such
as the use of CMC in countries like Germany, France, Taiwan, Japan, and China
(Herring, 2007). Furthermore, with populations moving across borders, and with
increasing use of access to the Internet, people can interact in languages that they
choose, for example, by interacting in a lingua franca such as English.
In terms of studying multilingualism as an individual phenomenon, recent
research has shed a spotlight on multilingual practice, and how multilinguals deploy
their linguistic resources (i.e. codeswitching) in order to achieve certain goals like
indexing an in-group identity (Androutsopoulos, 2013) The most prominent theory of
multilingual language use on the web is based on Androutsopolous’s study of Greekbackground secondary school students in Germany and their language practices,
described within a theoretical framework of networked multilingualism (2013, p.4),
defined as multilingual practices within global digitally connected networks. This
framework focuses particularly on practices of the multilingual users rather than the
affordances of the digital technologies that are offered by various SNSs. Networked
multilingualism considers three sets of constraints for the language users: mediation of
written language by keyboard-and screen technologies, access to network resources, and
orientation to networked audiences.
The theory of networked mutilingualism distinguishes between multilingualism
and codeswitching (CS) in CMC. Although they often coexist, the distinction is that
multilingualism refers to a more inclusive sense of discourse when interactants draw on
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any of their resources associated with more than one language. Theories of spoken
multilingualism are applied to the virtual space in the theory of networked
multilingualism, since written language has often been overlooked in multilingualism
research. The theories that are drawn on are “metrolingualism” (Otsuji & Pennycook,
2010) which focus on creative linguistic conditions across space and border of culture,
history, and politics. Metrolingualism asserts that fluid and fixed understandings of
language and ethnicity coexist in people’s practice and awareness, such as in language.
Metrolingualism is particularly pertinent to a study of transnationals who move across
cultures and different spaces. Other theories include “translanguaging” (Wei, 2011),
which includes the full range of linguistic performances of multilingual language users
across all modalities of language, where language users employ whatever linguistic
features are at their disposal to achieve communicative aims. This theory has not been
extended to the context of Japanese-English bilinguals who are bi-literate complex
writing system.
What has been described as interesting features in the literature of Japanese
CMC is its complex writing system. This falls in line with one of the features of the
theory of networked multilingualism that considers the mediation of written language,
which takes into account the digital literacies, or the orthographic choices of its
users. For example, bilingual users Romanize script differently from their original
orthography. This is common among post-migrant or transnational settings, where
languages such as Hindi, Farsi, or Greek are Romanized when users lack written
representation of minority or migrant languages in CMC settings (Androutsopoulos,
2009). While the motivation for these may include technological constraints, a lack of
acquisition of the respective non-Roman script, or a more or less conscious script choice
in discourse, digital media offers new opportunities for writing vernaculars. These
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orthographic choices may create metapragmatic meaning, and they are also a part of
showing bilingual identity, as well as exploiting available linguistic resources. This
often increases the indexical meaning of spelling, or affects strategies for signaling
codeswitching, and increases writer’s reliance on visible language choices and
heterogeneity.
While previous research of CMC focuses on Roman-based scripts, it is
important to take into account the CMC of bilinguals who use other scripts, like
Japanese. Nishimura (2003) considers the vast variety of scripts that Japanese speakers
use innovatively in informal CMC such as BBS sites to create rich online discourse that
suits their communicative and interactional purposes. Nishimura’s study describes the
orthographic choices that Japanese speakers use, enriching their linguistic, interactional,
and socio-cultural contexts. Nishimura compares this with Danet’s (2001) common
features of digital writing in English, in order to clarify which aspects of orthographic
means are shared by users of both languages and which other features are distinctive.
For example, Japanese users employ innovative uses of kanji (Chinese characters) and
other scripts, especially in sentence-final particles while English users do not, such as ne, to signify rapport and alignment.
Nishimura’s study further describes the functions of the four scripts used in
Japanese CMC and shows that these functions are further reproduced in CMC
contexts. The four scripts are: kanji, hiragana, katakana, and romaji. Kanji are Chinese
words and idiograms used in Japanese writing. Hiragana and katakana are both
phonetic syllabary scripts, but they differ in terms of functions. The main contrast
between hiragana and katakana is that hiragana is used to represent native Japanese
ideas, while katakana is used mainly for writing foreign names or loan words, or to
express onomatopoeic expressions. Finally, romaji is the use of the Roman
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alphabet. One of the functions of the romaji is to transliterate personal and place names
as well as other Japanese words. It is also used as nativized English words, felt to be a
part of the Japanese vocabulary, for example, CD, PC, and others. Gottlieb (2010)
describes Romanized Japanese as complementing, rather than replacing the existing
orthography in non-CMC contexts, an addition to the diversity and multiplicity of
options afforded by the multi-script writing system. In Katsuno and Yano's (2007) study
of Japanese emoticons or kaomoji in a chat forum for housewives, Japanese women
employed kaomojis in a creative manner which performed femininity. In terms of
similarities to English however, multiple punctuation, eccentric spelling, written-out
laughter, as well as emoticons were used. Furthermore, it was found that the use of
emoticons to make meanings explicit was considered the responsibility of the writer,
and not the interpreter or listener, which challenged the assumption that Japanese was a
listener- responsible culture in which the listener needs to know the intended meaning
of the utterance. These findings are interesting in that these studies were associated
with monolingual Japanese users of the Internet, and it is interesting to examine how
Japanese-English bilingual and biliterate users may employ these same orthographic
choices.
Other than multilingual users of online media, there is a growing body of
literature on the use of SNS among transnationals, exemplifying the diversity of the
population of users of these spaces. FB and other social media have also been theorized
as strengthening the links between immigrants with their countries of origin, and are
used as a powerful tool to strengthen national identities and "long distance nationalism"
among a geographically dispersed population (Blommaert & Rampton, 2011; Sharma,
2014). In Sharma's (2014) study, Nepalese transnationals use YouTube's comments
section to comment on Nepalese comedian stand up as a discursive site to express their
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collective identity as transnationals who are still maintaining an engagement with their
country of origin. Other social media sites like FB can be seen as a discursive site that
allows for a relocation of transnationalism and identities that are negotiated and coconstructed onto a digital space. However, more research needs to be done on how
Japanese transnationals co-construct their national identities by creating an online
community.
Furthermore, recent sociological work by Lopez (2016) examines the content of
Asian recipe food blogs written by Asian-American writers, which construct and
racially brands the discourse of food as valuable, and trustworthy to non-cultural experts
by invoking a sense of authenticity with a high degree of national, ethnic, and cultural
expertise and authority. This relates to the identity construction of transnationals
through the sense of invoking authority with regards to food. Lopez argues that online
discourse by transnationals on the topic of food is a fruitful site to explore the
interconnections between transnational identities, communities, and foods. Hence, work
by Lopez shows how certain topics such as food are selected to show how transnationals
demonstrate their national identity online, and with food genres online becoming more
popular, it is an interesting site to examine how Japanese-English bilingual
transnationals also communicate their national and transnational identities through the
topic of food.
2.3.3. Gaps in online research and contributions of this thesis	
  
All of the above work is foundational to understand the increasingly complex, changing,
and diverse contexts of online discourse. A better understanding and further research
into these online contexts allows researchers to explore further pragmatic phenomenon
in these settings, although it is challenging to pin down the elusive traits of CMC in a
systematic method. It is the upcoming challenge of linguistic researchers to
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systematically approach discourse in what are increasingly complex and variable
contexts. As mentioned, although considerable amounts of research have been done on
English CMC settings (Placencia & Lower, 2013), multilingual settings
(Androutsopoulos, 2013), and Japanese monolingual settings (Morrow, 2012), there has
been no research done on interaction within a multilingual community of JapaneseEnglish bilinguals/ multilinguals.
This thesis addresses the gaps of a lack of research on the discourse of JapaneseEnglish bilinguals by offering a long-term study on the online context of Facebook by
using linguistic frameworks of analysis to examine the text, such as Discursive Moves
(Miller & Gergen, 1998; Locher, 2006), compliments (Wolfson & Manes, 1980;
Holmes, 1986), and Compliment Responses (Holmes, 1986), but also examine how
these dialogic units of analysis contribute to identity construction.
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Chapter 3. Methodology	
  
The 3 studies in this thesis deal with discursive practices, relational work, and the coconstruction of identity of Japanese-English bilinguals and their online Communities of
Practice (CoP). As mentioned in Chapter 2, while quantitative methods to study
communities requires observing an active core of participants, as Strommel (2008)
points out, studying identity co-construction among online communities requires an
analysis from an emic perspective. In study 1, a qualitative analysis of participant
profiles is conducted following Li et al. (2007), Bernhoff (2010), and Placencia and
Lower (2013), and Discursive Moves, based on the work of Miller and Gergen (1998),
Locher (2006), and Morrow (2012) in order to examine the pragmatic and discursive
practices on FB by these transnational Japanese-English bilingual women. Furthermore,
in studies 2 and 3, the compliments in the Discursive Moves were analyzed following
previous work by Wolfson and Manes (1980) Holmes (1988), and Placencia and Lower
(2013), which identified the most commonly brought up topics in compliments. In study
3, to analyze the content of the SUs, SUs were coded according to the three features of
fashion discourse by Barthe (1983): vestimentary, evaluative, and circumstantial
language. In study 3, which also analyzed Compliment Responses (CRs) written by the
PCs, CRs were coded according to Holmes's CR taxonomy (1986), which was
originally developed for face-to-face conversations, and then further developed and
adjusted by Maiz-Arevalo (2013) and Placencia and Lower (2016) to include non-verbal
CR types such as "Likes" and emoticons, which were medium specific to FB. These
CR strategies were also examined for their frequencies, and to whom they were
addressed to in terms of gender and language background. In all 3 studies, interactions
were analyzed qualitatively, and were examined for how they co-construct the identity
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of the Primary Contributors (PCs), initiators of the conversations on FB, and Secondary
Contributors (SCs), the commenters or responders to those conversations.

3.1. Selection: Topic and Number of Participants, Ethics
The PCs in all three studies were recruited from the author's own FB contacts3. The
author is female, in her early 30's, Japanese-English bilingual, as well as an
international school graduate and had been an active Facebook user since 2006. At the
time the samples in this study were obtained, during the period of January 2012 to
March 2017 (the duration of all three studies), the author had established 750 Friends, in
which 281 Friends in total were Japanese-English bilingual women. Out of these 345
Japanese-English bilingual women, "photo albums" (where SUs are stored) were then
carefully followed, and women who had more than one photo of food, babies, and
manicures were then selected for studies 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Unlike other studies on SUs (or studies on compliments on FB) where the
sample of participants was selected randomly (see for example: Bolander & Locher,
2010; Placencia & Lower, 2013) the author opted for a convenience sample (Herring,
2004). This was because the focus of this study is narrower (in terms of the language
background of the photo initiators and the topic of the photos). The three studies are
then based on 5, 10, and 18 participants, or PCs in studies 1, 2, and 3 respectively. As
already mentioned, the PCs selected in this corpus were Japanese-English bilingual
women, who are international high school graduates.They ranged in age from 25-33 (the
age in which the SUs were written), and have lived in Japan for at least 18 years, and
have a first university degree. Selecting only women as PCs was to avoid a gender bias.

3

In study 3, the FB contact of the author’s Friend also participated in the recruitment. (See Section 6.2.1)
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The data also involves commenters, or SCs. The background of the SCs,
(whether they were women or men) were all analyzed and recorded to capture all of the
responses. Table 3.1 shows the number of PCs and SCs that were attracted in each
study. Biographical information on each of the SCs relevant for each study (for
example: language background) was obtained from all the PCs.
Table 3.1. Participants: Number of Primary Contributors (PCs)
and Secondary Contributors (SCs)
Study Number of PCs Number of SCs
1

5

54

2

10

253

3

18

289

As Placencia and Lower (2013, p. 625) note, focusing on one's own social
network can be problematic since the researcher may be accused of bias in interpreting
the data; however, the PCs are not particularly close to the author, and the author was
not involved in any of the RSUs. An advantage however, of choosing participants from
the researcher's own social networks can be that the researcher is aware of the
sociocultural identities of the participants. In the case of SCs, it must be noted that other
SCs were outside the author’s social networks. Informed consent was obtained from the
PCs, but not from SCs, due to the high number of SCs and the fact that they are beyond
the reach of the author’s social network. However, as Farina (2015) mentions in his
study of SUs and the RSUs, SCs are aware of the public content of their comments on
their Friend's walls on FB.
In terms of ethical issues, this study followed the ethical guidelines put forth by
the Association of Internet Researchers (AoIR), which considers potential privacy
concerns. Although FB is a web application that is available to everyone with an email
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address, the profiles of the users may be restricted and may not be viewable unless
Friendship status is obtained. Therefore, users have some reasonable expectation of
privacy, and informed consent is required. In order to protect participants' privacy,
numbers were allocated to PCs and SCs (e.g. PC1, SC2), instead of their name. Photos
were only used when permission was obtained, and they have been slightly manipulated
so they are not easily recognizable. Furthermore, all of the participants in this study,
including SCs, are at least 18 years old, and not considered vulnerable.

3.2. Data Preparation	
  
Data preparation for each study was conducted through capturing screenshots of
selected photo-initiated SUs filed in 3 independent databases. Status Updates (SU) in
this study are always initiated by the multimodal visual form of photos and sometimes
accompanied by short texts as cue for conversation. SUs were found on the PC’s
Facebook page, or in their “photo albums”.
SUs were studied and evaluative language was analyzed. Note that since the PCs
as well as some of the SCs are Japanese-English bilinguals, the SUs and the RSUs are
multilingual. Therefore, when transcribing these interactions into Word, all of the
orthographies are written in their original form. The orthography in the data set include
both English written in the Romanized alphabet, and Japanese in the standard Japanese
writing system, including hiragana, katakana, and kanji, as well as in Romanized
Japanese. All examples in the paper are written first in the original manner in which it
was written, and are presented in a four-box table, including the following information:
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Manipulated
photo

Description of the photo

Original
Interaction

Meta-data, such as translations and other
information.

Example 1. (PC2_SU3) from the corpus on food in study 1 is below:

Japanese dessert of green tea
shave ice.

PC2_SU3: 宇治抹茶カキ氷

SC37: Is that green tea ice cream?

宇治抹茶カキ氷4
Romanized Japanese= Uji
matcha kaki gori
Translation= Green tea shaved
ice

PC2: It’s green tea shaved ice.
In the example above, the upper-left box includes a photo posted by PC2 of a Japanese
dessert and the bottom left box contains a question from SC37 who seeks confirmation
about what dessert it is, which gets a response. Since this response in written in
Japanese, this is reproduced in Romanized Japanese first and then translated in the

4

In cases where participants use Japanese script, it will be followed by the Romanized Japanese reading
of the script in italics, followed by the translation.
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bottom right-box. I SUs always included a photo, and the texts of the SU were labelled
by the PC producing the SU, followed by the number of the SU (PC2_SU3). In the
example above, there is one response by SC37, followed by a response by PC2. SUs are
often, but not necessarily, followed by one or more responses by SCs.

3.2.1. Corpus
Each study is based on a corpus, including a different number of SUs, the
responses to Status Updates, (hereby referred to as RSUs), and responses by the PCs, as
can be seen in table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Overview of Corpora
Study Number of SUs Number of RSUs Responses (CRs) by PCs
1

28

69

20

2

200

291

98

3

219

365

178

This total of the corpus generated is much smaller in number than Placencia and
Lower's (2013) study of FB compliments, which involved 4,784 photos and 1,899
comments (RSUs), out of which were 1,057 were compliments. However, Placencia and
Lower's (2013) corpus is generated out of studying all the photo albums out of their
randomly selected participants, while the corpus of the present 3 studies is generated
with narrower topics (food, babies/motherhood, and manicures) and is comparable, or in
some cases larger in size to other corpus-based studies, such as Das (2010), Cirillo
(2013) , and Maiz-Arevalo and Garcia-Gomez's (2013) studies on online compliments
and compliment responses (See: Table Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 in Section 2). The
corpus in study 1 is the smallest due to the extremely narrow theme (Japanese restaurant
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experiences in the U.S.A.), which has allowed a more detailed analysis, than in the other
2 studies involving a larger corpora.
3.3. Analysis and Frameworks 	
  
A first segmentation was conducted within the 3 studies: the SUs and RSUs
were classified as positionings of either: initiative (SUs), and reactive (RSUs and
responses by PCs). These SUs and RSUs were seen as adjacency pairs following the
frameworks of conversation analysis, where the production of SUs were seen as the first
pair part, or a summons, and the RSUs were seen as the second pair part, or an
answer. This allowed for a conversational and qualitative analytic framework to
classify the content of the postings.

3.3.1. Participation Roles
The types of activities that emerged from the PCs, (including the number of SUs,
SCs, RSUs, and responses by the PCs) were analyzed from the concept of participation
roles in social-digital environments (Li et al., 2007; Bernhoff, 2010), a framework used
to describe and classify engagement levels of online participants, which was conceived
in the form of a metaphorical participation ladder. According to Li (2007, p. 3–4),
“users’ roles, which can be placed on a ladder, range from “creators” at the top and
“inactives” at the bottom. In the middle, “joiners,” were classified as users who join
SNSs, “critics/ inactives” or those who post comments, but contribute little else;
“collectors,” users who post links to other sites, as well as “spectators/ lurkers ” who
check posts but contribute little or nothing. “Conversationalists” is a more recent
addition to the participation ladder, and refers to users who update their profile status to
“converse” (Bernhoff, 2010). Through classifying the SUs and RSUs into the
participant activity ladder, it was possible to gauge the first step of understanding the
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kinds of relational work the participants engage in. To further the analysis into how
relational work is accomplished in SUs and RSUs, a further classification scheme,
Discursive Moves (DMs), was used in order to examine evaluative language in these
SUs and RSUs was examined.

3.3.2. Analysis
In study 1, Discursive Moves (DMs), (Miller & Gergen, 1998: p. 192), were
used as a framework for the data (SUs, RSUs, and responses by the PCs to the SCs) to
be classified into 9 DMs, which were adapted from Miller and Gergen, (1998), Locher
(2006) , and Morrow (2012) (Further details regarding the DM framework can be seen
in Section 4.3.2.)
As a feature of evaluative language, in studies 2 and 3, compliments were
examined and tallied within the RSUs. In study 2, compliments were coded for who the
SCs were complimenting (baby, mother or father). In study 3, compliments were coded
for topic (appearance or ability) following previous work by Wolfson and Manes
(1989), Holmes (1988), and Placencia and Lower (2013), and for form (direct and
indirect), following Blum-Kulka et al. (1989). In study 2, compliments were tallied for
gender and parental status, while in study 3, compliments were tallied according to
gender and language background.
In study 3, CRs were coded according to Holmes's CR taxonomy (1986), which
was originally developed for face-to-face conversations, and then further developed and
adjusted by Maiz-Arevalo (2013) and Placencia, Lower, & Powell (2016) to include
non-verbal CR types such as "Likes" and emoticons, which were medium specific to
FB. The final taxonomy included four categories of acceptance, one category of
rejection, three categories of evasion, and a "no acknowledgement" category.
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Chapter 4. Study 1 on Food
As explained in Chapter 2, Fischler (1988) found that attitudes towards food and how it
is consumed, including the way it is evaluated, was central to the identity construction
of consumers. More recently, Abarca (2008) showed how foodies elaborated on a sense
of foodie discourse by displaying knowledge through the specific use of niche food
terms. Furthermore, foodies found that perceived authenticity of the food itself and
clientele were an integral aspect of the value of the foods and restaurants (Mohring,
2008), and used to “racially brand” (Lopez, 2016; p. 1) the discourse of ethnic
restaurants or foods. In this first study, identity construction, evaluative language, and
relational work are analyzed through the display of photo-initiated status updates (SUs)
as well as reactions to status updates (RSUs). It was important to see if the topic of
food became a relevant factor conditioning discourse, since photos of food promoted
evaluative language on either food, restaurants, or cultural identities.

4.1. Research Questions
In order to find out the relationship between transnational foodies identities and
evaluative language in the context of FB, the following questions will be investigated:
1.

What participant profiles emerge from the online behaviors of Japanese
transnational women (PCs)?

2. What kind of Discursive Moves (DMs) are performed in these SUs and RSUs?
a) Which Moves are the most frequently used? b) And how are they sequentially
displayed?
3. What kinds of verbal and non-verbal features of Evaluation Moves emerge in the
discourse?
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4.

How do DMs contribute to relational work and identity construction among
interactants?

4.2. Methods
A total of 28 SUs are analyzed in this study on evaluative language including 5 PCs,
and 54 SCs (See Table 3.1).	
  The method used for this study is primarily a qualitative
analysis of participant profiles following Li (2007), Bernhoff (2010), and Placencia and
Lower (2013), and Discursive Moves, based on the work of Miller and Gergen (1998),
Locher (2006), and Morrow (2013) (see Chapter 3).
4.2.1. Primary Contributors (PCs)	
  
A group of Japanese transnational women who posted pictures of Japanese restaurant
experiences were identified and contacted in order to follow their FB activities during
the period of June 2012 to June 2016. 5 PCs consented to collaborate on the study. The
background information of the 5 PCs is displayed in Table 4.1: all PCs are professionals
in their late 20’s to early 30’s, as well as self-reported "foodies", and have lived over 18
years in Japan, and for at least 10 years in the United States.
Table 4.1. Participant Information
Participant Code Age Years in U.S. Job description
PC1

31

12

Corporate

PC2

32

14

Accountant

PC3

29

11

Corporate

PC4

29

10

Teacher

PC5

30

12

Corporate
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4.2.2. Secondary Contributors (SCs)	
  
Secondary Contributors (SCs) were not selected, since the data was natural and not
elicited, but their background information was necessary to be taken into account due
their contribution to the interactive co-construction of the PCs identity, as fundamental
players engaged in the relational work and pragmatic interactions in these communities
of practice(s). What kind of audience the PCs have and write to, and who does the
uptakes, or contributes to the ongoing exchange is fundamental to the interactional
analysis. Background information of the SCs can be seen in Table 4. 2 below.
Table 4.2. Secondary Contributors: Participant Background
Background

Number

Percentage

Japanese transnationals

20

37.04%

Americans (U.S.A.)

22

40.74%

Japanese in Japan

8

14.81%

Other

4

7.41%

Total

54

From this participant set, it must be stressed that a relatively equal number of
Japanese transnationals were engaged in the interaction (N=20, 37.04%) just as much as
the Americans (N=22, 40.74%), while the Japanese SCs in Japan contribute to the
ongoing exchange to a lesser extent (N=8, 14.81%). A small number of SCs (N=4,
7.41%) were from none of these groups (labelled “Other”). These SCs were L1 Spanish
speaking Friends of PC1, who spent a significant amount of time in Spain.
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4.2.3. Data sample	
  
During the data collection period, the 5 PCs were highly engaged with food
topics, posting pictures and SUs about food they cooked, cooking gadgets, recipes, and
restaurant experiences. In order to investigate how these PCs position themselves, either
as (traditional) Japanese transnational foodies, or international foodies who value
innovation and creativity, SUs about Japanese restaurant experiences were selected in
order to analyze the evaluative language displayed in the SUs and RSUs.
They produced a total of 28 SUs on the topic of Japanese restaurant experiences, and
received 69 RSUs from 54 SCs. Example 4.1 is a SU as shown on FB.
Example 4.1 Display of interaction on Facebook

4 pictures of Japanese food.
PC1_SU3: 幸せ。so good. with XXX at
YYY

幸せ
Romanized Japanese=
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Shiawase
Translation= Profound
happiness5
XXX= Name of friend
YY= Name of restaurant
SC4: うまそーーーーーーーーー！！！

うまそーーーーーーーーー
！！！
Romanized Japanese=
Umaso-------!!!
Translation= That looks
delicious!!!

In this example, PC1 posts a photo of 4 Japanese foods when she is visiting a restaurant
in a U.S. city that she lives in, which is indicated after the “at” in the SU. In the original
FB layout, the names of the PCs and the SCs appear in blue to distinguish between the
written texts and the names. The name of the Friend who is tagged in this SU appears in
a pink stroke, and the name of the restaurant appears in the green stroke. Here, PC1
writes in her SU: “幸せ。so good.” The first Japanese word, “幸せ”, ‘shiawase’6,
written in the Japanese orthography of kanji and hiragana, signifies deep or profound
happiness. The Japanese evaluation is followed by an English evaluation, “so
good”. PC1 then “tags” another member of her Friends who went to the restaurant with
her, as marked in the SU after “with”, and marks where the restaurant is by tagging the
restaurant after “at”. SC4 writes “うまそーーーーーーーーー！！！”, ‘umaso---------!!!”, which signifies, “That looks delicious!!!”, evaluating the restaurant in Japanese.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the layout of the SUs and the RSUs visually
display the SUs and RSUs in sequential order, clearly marking the initiating and
reactive roles of the interactants.
5

When Japanese script is used, it will be followed by Romanized Japanese (in italics) , as well as a
translation. When Romanized Japanese is used by the participants, it will be directly followed by a
translation.
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4.3. Results
This section will analyze the varying participant profiles of the Japanese
transnational women by characterizing their activities (See 4.3.1), and this will be
followed by a discussion of the DMs present within the data set, their frequency as well
as their sequentiality(See 4.3.2.). Evaluation Moves will then be discussed through
characteristics of verbal and non-verbal features that were used in the data set (See
4.3.3.) , and finally, this will be followed by a discussion of how DMS contributed to
relational work and identity construction (See 4.3.4.).
4.3.1. RQ1: Participant profiles: Creators, Spectators, and Conversationalists
In order to identify the participant profiles and the online behavior of each PC
(RQ1), their online behavior was analyzed following Li et al. (2007) and Bernhoff
(2010). First, a tally was counted for the number of SUs each PC contributed, as well as
the total number of RSUs of SCs each PC generated, as well as the number of response
by each PC. Through the number of SUs, PCs could be classified between creators and
spectators, the average number of RSUs and number of SCs allow us to measure the
impact of these SUs. Finally, the number of responses by the PC and the likelihood of
responses to the RSUs by the PCs characterize the PC´s level of engagement as
conversationalists. Results are summarized in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3. Status Update Information
PC

Number
of SUs

Total
number
of RSUs

Average
Number
number of of SCs
RSUs

Number of
Responses
by PC

Likelihood of
Responses to
RSUs (%)

PC1

13

42

3.23

29

4

9.52%

PC2

3

8

2.67

8

3

37.5%

PC3

4

8

2

7

7

87.5%

PC4

4

5

1.25

4

3

60%

PC5

4

6

1.5

6

3

50%

Total

28

69

2.46

54

20

28.99%

Therefore, these numbers in Table 4.3 help gauge levels of activity and reactivity for
each PC, as well as the impact of the SUs of each PC.
There was a total number of 28 SUs, 69 RSUs, 54 SCs, and 20 responses by the
PCs to the SCs. Like Placencia and Lower's (2013) study, there were individual
variations in activity levels among participants. All PCs contributed with a similar
number of SU (3-4) except for one with a much higher number of SUs (PC1, n=28). To
that extent, in this data set, the participant activity profiles have been classified as
“creators” (PC1), “spectators” (PC2, PC4, and PC5), and “conversationalists”
(PC3). They are as follows:
PC1, the Creator: PC1 was a "creator", with a total number of 13 SUs, while the other
PCs only posted 3 or 4 SUs on this topic. However, it is important to note that, while
PC1 is a "creator", PC1 is not necessarily a "conversationalist", in that she only
responds 4 times to her 29 participants, and 42 RSUs, making her likelihood of response
only 9.52%. Out of her SCs, 15 SCs commented twice or more on different SUs
without getting a response from PC1. This shows that the 15SCs of PC1 perhaps do not
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perceive the lack of response to be inadequate, and perceive the RSU as reactive moves,
because they continue to write RSUs without receiving a response. This also signifies
that PC1 attracts some of the same SCs in her SUs, indicating a community of practice
(CoP) within her online Friendship groups.
PC2, the Spectator: PC2, on the other hand, could not be considered a creator, and
rather, a spectator, due to her much lower number of SUs (n=3), While all the other PCs
are not creators, she received the highest number of RSUs (2.67 RSUs per SU on
average) among the other PCs, and this indicates that her SUs have a relatively higher
impact and likelihood of responses than other PCs. Furthermore, she has attracted 8
SCs in comparison to her low number of SUs (n=3). Note that PC2 is also not a
responder, with the lowest likelihood of responses among the other PCs, with only
37.5% of her RSUs obtaining a response from PC2. This corresponds to the idea of
PC2 as a spectator, and being relatively inactive, since she has the lowest number of
SUs as well as one of the lowest likelihood of response.
PC3, The Conversationalist: As a contraposition, while PC3 is not a "creator" with
only 4 SUs, PC3 responds 7 times to the 15 RSUs (87.5% of her RSUs are given
responses), characterizing herself as a "conversationalist", or responder; hence, the
results here indicate differences with Placencia and Lower's (2013) study: creators are
not necessarily conversationalists, or responders.

PC4 and PC5, The Spectators: PC4 and PC5 have similar numbers in terms of SUs
(n=4), however, PC5 has a slightly higher impact with 6 RSUs and attracting 2 more
SCs, in comparison to PCC4, who produced only received 5 RSUs, an average of 1.25
RSUs per SU, and 4 SCs. According to the participation roles by Li (2007) and
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Placencia and Lower (2013), it is possible to classify other PCs like PC2, PC4, and PC5
as spectators since they do not produce much content. Furthermore, PC2 responds to
only 37.5% of her RSUs, PC4: 60%, and PC5: 50%. Therefore, they can be placed
within the middle of the “ladder” in participation roles, since they do not respond to
RSUs with a high frequency like PC3, however, their response to the RSUs are higher
than the average (28.99%).
These results confirm individual differences in interactional practices according
to their online behavior, from creators to spectators, despite the small sample of
data.	
  	
  However, it is important to also qualitatively analyze the content and illocutionary
force of the SUs and RSUs in terms of DMs in order to see how these moves are
displayed to establish relational work and pragmatic practices.
4.3.2. RQ2: Discursive Moves and Sequentiality
As a second step, Discursive Moves (DMs), defined as “the kind of contribution
the entry made to the ongoing exchange” (Miller & Gergen, 1998, p. 192), were
identified in the data set, segmented and classified (RQ2) following Miller and Gergen,
(1998), Locher (2006), and Morrow (2012), as discussed in Chapter 2. The Moves were
classified into 9 categories (See Table 4.4) . Three of these categories emerged from the
data (Description, Wish, and Complaint) and four (Own Experience, Evaluation,
Advice, Greeting) had been identified in previous research by as mentioned above, as
well as an ‘Other’, or ‘Moves unrelated to food’ category. A total of 117 posts (28 SUs
and 89 RSUs including the PC's responses) were analyzed based on DMs. These 117
posts generated 176 DMs, which were identified and classified, with each post
generating approximately 1.5 DM per post, and with an average of 3.18 DMs per SUs.
The DMs were further examined for their illocutionary force with indicators such as
microlinguistic structural features of CMC (Bieswanger, 2013), like nonstandard
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spellings, nonverbal and paraverbal cues like emoticons, hashtags, and orthographic
choices in both English and Japanese, and language choices. The effect of each line for
interpersonal pragmatics, relational work and identity construction was also taken into
account. Each DM was related to a Speech Act (SA) according to their main
illocutionary force (Searle, 1969) in order to easily re-group the DMs. As shown in
Table 4.5, intersections were seen when 2 illocutionary forces were present within the
same DM (Assertive/Expressive, Assertive/Directive).
These DMs were coded and analyzed line by line through discussion with
another Japanese-English bilingual. Table 4.4 presents each DM type identified within
the data set with real examples from the data set.
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Table 4.4. Discursive Moves
Move

SA

Explanation

Own
experience

Assertive/
Expressive

Personal experience of interactant
Ex: "I went there last week!"

Description

Assertive
Expressive

General information (identifying, describing, or
explaining food)
Ex: "It’s green tea shaved ice.”

Evaluation

Assertive /
Expressive

Assessment and/or evaluative comment.
Ex: "that looks delicious"

Advice

Assertive/
Directive

Telling someone what they should do or think
Ex: "I really recommend this place!"

Inquiry

Assertive

Asking for further information
Ex: "How was it?"

Wish

Expressive
Directive

Asking for action or desiring some action/ food
Ex: "Take me to (city of PC)!"

Greeting

Expressive

Greeting, salutation
Ex: "Hey!"

Complaint

Expressive

An expression of humorous, disappointment, discontent
or anger
Ex: "Why didn’t you take me!!!!"

Moves
unrelated to
Food

Assertive
Category for moves that do not fit any other category,
Expressive that are unrelated to food/ restaurant/ immediate
Commissive content, or are only understandable to the interactants.
Ex: "Have fun and please give my best wishes to mom,
dad, sister, and grandparents❤", “thanks”, etc.

As mentioned, DMs are focused on how specific moves contribute to the
ongoing exchange (Miller & Gergen, 1998), both for transactional and interactional
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functions. As we will see in the next sections, transactional functions are usually
performed through Description Moves, (used to share information), interactional
functions like Own Experience Moves, and Greeting Moves serve an interactional
function promoting relational work. Evaluation Moves serve both functions, in that
they may be used to transmit knowledge and give information about food and
restaurants by evaluating a restaurant, for example, Evaluation Moves also serve
interactional purposes in that complimenting PC’s foods promotes relational work.
Therefore, in order to examine what kind of functions the DMs served, the DMs
articulated in the SUs and RSUs were tallied in order to examine the most salient
features of these SUs and RSUs, summarized in Table 4.6 and analyzed in the next
section.

4.3.2.1. RQ2a: Frequency of DMs
The results of the DMs articulated in SUs, RSUs, in the responses of the PCs, as
well as the total percent of the DMs in the entire data set are shown in Table 4.6. The
most common DM in both the SUs as well as RSUs and responses were Evaluation
Moves, totaling 60, or 34.1% out of all the DMs. Following Evaluation Moves,
Description Moves were the most common, totalling 32 (18.18%), followed by Inquiry
Moves (n=22, 12.50%), and Moves unrelated to food (n=18, 10.23%). Within all of the
SUs, RSUs, and responses by the PCs, the range of Moves varies; however, there is a
wider range within the RSUs.
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Table 4.5 Number of DMs in Data Set in order of frequency
Discursive Move

SU RSU Responses by PC Total Percent

Evaluation

26

26

8

60

34.10%

Description

16

10

6

32

18.18%

Inquiry

0

22

0

22

12.50%

Moves unrelated to food

0

16

2

18

10.23%

Wish

0

17

0

17

9.66%

Own Experience

0

12

0

12

6.82%

Advice

2

1

4

7

3.98%

Complaint

0

4

0

4

2.27%

Greeting

0

4

0

4

2.27%

Total

44

132

18

176

100%

These results clearly show not only the importance of some Discursive Moves, in terms
of frequency, but also in terms of their sequential placement, since some DMs
(Evaluation and Description) occur both in the initiative and reactive Moves, while
Inquiry, Wish, Own Experience, for example, only occur in the reactive Moves. The
further description of the interactional schemes of these Moves, will be the aim of the
following section.
4.3.2.2 RQ2b: Sequential Placement of Discursive Moves
This section discusses the sequential placement of the most frequent DMs: Evaluation,
Description, and Inquiry Moves. Only Evaluation, Description, Advice, and Moves
unrelated to food that are used in the responses of the PCs, usually in response to
Inquiry Moves from the RSUs.
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Sequential placement of Evaluation Moves: Evaluation Moves were the most
common DMs among both initiative SUs (n=26), as well as reactive RSUSs (n=26), as
well as in the reactive responses of the PCs (n=8). Hence, this Move is used an equal
number of times as both an initiative as well as reactive Move. The function of
Evaluation Moves as the first pair part of adjacency pairs (or SUs) are for the PCs to
evaluate restaurants and specific dishes/foods to their aupositdience, and therefore,
serve primarily transactional functions, and are often written as an assertive Speech Act
(n= 42, 70% of all Evaluation Moves). Their secondary interactional contribution in
terms of relational work will be further discussed in Section 4.3.4., when dealing with
RQ4. On the other hand, the Evaluation Moves as reactive second part of adjacency
pairs, also contained expressive speech acts, in order to express agreement or affiliation,
and served primarily a interpersonal relationship for the interlocutors. The following
exchange (Example 4.2) shows an example where Evaluation Moves were used as both
initiative (SU) as well as reactive (RSU) Moves that served a transactional purpose as
well as interactional purpose.
Example 4.2

12 separate pictures of sushi, all of
different types.
PC1_SU2: Delicious sushi at XXX

XXX= name of restaurant
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SC2: yummmmmm
In this SU, PC1 uploads a photo of 12 sushi pieces, and positively evaluates this sushi
with the adjective “Delicious”, while giving information about where to find it
(restaurant’s name), followed by a sushi emoticon

. This Evaluation Move

therefore, serves a transactional purpose in the initial SU to give information about the
quality of Japanese food at a specific restaurant. The reaction in the RSU,
“yummmmmm” is an expressive Evaluation Move, as can be seen in the elongated
nonstandard spelling, which expresses an attitude, and involves the expression of
emotions. However, this is also stated in an assertive manner with a strong
illocutionary force that serves to evaluate the picture as deeming to be delicious.
Therefore, the Evaluation as an expressive Speech Act (SA) is not merely to pass
judgement, but to ultimately positively reinforce the pleasant experience the PC had.
Evaluation Moves as reactions by the PCs in responses to Inquiry Moves were also seen
in the data. Example 4.3 shows how an Evaluation Move is used only as a response by
the PC when an evaluation is elicited in the RSU.
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Example 4.3

A picture of ramen
noodles with chopsticks
holding up the noodles.

PC3_SU4: Ramen at XXX
SC42: How was it?
PC3: It was good! Especially the
chicken ramen!

XXX= name of restaurant

Here, the Evaluation Move serves as the third move from the initiative SU. In example
4.2, the initial SU by PC3 is a Description Move which is an assertive Speech Act (SA)
that identifies the Japanese noodles. As a response, however, SC42 employs an assertive
Inquiry Move, asking for an Evaluation of the restaurant, since it is not given in the
initial move. It is only after this Inquiry Move is asked in the RSU that PC3 gives an
expressive Evaluation Move, “It was good!”, as seen in the exclamation point, and
further elaborates on which kind of noodles were good “Especially the chicken ramen!”
This final Evaluation Move by the PC, served an interactional function by responding to
SC42 and giving the evaluation and information needed; however, this extra comment
also expresses excitement.
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Hence, the sequential placement of the Evaluation Moves within the data show
that, with regards to the topic of Japanese restaurant experiences, this Move is
sequentially placed most commonly among all SUs, RSUs, and responses of the PCs,
and is a common feature on the topic of food within this data set.

Sequential placement of Description Moves: The second most common DM in total
were Description Moves (32, 18.8%), which include descriptions of the food, the
location of the restaurant, as well as identifying the food. The sequential placement of
this Move is interesting in that, while this is the second most common Move among
SUs, it is the fifth most common move within the RSUs, and therefore, less frequently
used within RSUs. While the metadiscursive content of the Description Moves were
either written in an expressive (“Yes! Ramen!”) or assertive manner (“This is green tea
shave ice”), the expressive SA related to the more interpersonal relationship of the
interlocutors; whereas the assertive SA were more related to the content of the food.
Eleven Description Moves were used together with Evaluation Moves, and
therefore, both give an attitudinal appraisal of the restaurant/food, while spreading
information at the same time. The SU of example 4.1 in the previous section, “Delicious
sushi at (name of restaurant)

”, not only evaluates the sushi, but also identifies the

food by writing the Japanese name of the food “sushi”, and provides further information
about where the food was consumed by giving the name of the restaurant. A further act
of identification is shown through the use of the sushi emoticon (

), since the

emoticon is used to describe the food that is being consumed to make the food more
widely recognizable.
In the following example, the use of a Description Move as both a SU as well as
a response by the PC can be seen with an Inquiry Move in-between the two moves.
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Example 4.4

Japanese dessert of green tea
shave ice.

PC2_SU3: 宇治抹茶カキ氷

SC37: Is that green tea ice cream?

宇治抹茶カキ氷
Romanized Japanese= Uji
matcha kaki gori
Translation= Green tea shaved
ice

PC2: It’s green tea shaved ice.
Example 4.4 shows an example of PC2 uploading a picture of a Japanese dessert
of green tea shave ice, a typical summer dessert in Japan. PC2 identifies the food in
Japanese through an assertive SA by writing in the Japanese orthographic choices of
kanji and katakana, “宇治抹茶カキ氷”, ‘uji matcha kakigori’, which can only be read
by her Japanese literate audience. SC37, an American SC, asks for clarification about
the food/ dessert through an assertive Inquiry Move, “Is that green tea ice cream?”,
since SC37 is not sure what the dessert is, asking for a Description Move from
PC2. Hence, the Description Move that follows, “It’s green tea shaved iced”, clarifies,
corrects, and identifies the mistake that SC37 made in identifying the food. This
interaction is the second pair part of an adjacency pair, or an answer to a question with
the appropriate Move, and shows how new Description Moves are required in
transnational and multilingual contexts.
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Sequential placement of Inquiry Moves: The third most common DM were Inquiry
Moves (22 moves, 12.5%), all present only in the RSUs, and the second most common
move among RSUs. Note that inquiries unrelated to the content of food or restaurants
were coded as an Other Move. For example, if the inquiry were, "What are you doing
next weekend?", this Move was not counted as an inquiry, since the content does not
refer to the food, and it is not a transactional move asking about content, but rather, is an
interactional one. The sequential placement of Inquiry Moves suggests that SCs
acknowledge the PCs’ position of authority, or one who can exercise legitimate
influence over others, an idea which will be developed further in answering RQ4.
In this data set, Inquiry Moves were responded to by the interactant only 12
times (45.45% of the time); therefore, 10 Inquiry Moves were ignored, suggesting that
reciprocation is not mandatory in these interactions. Therefore, the inquiries seem to
have a more interpersonal nature, with more expressive illocutionary force, committing
the speaker to provoke the recipient’s future actions. This is in contrast to requests that
have a directive point, committing the speaker to having a state of desire, and therefore,
the Inquiry Moves in these interactional sets are considered low sincerity conditions,
used more to facilitate relational work through politeness strategies. While Markman
(2013) and other researchers such as Skovholt and Svenning (2013) state that Speech
Acts that are directives like question-form requests most likely get a response in CMC
since they may be trouble sources, interactional norms differ according to different
genres and rights and obligations roles (Drew & Heritage, 1992). Note that, for
example, questions about content (inquiries) are not directives, but they are assertives,
in that they serve a plain transactional function, where words are used to refer to the
pre-existing world, while question-form requests are directives in that they serve an
interactional function, and words are used to attempt someone to do something.
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As mentioned, 10 Inquiry Moves were ignored, mostly by PC2, PC4, and PC5,
or those that fit the profile of “inactives”, and who did not respond to their SCs in
general. Below is an example of an Inquiry Move by SC30 that was ignored by PC2.
Out of the 12 responses, 5 Advice Moves were given as a response to Inquiry
Moves seeking advice, and 6 Inquiry Moves were responded to with Description
Moves, and 1 Inquiry Move was responded with an Evaluation Move, again, stressing
the importance of the goal of the interaction to disseminate information about Japanese
food or restaurants.
Example 4.5

Photo of miso ramen noodles.

PC2_SU1: no text
SC30: Is this ramen?
The fact that PC2 did not respond may be because the picture shown in the SU
is quite obviously ramen, or perhaps because reciprocation is not considered mandatory
in these interactions. Note that SC30 is an American SC who may have had to employ
this Inquiry Move due to a lack of knowledge about what ramen is; however, PC2
probably does not find answering this question necessary.
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As an example of an Inquiry Move that is responded to, the interaction below
shows how SC6 (an American SC) asks PC1 where the restaurant is in the SU, and
hedges the tone of her Inquiry Move and request for information through the smiley
face. PC1 answers SC6's question by giving the location, and therefore, disseminates
information through an expressive Description Move.
Example 4.6

Picture of pork broth ramen
noodles.

PC1_SU5: Yummy ramen in XXX :)

XXX= city of PC1’s residence

SC6: Where? :)
PC1: It’s by YYY, you won’t miss it!

YYY= location

In sum, Evaluation Moves were used both as initiative and reactive DMs, both
for the PC to disseminate information and evaluation about the restaurant, but also as
reactive moves for the SCs to show affiliation and politeness. Description Moves were
also used as both initiative and reactive DMs to identify and give information about the
food; however, other DMs were used more frequently as reactive DMs. The Inquiry
Moves were used completely as reactive Moves, showing that the SCs acknowledge the
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authority of the PC’s ability to answer inquiries about the food that is presented in the
SUs.
4.3.3. RQ3: Verbal, Paraverbal and Non-verbal Features of Evaluation Moves
In order to better describe the evaluative language used among Evaluation Moves in
SUs and RSUs, verbal, paraverbal, and nonverbal features were analyzed. Following the
verbal features of evaluative language, adjectives such as “delicious”, “yummy” , and
“wonderful” (by were identified. Among paraverbal features, elongations were
identified, such as “goooooood” , “Wow” , “Mmm...” , as well as non-verbal features,
such as emoticons, like heart marks (❤), and smiley faces, (☺), and hashtags (#).
4.3.3.1. Verbal Features of Evaluation Moves
Among verbal Evaluation Moves in SUs and RSUs, adjectives of the variations
of “delicious” are used 7 times within the data set in Japanese as well as English to
indicate appreciation of the aesthetics (and taste) of the food by the use of adjectives
that all mean delicious, “oishii”(by SC3), “umai” (by SC4), or “good” (by PC1). Note
that Japanese words that signify deliciousness, like “oishii”, and “umai” were used a
total of 5 times, while the word “delicious” was used 2 times and the word “good” was
used over 4 times. This is interesting in that more adjectives that signify deliciousness,
are used to affiliate with the theme of Japanese restaurants and food. These adjectives
giving assessments act as a kind of epistemic modality, which indicates the source of
information which the evaluation is based on. In other words, the assessment is not only
their own judgement. Therefore, within RSUs, these responses indicate the source of
evaluation (pictures of food shows where they base their evaluation), which is in
opposition to a judgement modality based on the speaker’s own judgement.
Other adjectives and onomatopoeic words such as “yum” (by SC2), “yummy”
(by PC1), and “yum yum” (by PC4) are used 4 times within the data set in an
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expressive and emotional manner, followed by exclamation marks or squiggly marks,
like “~~~”. This non-verbal squiggly mark represents a playful use of language that is
used in more casual contexts, and demonstrates a positive tone and evaluation.
Additionally, although these “yummy” words are also adjectives that are used to mean
“delicious”, the lexical choice is more casual and reproduces casual speech. An invented
noun “yumcapades” (by SC22) is also used, combining the words “yummy” and
“escapades”, to evaluate and describe the delicious restaurant experiences that the PC is
having. Words such as “ii” ‘nice’ (n=1) (by SC52) and others like “wonderful”(n=1)
(by SC48), and “amazing” (n=2) (by SC8) were used a total of 5 times, indicating
positive assessment. Words like “Yes”, were used once each by PC1 and PC5, as can be
seen in Example 4.7, in which PC5 evaluates the yakisoba, (fried noodles). This
Evaluation Move is written in all capital letters, indicating a strong, assertive, and
emotional illocutionary force towards the food and the restaurant experience.
Example 4.7

Picture of yakisoba (fried) noodles, and
okonomiyaki, Japanese salty pancakes.
PC5_SU4: YES. Yakisoba with
XXX

XXX= name of Friend
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Verbs to indicate the current state of the reactant are also used 3 times with the verb
“drool”, such as: “I’m drooling right now” (by SC29) , or “DROOL” (by SC30). These
states are physical and emotional reactions to the image, and it is also an exaggerated
indicator of their evaluation as finding the food delicious. They are responding to the
photos, and appreciate the way the food looks.
The only negative evaluative adjective that was used in the data set was the word
“不思議” ‘fushigi’(by PC3), which signifies “strange”, used as: “The taste was…
strange” (as can be seen in Example 4.11), in order to evaluate a type of fusion dish
(croissant-sushi), as being inauthentic.
Other emotional evaluations were used frequently, for example, a dish was
described as “a taste of home” (by both PC4 and PC5) (See: Examples 4.6 and 4.10),
where the word “home” indicates a sense of comfort and familiarity, and connotes a
sense of authenticity. The word “love” (by PC1) was also used a total of 3 times,
indicating a strong sense of emotional reaction towards the food in the photo.
Furthermore, PC1 uses the word “幸せ” ,‘shiawase’ ,‘profound happiness’, to describe
her emotional state with regards to her reaction towards the food, indicating that food is
able to trigger deep emotion. The term “comfort food” (by PC2) also indicates how
Japanese food can evoke a sense of an emotional familiar environment.
The adjective “authentic” (n=2) (by PC4 and PC1) were also used in SUs twice
to evaluate the food of the restaurant. As can be seen, the issue of authenticity, which is
important for the evaluation of ethnic restaurants among foodies (Mohring, 2008)
becomes evident.
Table 4.6 shows the identified verbal features of Evaluation Moves, both
positive and negative, that were present within the data set. The table is divided into the
identified adjectives, verbs, and nouns.
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Table 4.6 Verbal Features of Evaluation Moves
Verbal Features English

Japanese

Adjectives

delicious (n=2)
wonderful (n=1)
amazing (n=2)
good (n=4)
taste of home (n=2)
authentic (n=2)

oishii ‘delicious’ (n=3)
umai ‘delicious’ (n=2)
ii ‘good’(n=1)
不思議 ‘strange’ (n=1)

Verbs

drool (n=2)
love (n=3)

Nouns

comfort food (n=1) 幸せ ‘profound happiness’ (n=2)
yumcapades (n=1)

Others

YES (n=2)
yum (n=1)
yummy (n=2)
yum yum (n=1)

As can be seen in the table above, the words used in English are common and frequent
words that are quite polyfunctional; whereas, the use of Japanese words are culturally
specific, used in order to evoke a cultural script.

4.3.3.2. Paraverbal and Non-verbal Features of Evaluation Moves
Furthermore, paraverbal elongations, vocalizations, and orthographic devices
representing prosodic features were identified in the data. Expressive adjectives were
followed 5 times by an exclamation point or a vocalization reproduction with elongation
of vowels through repetition, “It looks goooooood!” (by SC12) to show an aesthetic and
emotional evaluation that is casual, referencing the image. Conventions of online
language that show the reproduction of vocalizations through lexical features such as
elongation marks after vowels “Umaso------!” (by SC4), (‘'Looks delicious!') were also
used (Beiswanger, 2013).
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Other vocalization reproductions such as “Mmm…” (by SC39), “Wow” (by
SC6), “Waaaa waaaa” (by SC17) , are used 3 times in the data set. Microlinguistic
structural features of Internet language like nonstandard spelling, and exaggerated
elongations such as “Mmm...” shows a mimicking of spoken language and appreciation
of the food. Although these words are neither adjectives nor verbs, these lexical
features are indicators of an emotional expressive reaction together with aesthetic
evaluation towards the image.
The use of emoticons was also a common feature of non-verbal Evaluation
Moves. Out of the 60 Evaluation Moves, 31 Moves were followed by the use of
emoticons (51.67%) both by the PCs and the SCs. These emoticons are mostly
emoticons which can be deemed positive and especially expressive and emotive, such as
smiley faces (：）), heart marks (❤), faces with hearts as eyes ( ), which were used 4
times after emoticons that were used to indicate the food that are in the photos, such as
sushi emoticons (

), and noodle emoticons (

). This is interesting in that these

emoticons intensify the verbal language, and the use of one emotive emoticon also
modifies the manner in which the food emoticon is interpreted. Example 4.3 (See p. 98)
illustrates the use of the sushi emoticon as a redundancy of the information (sushi),
firstly, in the picture of the sushi, secondly, in the Japanese word “sushi”, and finally, in
the emoticon. This Japanese word and emoticon are redundant indexicalities of a
traditional Japanese identity. Example 4.6 below also shows how emoticons that signify
the food (in this case, noodles), are used to show a redundancy of information, indexing
Japanese identity. Other non-verbal data which were used by the participants include
hashtags (#), defined as a word or phrase that is preceded by the hash (#) sign to identify
themes or message on a specific topic. The hashtag was used 3 times all by PC1, for
example, #ilovejapanesefood. Using hashtags allows the writer to thematically segment
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various themes in the SUs without connecting the various ideas together. This allows
for evaluations to be employed easily. Example 4.8 shows an interaction between PC1
and SC5 with the use of emoticons and a hashtag in the SU which are linguistic devices
used to evaluate the meal.
Example 4.8

White noodles (udon) and
fried tempura are in a
bowl.

PC1_SU17: A little taste of home
#itadakimasu (tagged XXX)

itadakimasu = Bon appétit
XXX= restaurant

Here, PC1 verbally alludes to the noodles as being “a little taste of home”, which
connects her to Japan through the use of photos of Japanese food. She then follows the
emotional evaluation through an emoticon which corresponds to the food, with an
emoticon with a noodle dish, and a heart-eyed face (

). This emoticon follows the

emoticon of the noodle, which allows for evaluation in a chronological manner. The
heart-eyed emoticon which follows the noodle emoticon modifies the previous emoticon
in an evaluative way, which intensifies the verbal statement. This is then followed by a
hashtag in Romanized Japanese, “#itadakimasu”, which is equivalent to the word “Bon
appétit”, or “Let’s eat”, a phrase used in the mealtime setting to appreciate the food that
is given, which literally signifies, “I humbly receive”. Therefore, the hashtag that is
used appreciates the Japanese food in a Japanese manner as signified through the
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language choice, but also also micro-evaluations within the SU. This type of non-verbal
evaluation and features of Internet language requires the audience to be up to date with
Internet linguistic practices and media literacy. Although hashtags were only used by
PC1, it is quite clear that the participants find numerous manners of evaluation, and are
capable of performing evaluation through the technological tools and the constantly
changing Internet genre conventions that is increasingly prevalent.
4.3.4. RQ4: Identity Construction and Relational Work within DMs
By examining the background of the SCs that the PCs attracted, it was possible
to gauge the kinds of activities and communities that the PCs were engaged in. A
relatively equal number of Japanese transnationals (N= 20, 37.04%) were engaged in
the interaction (N=20, 37.04%) as the Americans (N=22, 40.74%), indicating that the
PCs have formed both local ties to the host country, while also actively maintaining a
transnational community within their host country (See Table 4.2). These results align
with research on transnationals in the online space (Sharma, 2014), who find active
ways in which to engage both with transnationals of similar backgrounds who want to
maintain a link to their country of origin and discuss topics that are related to their
countries of origin, while also engaging with members of new communities in their host
countries. The smaller number of SCs of Japanese in Japan (N=8, 14.81%) also
showcase how PCs to some extent maintain, through the virtual space, connections to
their countries of origin. A small number of SCs (N=4, 7.41%) from none of these
groups, or “Other” groups, accounts for the global audience that the PCs have, resulting
in a context collapse (Boyd, 2010).
Moreover, in order to analyze how each DM was employed by the background
groups among the SCs, each DM was considered from the perspective of who was
employing them. Below, Table 4.7 shows the distribution of DMs among the
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background groups, the total amount of DMs each group made, and the total percentage
in which these SCs contributed to the DMs.
Table 4.7. Frequency of Discursive Moves by SC Backgrounds
Discursive
Move

Japanese
Transnationals
(n=20)

Americans Japanese in
(n=22)
Japan
(n=8)

Other
(n=4)

Total

Evaluation

18

5

2

1

26

Inquiry

7

11

3

1

22

Wish

1

15

0

1

17

Moves unrelated
to food

8

6

0

2

16

Own Experience

7

3

1

1

12

Description

3

6

1

0

10

Complaint

0

3

0

1

4

Greeting

3

1

0

0

4

Advice

1

0

0

0

1

48
(42.86%)

50
(44.64%)

7
(6.25%)

Total

7
112
(6.25%) (100%)

The results indicate that the number of DMs employed by both the Japanese
transnationals and Americans are comparably similar, with 42.86% of the DMs made by
Japanese transnationals, and 44.64% of DMs made by Americans, which reflects the
ratio of demographics in the SCs (See: Table 4.2). The least number of SCs engaging in
DMs were the Japanese in Japan, and Other group, with an equal number of total
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number of Moves (n=7, 6.25%). However, the distribution of the DMs among different
groups clearly indicate how they engage in interpersonal pragmatics and identity
construction, which will be further explored.
The following section will discuss the DMs (4.3.4.1 to 4.3.4.7) and how they
relate to the identity co-construction of the PCs and SCs. Note that Evaluation Moves
will be first discussed in more detail. This will be first described by how each PC uses
Evaluation Moves to construct their identities as Japanese transnationals, and in the
latter section, how SCs use Evaluation Moves will be discussed.
4.3.4.1. Evaluation Moves
Note that 58 out of the 60 Evaluative Moves (96.67%) were a positive
evaluation of the food/restaurant, and these Evaluation Moves show that the purpose of
these SUs and RSUs are to share pleasurable food experiences, frame the PCs as
authority, either as a Japanese transnational cultural insider or foodie, promote
relational work, and at the same time, have the transactional purposes of sharing
information about restaurants through their evaluative statements. The following section
will describe each PC and how Evaluation Moves were used by them to construct their
identities as Japanese transnationals as well as foodies who appreciate food. In the latter
section, Evaluation Moves used by SCs are discussed.
PC1
In 2 of her SUs, PC1 uses the noun “shiawase”, 'profound happiness', in
Japanese to indicate a deep emotional reaction to her food, showing that the food is
capable of triggering profound joy (See Example 4.1). The use of the Japanese
language indexes her Japanese membership, since the combination of both the Japanese
food in the photo and the language choice marks her as a cultural insider only among
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Friends who are capable of understanding Japanese. PC1 uses emoticons 3 times in all
of her SUs, all indicating the food, (one sushi emoticon
one smiley face

, one noodle emoticon

, and

), and twice followed by a heart emoticon (❤), using emoticons to

refer to her emotional attitude towards Japanese food. Therefore, her evaluative style in
the FB context is emoticon heavy, relying on emoticons to indicate her emotional state,
but also her identity as a competent user of the medium who is capable of critiquing
food using this technological device. Note that PC1 is also the PC whose activity
profile can be deemed a “creator”, in that PC1 wrote the most SUs with regards to the
topic of Japanese restaurant experiences (n=13). Therefore, as a consumer of restaurant
experiences, and one who reports those experiences using conventional features of
online language, PC1 evokes her identity as a foodie who appreciates the use of
technology to report those experiences and emotionally evaluative language.
Example 4.9 below shows how PC1 uses an emotional Evaluation Move by
stating “LOVE” to show her feelings and positions with regards to Japanese food. SC8,
an American transnational writes, “That looks amazing! Enjoy!”, and engages in
positive politeness, where SC8 positions PC1 as a foodie enjoying an experience that is
desirable to others, such as SC8. By complimenting the food, and giving her wishes for
PC1 to “enjoy” the food, even after a day the SU was posted and the noodles were
consumed, SC8 uses this type of positive politeness and Evaluation Move to promote
relational work.
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Example 4.9.

Photo of yakitori, or chicken
skewers.
PC1_SU5: LOVE.
SC8: That looks amazing! Enjoy!
Note that PC1 does not respond, since PC1’s likelihood of response rate is
relatively low in comparison to other PCs (See: Table 4.3). In sum, PC1 uses her SUs as
a space to emotionally evaluate and give information about Japanese restaurants, rather
than converse, and evokes an identity that is both international foodie who knows which
restaurants to go, but also specifically a Japanese foodie who is capable of triggering
emotional evaluations specifically through the use of Japanese language.
PC2
PC2 also uses emotion words to describe food. For example, as can be seen in
Example 4.10, PC2 posts pictures of Japanese food usually associated with home
cooking, and writes, “weekend filled with comfort food”, to show that Japanese food is
used as a metaphor by PC2 as a place that provides emotional wellness, since comfort is
usually associated with home cooking and childhood, therefore, capable of providing a
familiar environment.
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Example 4.10

3 photo of different types of
Japanese dishes. On the upper
left hand corner, a hot pot
dish, on the bottom left, a rice
bowl, and on the right, an
assortment of dishes usually
associated with home cooking.
PC2_SU3: weekend filled with comfort
food
This evocation of place marks her transnational Japanese identity. In this manner, PC2
engages in long-distance nationalism since she stresses her state as a transnational who
is comforted by Japanese food, since she is usually away from it, but also as a Japanese
person who misses Japanese food. These results suggests that emotional evaluations are
indicative of the identity position of being Japanese, indexing long-distance nationalism,
and that SCs commiserate around the Japanese transnational experience of emotionally
evaluating food.
PC3
PC3, the conversationalist, marks herself as distinct from the other PCs in that
she is the only PC who uses negative Evaluation Moves in her SUs (See: Example 4.14
and Example 4.20), and does so twice. In Example 4.14, PC3 describes a fusion dish, a
croissant with a sushi inside, and evaluates this in Japanese: “味は。。。不思議”, ‘The
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taste is… strange’. Her use of Japanese is interesting in that she takes a Japanese stance
in order to make a negative evaluative statement. Here, PC3 evokes a traditionalist
Japanese foodie appreciation towards fusion dishes, in that she does not appreciate
innovative or creative food, which is considered a quality of an international foodie
(Mohring, 2008) but rather, comments on the strangeness of a combination of these two
dishes. In Example 4.20, PC3 visits a ramen restaurant chain that also exists in Japan
and writes “(Name of restaurant) in Japan is so much better…”. By explicitly stating
that this Japanese restaurant in Japan is better, PC3 evokes a sense of nostalgia and
melancholy towards traditional Japanese food. This makes her evaluation of Japanese
food abroad is negative. Through these negative evaluations, PC3 marks herself as a
Japanese transnational who misses traditional Japanese food from Japan, and shows
how she perceives her eating and dining practices in the United States are lacking in
comparison to the traditional Japanese manner.

PC4 and PC5
Within PC4 and PC5’s SUs, the formulaic sequence “a little taste of home” is
used once each (See Examples 4.8 and 4.14) showing that, once again, Japanese food is
capable of bringing about nostalgia. The use of emotion words like "home" links
Japanese food with a place or location, and through extension, Japan itself as the place
that can trigger self-reflection, thoughts about who someone is or used to be, or where a
collective historical identity is assumed. This reference to home is a show of longdistance nationalism as a transnational, since they show that "home" is Japan, despite
the fact that Japan is not their current place of residence, and is still considered a
permanent or semi-permanent place capable of being considered “home”. Additionally,
the use of the word "little", shows that the food experience is a minimal part of being in
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Japan and serves as a reminder. This shows their status as transnational expats who are
not at home, and that they are recreating their experiences of home through food.
In sum, 4 out of the 5 PCs used emotion words to convey an Evaluation Move,
which display not just their foodie identities, but also Japanese long-distance
nationalism, and indicates their status as Japanese transnationals. As mentioned, PC3,
on the other hand, uses negative Evaluation Moves to indicate a sense of traditionalist
Japanese food aesthetics, and melancholy towards missing Japan.

Japanese Transnational Secondary Contributors and their Evaluation Moves
Within the RSUs, 18 of the 26 (69.23%) Evaluation Moves were contributed by
Japanese transnationals (Table 4.7). In cases of Evaluative Moves in RSUs, the SCs
convey that they are also foodies or Japanese transnationals who are capable of
evaluating Japanese food in an authoritative manner through either the virtue of being
Japanese, and having this specialized knowledge, or by the consumer identity category
as foodies who are also capable of having the expertise to evaluate Japanese food,
which will be further explained below. These evaluative statements position the SCs as
either experts knowledgeable enough to appreciate and critique food, or experts because
they are Japanese. This act of mutual evaluation contributes to the identity coconstruction of FB foodies who enjoy commenting on each other's SUs in order to talk
about and evaluate food. However, due to the topic of food and restaurants and the
visual mode in which the SUs are presented (through photographs), evaluative
statements were to be expected from interactants other than foodies or Japanese
transnationals, mainly not only to pass judgement, but to ultimately positively reinforce
the pleasant experience the PC had. Example 4.11 below illustrates an interaction in
which SC3 commiserates around the shared identity of Japanese transnationals:
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Example 4.11

Photo of ramen noodle with
pork broth.

PC1_SU2: no text
SC3: Koko oishiiyone :)

Koko oishiiyone :)
= It’s delicious here alright :)

After PC1 posted a SU with a picture of a noodle dish (with no text as a SU),
Japanese transnational SC3 comments, "Koko oishiiyone ", 'It's delicious here
alright'. SC3 shows his expertise of Japanese food by an Evaluation Move, which is an
explicit transactional move, while also implicitly expressing agreement, demonstrating
that he too has experienced this restaurant, had a pleasurable experience, and in this
way, reframes authority as an interactional move. In this way, he attempts to bond
between a shared experience, through an evaluation by showing agreement, engaging in
relational works. Furthermore, he uses a smiley face ( :) ) to mitigate the authority of the
Evaluation Move. Note the particular use of Japanese in his RSU to strengthen his
identity as a Japanese appreciator of food. The interactional clause-final particle -ne is
noteworthy, since -ne is often used in Japanese spoken discourse to communicate with
each other in an emotional way that promotes agreement and empathy (Maynard,
1997). Morrow's (2012) study of Japanese divorcees also brings up this point in that
Japanese speakers used these interactional particles like -ne in order to mitigate their
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assessments, which can be seen as challenging authority (and interpreted as a FTA). -Ne
was also used to bond and sympathize with each other, to invite to confirm or accept
this information, resulting in promoting relational work. The use of Japanese by SC3
here is particularly noteworthy since the language choice suggests a Japanese
position. In fact, this interactional particle -ne is used 7 times within this group of
Japanese transnationals, and shows that these groups use Japanese relational strategies
to bond with each other and emphasize their shared group membership as Japanese
speakers, emphasizing their common linguistic grounds. In this particular data set,
these Japanese transnationals discursively recreate a discussion about familiar eating
habits that is strongly connected to their expression of group identities (Collins, 2008).
Example 4.12 shows an interaction between the Japanese transnational PC4, and
American SC48, and how these backgrounds are made clear.
Example 4.12

Photo of Japanese
lunch box with rice,
eggs, and other foods.
PC4_SU1: Pretty authentic Japanese bento
box for lunch today!

bento= Japanese
lunch box

SC48: Wonderful food. Thanks for the tip!
When PC4 states, "Pretty authentic Japanese bento 'lunch' box for lunch today!",
she is assessing a restaurant’s lunch as “authentic”, and implies that she has the cultural
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expertise to know this. In this manner, she stresses her identity as a Japanese, since this
type of expression would only be uttered by someone who has lived for long in Japan.
Furthermore, PC4’s use of the word “pretty” shows that the “bento "lunch" box” does a
somewhat good job of being “authentic”, and therefore has insider knowledge of the
community. Furthermore, PC4 gives value to the restaurant since authenticity is
appreciated, and legitimate knowledge of the cultural production of food requires
cultural insiders. As a response to this, SC48 comments, "Wonderful food. Thanks for
the tip!" SC48 therefore aesthetically evaluates the food with the adjective
"wonderful", and thanks and acknowledges PC4's expertise of Japanese food and
restaurants. In this way, the American SC constructs PC4 as a Japanese member who is
capable of introducing Japanese food and positions herself as a cultural outsider who
learnt from PC4, the cultural insider. This interaction shows how SC48 constructs
herself as a “culinary tourist” (Long, 2004) who is thankful about the expert information
about Japanese food experiences. Note that the expression of “Thanks”, or
acknowledgement and gratitude, were considered under the Other Move, which shows
how Other Moves also strengthen the interactional and positive politeness of CMC
interaction, and are often directly unrelated to the topic at hand. In this manner, an
Evaluation Move by the PC used in order to stress expertise, was followed by another
Evaluation Move to compliment, followed by an Other Move, which expressed
gratitude and acknowledged the authority of PC4.
Hence, Evaluation Moves, which were most commonly used among Japanese
transnationals, indicated a collective identity as Japanese cultural insiders who were
capable of critiquing Japanese food in an assertive manner, inviting agreement with
each other.
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4.3.4.2. Description Moves
22 out of the 32 Description Moves (50%) were used by the PCs (See Table 4.6) either
as SUs or as responses to SCs, and out of the 10 Description Moves present in the RSUs
(See Table 4.7). Americans used this move 6 times (60% in RSUs), followed by
Japanese transnationals who used this move 3 times (30% in RSUs ), by Other
members, 1 time (10% in RSUs). This result is interesting in that the Description Move
among PCs indexes their authority of knowledge to be able to give this kind of
information to their peers and audience, while the Description Moves used in RSUs
were used often to identify the food by American SCs, often to show knowledge of the
food to prove that these American SCs also knew niche cultural food terms and that
they were foodies (Abarca, 2008).
In example 4.13, PC5 uploads a picture of a Japanese steamed egg dish,
chawanmushi, which is a lesser known Japanese dish, as well as a typical home-cooked
meal. SC53 identifies the picture and the food via the Japanese name, “ chawanmushi!”
Example 4.13

Photo of Japanese egg steam dish.
PC5_SU3: a little taste of home
❤
SC53: chawanmushi!

chawanmushi= Japanese egg steam
dish

This expressive Description Move by the American SC indicates that this SC53
recognizes the food by the Japanese name, and therefore, is knowledgeable about the
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cultural production of food by its authentic name (Abarca, 2004), which is an important
membership category of foodies. The expressive manner in which the Description
Move is employed, by using the exclamation mark, is also a manner in which SC8 uses
a politeness strategy and promotes relational work. Since this is an expressive
Description Move, the Move is not meant only to describe and identify the food to
indicate that SC53 is a foodie, it also shows excitement about the photo, SU, and food
that PC5 is uploading. This expression of interest in PC5’s photos and foods promotes
relational work.
However, Description Moves were also used by PCs to describe and explain
innovative and creative foodie dishes. For example, take the example below, in which
PC3 describes and explains a Japanese fusion food called a Californian croissant sushi,
by writing, "a sushi roll inside a croissant".
Example 4.14

2 pictures of a croissant with a salmon sushi
roll inside. The photo on the top shows the
inside of the croissant, and the photo on the
bottom shows the croissant with a soy sauce
package.

PC3_SU1: a sushi roll
inside a croissant. 味は。
。。不思議

味は。。。不思議
Romanized Japanese =Aji wa… fushigi
Translation= The taste is… strange

SC28: Looks nothing like
sushi. To eat it would
require courage.
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The Description Move here is necessary since the Japanese food here is rare and
needs to be explained to both Japanese friends and others, using English. This type of
fusion food is indicative of creativity that is deemed valuable among foodies (Abarca,
2008) and shows that consumers experiment with new types of ethnic foods, and that
transnational foodies, in particular, find this type of fusion dish interesting or
peculiar. This Description Move is, however, followed by an Evaluation Move that is
one of 3 negative Evaluation Moves that occurs in the data set, "味は。。。不思議",	
 
'The taste is... strange', in Japanese. It is worth pointing out that evaluating this fusion
food in Japanese identifies her as evaluating the food from a Japanese perspective,
marking her Japanese membership, since only her Japanese speaking audience will
understand this evaluation. This negative and ambivalent stance, evaluating the food as
"strange" implies that she has previous experience with this type of food, and finds the
combination "strange". In this manner, PC3 marks herself as being capable of knowing
what falls outside the convention of what is acceptable or good in Japan, and further
strengthens her identity as Japanese.
The interaction, however, is taken up by a Japanese transnational, SC38,
claiming that the picture of the croissant and the sushi is not, in fact, like sushi, or
authentic at all. Therefore, although foodies are said to acknowledge innovative and
creative food, in this case, SC38 showed evidence of counter-evaluations, which rather,
indicated suspicion as to the quality of the taste of the food from the perspective of a
Japanese transnational by doubting it's authenticity: "Looks nothing like sushi. To eat it
would require courage." Note, however, that SC38 is responding to PC3’s Evaluation as
well as Description Move, and her comment reflects that of PC3’s Evaluation Move,
which was that the taste was strange. They are co-constructing the identity of the
concerned PC3 and SC28 as Japanese identities which challenged the authenticity of
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fusion foods, as stated in the Description Move. However, since there were only 2 cases
of these innovative foods, generalizable claims can not be made on transnational foodie
reactions to these types of fusion foods.

4.3.4.3. Inquiry Moves
There were no Inquiry Moves as SUs, and out of the 22 Inquiry Moves in RSUs,
Americans used this Move the most, (n=11, 50% of all Inquiry Moves), followed by
Japanese transnationals (n=7, 31.82% of all Inquiry Moves). Furthermore, Japanese in
Japan followed (n=3, 13.64% of all Inquiry Moves), and then by Other, who was
Spanish (n=1, 4.54% of all Inquiry Moves). It is clear here then, that the Japanese
transnationals and Americans SCs both engage in Inquiry Moves in order to gain
information about the restaurant or food itself, but it is a Move more commonly used
among Americans to clarify the food or restaurant experience. Moreover, this follow-up
about the experience or food itself is an act of positive politeness that shows interest in
the experiences of the PC by expressing common ground and cooperation, but also to
frame the PC as an authority who is capable of answering these questions.
In example 4.15, PC1 posts a picture of a Japanese ramen without any
text. SC20, a Japanese transnational asks if PC1 knows any other ramenya ‘ramen
restaurant’, in the American city that they both live in, that are just as good as the ramen
in the picture. Therefore, an Inquiry Move is made to seek advice for more information
on PC1’s knowledge.
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Example 4.15

Photo of ramen noodles
with pork slices.
PC1_SU10: no text
SC20: Are there any other ramenya in XXX
that are as good?
PC1: @SC20 The ramen at YYY is really
good!

ramenya= ramen
restaurants
XXX= name of city of
PC1
YYY= name of
restaurant

Through this Inquiry Move, PC1 displays his knowledge of this particular
restaurant as shown in this SU through his use of the words “just as good”, showing that
he wants to know other restaurants that are comparable, and also shows his use of
Japanese words to indicate his Japanese transnational membership. This further shows
SC20’s interest in knowing where he can experience good Japanese food, by asking
who he trusts, (another foodie as well as Japanese transnational) where he can go within
their same city, alluring to both their Japanese transnational status. Here, SC20 is
explicitly advice-seeking for more transactional information about which restaurants are
good, and placing PC1 as an expert figure. The response to SC20 (as seen in the
following turn by PC1), addresses SC20 directly through the @ mark, and gives further
information and evaluations about other restaurants within the city, promoting relational
work among Japanese transnationals to give each other information.
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4.3.4.5. Wish Moves
Another DM relatively common among RSUs were Wish Moves (17 moves,
9.66%), in which SCs expressed desire to eat the food themselves, or asked to be invited
next time the PCs goes to the restaurant. Out of the RSUs, the majority of Wish Moves
were employed by American SCs (n=15, 88.26% of all Wish Moves), followed by
Japanese transnationals (n=1, 5.88% of all Wish Moves), and Other SCs (n=1, 5.88% of
all Wish Moves). American SCs respond to images of the restaurant or food with a wish
or a directive request positioning the PC as an authority who will be able to grant their
wish, and therefore, an expert on this topic. Their positioning here as cultural outsiders
and curious culinary tourists become relevant, since they ratify the PC as one who is not
a foreigner, but a cultural insider, and that they admire and desire the PC's food
(culture), or want to be guided by an insider. It is important to note that these Wish
Moves have low sincerity conditions, since none of the Wish Moves were responded to
by the PC. For example, Example 4.16 shows an instance where PC1 indicates an
expressive Evaluation Move of the sushi, by stating in all capitals, “YES”, which is then
followed by a Wish Move by SC3.
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Example 4.16

11 pictures of sushi, and other Japanese
dishes.
PC1_SU2: YES. SUSHI.
SC3: You need to take me
on your yumcapades soon!

As a response, SC3 writes to PC1, "You need to take me on your yumcapades
soon!" As mentioned, yumcapades is an invented word combining the words "yummy"
and "escapades", showing that SC22 recognizes that PC1 often goes to good food
experiences, and that PC1 is an authority capable of being in the active role of taking
SC22. However, words like "soon", without a concrete date show that the sincerity
conditions are low, and the request's goal is more to facilitate interpersonal relationships
and relational work. Additionally, PC1 does not respond to this request either. While it
may be seen as impolite not to respond to a request or a wish in face-to-face
conversation, in this data set, Wish moves play a more interpersonal role, and Wish
Moves are used more as expressives with low sincerity conditions, rather than Wish
Moves as directives with high sincerity conditions. Furthermore, this Wish Move, used
as an expressive, replicates the expressive manner in which PC1 wrote her Evaluation
Move, therefore, expressing similar enthusiasm.
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4.3.4.5. Own experience Moves	
  
It is important to note that Own experience Moves (12 moves, 6.82% of all DMs) were
coded only within RSUs, since, in essence, the SUs are all Own Experience Moves
sharing their own experience at a restaurant. However, this study examined how SCs
used this Move as a way to affiliate with the PC, and show knowledge or experience
about the food or restaurant to promote relational work. Therefore, these Moves were
coded as an Own Experience Move when SCs commented that they also visited the
restaurant, or explained what they ate or did recently. The producers of this Move were
roughly produced mainly by Japanese transnational SCs, who produced this move 7
times (58.33% of all Own Experience Moves), in comparison to American SCs who
produced this move 3 times (25% of all Own Experience Moves), Japanese in Japan 1
time (8.33% of all Own Experience Moves), and Other SCs, 1 time (8.33% of all Own
Experience Moves). It is interesting that the majority of the contributors for this Move
are Japanese transnationals, which indicate knowledge about their local Japanese
restaurant communities, showing that they too, maintain connections to their countries
of origin by consuming food in their host country.
In example 4.17, PC4 posts a SU with a picture of Japanese noodles (udon), with
the location of the restaurant "tagged", allowing others to know exactly where the
restaurant is located. SC85, a Japanese transnational, comments that she has been there
recently, showing her affiliation to PC4, but also shows herself as having an
authoritative role by knowing the same restaurant.
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Example 4.17

Five pictures are posted, out of which 3 are
of food like sushi, hot pot, coffee, and with
location of sushi restaurant tagged.
PC4_SU1: yum yum
SC45: I went there last
week!
This comment by SC45, “I went there last week!”, stated through an assertive
and expressive SA, is shown to indicate positive politeness of common grounds in that
SC85 has also experienced what the PC enjoyed. The expressive exclamation point also
stresses this interpersonal aspect of Own Experience Moves. Therefore, the sharing of
local food experiences by Japanese transnationals seem to be a trait shared by cultural
insiders who actively engage in the pursuit of sharing Japanese restaurant experiences.

4.3.4.6. Advice Moves
	
  
A small amount of Advice Moves were seen in this data set, with just 7 Advice Moves
(3.98% of all DMs). Only 2 Advice Moves were present in the SUs, and, 4 out of 7
Advice Moves were given by PCs only after SCs explicitly asked for advice through an
Advice-Seeking Move about Japanese food or restaurants from the interactants. An
Advice Move is only used once within RSUs by a SC, who was a Japanese
transnational. This indicates that Advice Moves are mostly used by the PCs, and
Japanese transnationals, since they are in a position to be able to dispense advice. The
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fact that all Advice Moves are produced by Japanese transnationals shows their
positioning as authorities in the community to dispense advice. Out of the 4 reactive
instances of Advice Moves, advice worked as an adjacency pair, as responding to
advice-seeking Inquiry Moves. However, the directives of the Advice Moves were
mitigated, since Advice Moves could be interpreted as a Face-Threatening-Act (FTA) in
contrast to Evaluation Moves. Therefore, the Advice Moves were hedged to low
degrees with words like "recommend", or slang such as "check out" for example, "I
recommend this place", or "Check out (restaurant)"; therefore, speaking not as an
authority, but as a peer, framing the interaction as casual and peer-to-peer.
There were only 2 Advice Moves present in SUs, along with an Evaluation
Move. With these Advice Moves in the SUs, evaluative statements about the
authenticity of the restaurant were written as well, suggesting that Advice Moves in SUs
were present when Japanese transnationals position themselves as authorities to assess
what is or is not authentic, and therefore, a valuable trait in a restaurant that makes it
recommendable. Example 4.18 shows an instance in which PC1 evaluates a Japanese
restaurant as “authentic” and further “recommends” the restaurant in Japanese (and
thereby writing to a Japanese audience). This allows PC1 to perform herself as a
Japanese cultural insider who is able to evaluate authenticity and recommend it to her
other Japanese transnational audience.
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Example 4.18

Four photos of Japanese vegetable,
chicken, and fish dishes with location
of the restaurant tagged.
PC1_SU7: Really authentic
Japanese food! ここおすすめ！おいし
かったー！

ここおすすめ！おいしかったー！
Romanized Japanese= Koko
osusume! Oishikatta-!
Translation= I really recommend this
place! It was very good!

Finally, the only Advice Move that was given by a SC was by a Japanese transnational
that suggested another food item on the menu of the restaurant followed by an
Evaluation Move (See Example 4.19) : "Get the uni risotto! It’s the bomb!". Note that
uni signifies ‘sea urchin’, a commonly expensive seafood, often seen in Japanese
traditional dishes, while risottos are Italian rice dishes.
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Example 4.19

Two pictures are posted. One with a
sushi tartar dish, and another sushi roll
with location of the restaurant tagged.
PC4_SU2: no text
SC46: Get the uni risotto! It’s uni= sea urchin
the bomb!
Therefore, this Advice Move was produced from one foodie to another, since the
SC uses Japanese words like uni, and shows knowledge of Japanese food, but also
knowledge of what is on the menu of that particular restaurant. Not only is the sea
urchin normally associated with expensive taste, the combination of the traditionally
Japanese food and the risotto marks the dish as innovative. It is interesting to note that
all Advice Moves were made by Japanese transnationals, therefore, this position of
authority is often left to those who know Japanese food and cultural insiders, or who are
foodies themselves.
4.3.4.7. Moves unrelated to food
Moves unrelated to food were the fourth most common Move present within the data
set, none present within the SUs, and 16 within the RSUs, and 2 as responses from the
PCs (18 moves, 10.23% of all DMs). As RSUs, the American SCs produced the most
Moves unrelated to food (n=8, 44.45% of all Moves unrelated to food), followed by
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Japanese transnationals (n=6, 33.33% of all Moves unrelated to food), none by Japanese
in Japan, and used the least by Other SCs (n=2, 11.11% of all Other Moves). This is
interesting in that the higher use of American SCs of Moves unrelated to food is as a
way for them to contribute with other topics while they take no authoritative positioning
about food. On the other hand, the Japanese transnationals contribute less, and therefore
have something to say about the topic, and can position themselves in the authority
position.
Example 4.13 shows an example of how both the SC and the PC engage in
Moves unrelated to food. Here, PC3 is travelling to another city to see her family
within the U.S., and tries a chain noodle restaurant that are located in Japan and the
U.S., negatively evaluating the noodle restaurant in the U.S. (This is 1 of the 3 negative
Evaluation Moves that occur in the data set). However, SC41 does not comment on the
food, or the negative Evaluation Move, but does comment on the travelling. Note that
SC41 is PC4’s gym (spin) class coach as well as family friend, and an American SC.
Example 4.20

Picture of ramen noodles with ground
meat.
PC3_SU4: XXX in Japan is so
much better…

XXX= Name of restaurant chain

SC40: Hope you are having fun
PC3: I am! But I’m missing
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your spin classes!
by SC40)

(Liked

SC40: oh you missed a wicked
class yesterday!
（Liked by
PC3)
SC41: Have fun and please give
my best wishes to mom, dad,
sister, and grandparents ❤
	
  	
  	
 
It is evident in the above interaction that SC41 does not comment on the food,
but shows knowledge of the fact that PC4 is currently travelling, and hopes she is
having fun. This interaction is an indicator of an offline relationship instead of a solely
virtual community, and possibility of sharing real experiences offline. In this
interaction, SC40 uses the RSU as a space to discuss other personal matters, rather than
the topic of food.

Note also that PC3 does respond to this Move unrelated to food

through another Move unrelated to food, by stating ‘I am ‘having fun)’. However, she
further extends the Move unrelated to food by stating that through traveling, she is
missing SC41’s spin classes, and she indicates her negative stance of this through her
use of the crying emoticon (

), therefore indicating that she would have liked to take

SC41’s classes, expressing positive politeness. Note that in this particular interaction,
PC3 gives SC41 authority by constructing SC41’s identity as her teacher in spin class.
This is “Liked” by SC41, and she further responds in a teasing manner (as indicated in
the tongue-sticking-out emoticon

) that PC3 missed a “wicked”, or particularly

difficult, class. Therefore, SC41 confirms her identity as PC3’s teacher. This RSU was
again “Liked” by PC3. These medium-specific factors as well contribute to positive
politeness, indicating that they have read and enjoyed the RSU. SC41 also wishes PC3
to “have fun”, and finally, extends this type of positive politeness to PC3’s entire
family, by sending “best wishes”, followed by the heart mark emoticon. Here, SC41
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does not mark herself as either a foodie or a Japanese transnational, but rather a family
friend.
Another example in which a Move unrelated to food was implemented in order
to stress family friendships can be seen in example 4.21. Here, PC5 posts a picture of
ramen; however, SC51 responds with a Move unrelated to food, referencing PC5’s
sister.
Example 4.21

A photo of a ramen noodle to the left
and the broth to the right.
PC5_SU2: XXX ramen

XXX= name of restaurant

SC50: i saw your sister at the
farmers market yesterday but it
was too crowded i couldnt say
hello

Here, SC50 writes without capitalization or punctuation, however, she states that she
saw PC5’s sister at the farmer’s market the day before, but could not greet her due to the
crowd. This Other Move was in response to PC5’s SU of a ramen picture with a
Description Move that said “ramen” as a SU. Although the RSU is thematically and
unrelated content-wise, it is clear here that PC5 and SC51 are family friends, and know
each other in the offline world, stressing their anchored relationship and furthering
relational work. The acknowledgement of being unable to greet a family member in the
offline world is transferred to the online world of RSUs, in which positive politeness is
being implemented. Note here, however, that no Greeting Move was used, such as
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“hello”, or “hi”. This is interesting in that this Other Move, which acknowledges a lack
of greeting in the offline world to a relative is used to mark positive politeness. Hence,
in this data set, Other Moves were used to stress positive politeness and relational work
within RSUs, usually initiating an unrelated topic.
4.4. Synthesis
It was clear through the background of the SCs that the audience was global, yet,
attracted mostly Japanese transnationals and Americans. The data indicated how food
aligned to the idea of national identity among Japanese transnationals who used
emotional Evaluation Moves, while at the same time, engaged in an online Community
of Practice that is not bound to a specific geographic location. The Japanese
transnational SCs also evaluated the photos, commiserating with a shared identity of
appreciating Japanese food and showing knowledge and expertise of knowing how to
evaluate food using the Japanese language, while American SCs also positively
evaluated the food to show their foodie status, but also engaged in Inquiry Moves in
order to indulge the identity of the PCs as cultural experts. Furthermore, Moves
unrelated to food were common among American SCs, which shows how American
SCs contributed to the conversation with non topic related themes, while the Japanese
SCs (transnationals and in Japan), for example, used this Move less, in order to
strategically position an identity of legitimacy and non-legitimacy.
Furthermore, the affordance of visual mode was an integral aspect to the way
pragmatics were performed in the RSUs. The distribution and frequency of the use of
DMs among Japanese transnationals and Americans indicated acts of positioning, in that
DMs which indicated authority or cultural insider knowledge, like Evaluation and
Description moves, were employed by Japanese transnationals, and those which showed
statuses as cultural outsiders, like Inquiry moves, were employed by Americans. The
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results showed that the distribution of DMs among Japanese transnationals were more
diverse than other groups, suggesting that the topic of food generated pragmatic choices
among Japanese transnationals who saw themselves as peers and cultural insiders. This
also adds to the study of anchored relationships, in that the group and cultural identities
that were constructed were based on the contributors' knowledge of each other's
backgrounds.
These DMs also showed the link between identity and relationship to food,
either as transnationals or outsiders. Through the use of Evaluation Moves, the
participants were able to claim their status as foodies (Cairns et al., 2010). Furthermore,
the participants, especially American SCs, demonstrated a wide range of self-education
on the topic of ethnic food as a type of classed performance. Furthermore, within
Evaluation Moves, authenticity was deemed important (Mohring, 2008) and
transnationals especially used Evaluation Moves in order to tie their evaluation of food
to their collective identities (Collins, 2008). As Abarca (2004) notes, although creativity
and originality was also an aspect to food that the PCs in these studies valued,
authenticity seemed to be of more importance, suggesting more traditional expressions
of transnational identity. With regards to SCs that were not from Japanese backgrounds,
it could be stated that they engage in a type of culinary tourism (Long, 2004), in that
they adhere and defer to the PCs in their DMs and learn about new ways of being
through online food discursive practices.
The framework of DMs was extremely useful in order to examine the
relationship between Evaluative Moves, identity, and relational work, and further
pushes the need to examine varying languages, contexts, cultures, modes, pragmatic
variables, and ethnic groups, that may affect linguistic practices and identity work
online. Evaluative language practices differ based on which groups and which topic is
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being discussed, and which mode it is being presented in. This study also contributes to
a further understanding of how Evaluation Moves are being employed in FB settings.
For example, due to the fact that all the SUs chosen had photos, this, in turn, opened the
space for an evaluation on the aesthetics of the food, since the visual mode allowed for a
direct assessment on what is being presented. However, the purpose of Evaluation
moves were more to develop the intepersonal relationships between interactants,
whether they were Japanese transnationals, Americans, or others, with expressive
speech acts that further stressed empathy among peers.
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Chapter 5. Study 2 on Mothers and Babies	
  
Following Placencia and Lower (2013), this second study focuses on a virtual
community of Japanese-bilingual mothers who post photos, SUs, and comments about
their babies, which generated many compliments from their SCs. Specifically, the
author attempts to describe how Japanese-English bilingual mothers initiate and
supplement conversations on the membership categories of gender, motherhood, and
race through photos of their own children. Therefore, this study aims at describing
linguistic practices that contribute to the performance of the PCs' identities as mothers,
and the formation of a potential Community of Practice (CoP). To do so, evaluative
language like compliments is considered, which contribute to relational work. The
frequency of compliments is considered to discuss what kinds of linguistic practices
emerge from the topic of babies. The topic of the compliments and who the
compliments are directed towards, such as the mothers, babies, or the fathers, and the
gender of the Secondary Contributors (SCs) are then discussed. The role of
multilingualism and orthography that are used by Japanese-English bilingual mothers in
their FB SUs are also considered, as well as the interactions that occur within the data
sets which contribute to the co-construction and positioning of various identity
categories.
5.1. Research Questions
1. What are the participant activity profiles of the PCs (Japanese-English bilingual
mothers) and how are they related to online complimenting behavior?
2. Who is doing the complimenting? What is the gender and parental status of the SCs
doing the complimenting ?
3. What or who are being complimented?
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4. How do the Primary Contributors (PCs) and the Secondary Contributors (SCs)
interactionally co-construct linguistic, racial, and gendered identities through online
complimenting behavior? What are the verbal, paraverbal, and non-verbal practices that
contribute to the co-construction of gendered, transnational identity?
5.2. Methods
A total of 200 interactional sets containing, as usual: photo(s), SU (text or no text), and
RSUs, involving 10 PCs and 253 SCs (See Table 3.1) are analyzed in this study on
online complimenting behavior including. 20 SUs from each PC were collected through
discussion with the PCs due to the sensitive and personal nature of the subject matter.
The data was examined for linguistic, interactional, and pragmatic features through lineby-line examination, taking into consideration Danet’s (2000) outline for the common
features of digital writing, as well as Nishimura’s (2003) conventions for Japanese
features of informal CMC. In order to examine how identity was co-constructed by the
interactants, the theoretical frameworks of Conversation Analysis (CA) as well as
Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) is incorporated. Through these methods,
the author paid close attention to how the interactants indicate their affiliations such as
race, language backgrounds, and gendered family roles, how the interactants use
bilingual exchanges as contextualization cues (Gumperz 1982) to frame their
interpretation for what is being said.
5.2.1. Participants	
  
Primary contributors (PCs)
The 10 PCs were heterosexual Japanese-English mothers and married women. None of
the mothers in the study were full-time mothers. All of the husbands of the PCs held a
full time job.
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The ethnicities in table 5.1 were reported by the mothers.
Table 5.1 Linguistic and Ethnic Background of the PC Participants
Primary
Contributor
(PC)

Linguistic
Background

Ethnic
Background

Partner’s
Linguistic
Background

Partner’s
Ethnic
Background

PC1

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

Japanese
monolingual

Japanese

PC2

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese
EuropeanAmerican

Japanese
English
bilingual

Japanese
EuropeanAmerican

PC3

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

Japanese
English
bilingual

Japanese

PC4

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

English
monolingual

AfricanAmerican

PC5

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

Japanese
monolingual

Japanese

PC6

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

Japanese
English
bilingual

Japanese
EuropeanAmerican

PC7

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

Japanese
English
bilingual

Japanese

PC8

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

English
monolingual

AfricanAmerican

PC9

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese

Japanese
English
bilingual

Japanese

PC10

JapaneseEnglish
bilingual

Japanese
EuropeanAmerican

English
monolingual

EuropeanAmerican
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The linguistic and ethnic background of the PCs and their husbands are particularly
relevant to examine how various macro-identities become relevant in interaction and
how the participants showcase their own children on FB, grouping their children into
categories that evoke the parents’ own cultural, ethnic, or linguistic affiliations.
Secondary Contributors (SCs)	
  
A total of 253 SCs commented on the 200 SUs producing a total of 291 RSUs. In table
5.2, it is possible to see the individual participation from the 10 PCs.
Table 5.2 Number of SCs for each PC
Participant Number of SCs Average number of SCs per SU
PC1

22

1.1

PC2

38

1.9

PC3

19

0.95

PC4

26

1.3

PC5

18

0.9

PC6

25

1.25

PC7

31

1.55

PC8

21

1.05

PC9

18

0.9

PC10

35

1.75

Total

253

1.27

An average of 1.27 SCs per each SU was seen in the data set, which signifies that
almost all SUs had a SC. This shows that most of the interactions were one-to-one
between the PC and the SCs. 38 SCs commented at least twice.
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5.2.2. Data sample	
  
The number of RSUs by PC are presenteted in table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Number of RSUs from each PC
Participant Number of RSUs
PC1

26

PC2

41

PC3

25

PC4

30

PC5

20

PC6

34

PC7

33

PC8

25

PC9

22

PC10

35

Total

291

As can be seen in the total number of RSUs (n=291), a high number of RSUs
were collected from the data set. Each interactional set was collected and prepared as
shown in Example 5.1, after names were anonymized, needed translations added, and
photo composition described.
Example 5.1

Photo of the baby with both U.S.
and Japanese passport
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PC1_SU2: Dual citizen! Ready to
Travel!
SC4: kawaii
SC5: OMG so cute!
SC6: Good job! I’m starting XXXXX’s
process too…

kawaii = cute
XXXXX= SC6’s daughter’s
name

Compliment topics were quantified and coded, and linguistic choices as well as
evaluative language were noted. For example, as can be seen in Example 5.1, evaluative
language such as “kawaii”, “cute”, “good job”, were also coded.
5.3. Results
The results will be presented in 4 sections. RQs 1, 2, and 3 addresses the
participant activity profiles of the PCs and how this relates to online complimenting
behavior, using Li et al. (2007) and Bernhoff’s (2010) participation ladder. As
mentioned, this includes: who is doing the complimenting based on the gender and
parental status of the SCs, and what and who are being complimented, based on
examining the complimented topic. In order to answer RQ4, how Japanese-English
bilingual women and the SCs interactionally co-construct linguistic, racial, and
gendered identities through complimenting behaviors are discussed. Furthermore, how
these linguistic practices contribute to the formation of a Community of Practice (CoP)
by examining the verbal, paraverbal, and non-verbal practices that contribute to the coconstruction of gendered, transnational identity are also discussed.

5.3.1. Complimenting Behavior in the data sets 	
  
This first section addresses the participant activity profile of the PCs, as well as the
frequency and complimented topic in the data set, as well as the background of the
complimenters.
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5.3.1.1. RQ1: Participant Activity profiles of PCs
In order to identify the participant activity profile of the PCs, their online behavior was
analyzed following Li et al. (2007) and Bernhoff (2010). By examining the average
number of RSUs per SU and the number of compliments in the data sets, the impact of
their SUs were measured. The number of responses by the PCs, as well as the likelihood
of responses by PCs to the SCs were also calculated to characterize the PC’s level of
engagement as conversationalists, as can be seen in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Overview of number of compliments, and number of responses by the PCs in
the SUs
Participant Average
Number of
RSUs per SU

Number of
compliments by
SCs

Number of
responses by
PC

Likelihood of
responses to
SCs

PC1

1.3

25

7

26.92%

PC2

2.05

40

15

36.59%

PC3

1.25

23

6

24%

PC4

1.5

24

5

16.67%

PC5

1

20

20

100%

PC6

1.7

33

13

38.26%

PC7

1.32

33

9

27.27%

PC8

1.25

23

10

40%

PC9

1.1

21

5

22.73%

PC10

1.75

34

8

22.86%

Total

1.46

276

98

33.68%
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The average number of RSUs per SUs were 1.46, indicating that on average,
each SU had at least one uptake. A total of 276 compliments were produced within the
RSUs, and 98 responses in total were given by the PCs, indicating that 33.68% of the
RSUs were given responses by the PCs.
Within the PCs, PC2, PC6, and PC10 stand out as the PCs with the highest
average number of SCs per SU, and therefore, had the highest impact among their
Friends. An average of 1.46 RSUs per each SU was seen in the data set. PC2 and PC10
had the highest number of average RSUS per SU, with 2.05 and 1.75 RSUs
respectively, signifying their larger community of Friends within this topic. 38 SCs
commented at least twice. This signifies that babies are seen as relevant for relational
work in a transnational online community, which are characterized as having an active
participation of a core of regular participants that show solidarity and support (Herring,
2004). Therefore, the FB Friends in these data sets became active SCs who often
comment in the RSUs, and are not only spectators or lurkers.
On the other hand, PC5 and PC9, for example, have a relatively lower average
number of RSUs per SUs. PC1, PC3, PC4, PC7, and PC8 can be classified as producing
an average engagement and reactivity level among their group of Friends. However, the
way the PCs engage with their SCs does not depend on the number of SCs they each
attract. For example, although PC5 has the least average number of RSUs per SU, PC5
responds to 100% of her RSUs, marking herself as a conversationalist, who does not
allow any uptake to be ignored. PC2, PC6 and PC8 also have a high likelihood of
response (36.59%, 38.26%, and 40% respectively), marking themselves as
conversationalists in comparison to other PCs. PC1, PC3, PC4, PC7, PC9, and PC10, on
the other hand, do not respond frequently to their SCs, and are relatively inactive with
regards to their response rate.
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There is a high number of compliments (n=276), in which out of 291 RSUs that
were produced, 276 RSUs included compliments. This means that 94.85% of the RSUs
had compliments, which shows the high frequency of compliments in the RSUs when
discussing the topic of babies, and that the majority of RSUs contained compliments.
An average of 1.46 RSUs per SU were identified, with an average of 1.38 compliments
per SU, which signifies that again, each interactional set contained at least one
compliment, which indicates the high level of complimenting linguistic practice in each
interactional set. These results suggest that most of the RSUs were to enhance
interpersonal relations and engage in relational work through positive politeness of
complimenting, and that SCs are supportive of the PCs. This falls in line with recent
work by Chen (2011) and Liu and Allen (2014) that discuss the complex nature of
politeness cultures among Japanese, in that positive politeness strategies are used
abundantly even among this demographic. This also falls in line with Bolander and
Locher's study (2015), showing identity confirmation and alignment in SUs from SCs.

	
  5.3.1.2. RQ2: Gender and Parental Status of Compliment Producers
In order to examine who is doing the complimenting, and the kinds of communities that
were generated from the topic of babies, as indicated in Section 5.2.2.(Secondary
Contributors), 253 SCs were classified as either women or men, out of which 231 SCs
were women and 34 SCs were men.
Based on the background information of the SCs provided the PCs, the 253
different SCs were classified by gender, and the total percentage of each gender is
indicated by table 5.3. Out of the 253 SCs, 231 SCs were women (91.3%), while 22
SCs were men (8.7%), indicating the largely women’s virtual space of the comments
section in the SUs of babies.
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Out of the 231 SC women, 34 SCs were mothers (14.72% out of the total
number of SC women), and out of the 22 men, 6 of them were fathers (27.27% out of
the total number of SC men). Note that none of the male SCs were fathers of the babies
in the SUs. These numbers suggest that these SUs of babies generate both a population
of parents and non-parents.
The 276 compliments were then coded by the background information of the
SCs who produced them, such as gender, as well as whether they were parents
themselves. Table 5.5 indicate the distribution of compliments used per gender, and the
number in the brackets indicate the number out of which were parents themselves, such
as whether they were mothers or fathers. Note that some SCs (n=20) complimented
more than once.The percentages are calculated out of the total number of compliments
produced in the entire data set.
Table 5.5 Distribution of compliments per gender and parental status
Gender

Number of compliments Percentage

Men
(Father)

9
(2)

3.26%
(0.72%)

Women
(Mother)

267
(38)

96.74%
(13.77%)

In line with Placencia & Lower's study (2013), most of the compliments are produced
by women (96.74%). Men only produced 3.26% of the compliments, which indicate
their low level of interactional contribution to this topic. Furthermore, 13.77% of the
total number of compliments were produced by mothers, while only 0.72% of the
compliments were produced by fathers, which show that the SUs and topic of babies
yielded more compliments from mothers than fathers, but more women who were not
mothers. Mothers produced more compliments than fathers because the PCs themselves
are mothers. These results show the highly feminized interactional space of the RSUs,
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and aligns with Moravec’s (2011) research on online motherhood blogs that the fact that
the topic of babies widely attracts a female audience.
With regards to the linguistic practice of compliments, the compliments
produced positive politeness by evaluating and referring to the image that is being
presented. As can be seen in example 5.2, PC2 writes in her SU that it is her first
Mother’s Day, and SC42 writes “Super cute!!” as a compliment, and then further writes
about her excitement to see PC2 in the future. SC42 further compliments the baby, and
expresses excitement to see PC2 at some point in real life, and engages in relational
work. PC2 responds to this by stating, “thanks girl”, aligning with the membership of
femaleness, acknowledges the compliment, and also aligns and affiliates with SC42’s
excitement to see each other in the future.
Example 5.2.

10 photos of PC2’s babies are
compiled together. One picture
includes the mother holding the baby,
and 2 of the photos include cards
associated with babies, such as
Winnie the Pooh.
PC2_SU2: My first Mother’s day
❤
SC42: Super cute!! Can’t wait
to see you guys in June!!
PC2: thanks girl. Same here,
looking forward to the party!
Therefore, it can be stated that compliments are a very common feature of RSUs within
the topic of babies, and that especially women and mothers dominate this virtual space
than men and fathers.
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5.3.1.3. RQ3: Topic of compliments: Babies, Mothers, Fathers, and Others
The compliments were then coded into categories of topic which were observed
by the author in order to see where the positive evaluative language was directed. The
four topics which were complimented were: babies, mothers, fathers, and other. Out of
the 200 SUs, 179 (89.5%) of the photos were photos solely of the baby (or babies)
doing an activity: such as sleeping, drawing, playing with a puppy, for example, while
21 (10.5%) of the SUs included other people, such as the PC, or other friends.
For example, a compliment directed towards the baby would be, "Your akachan (baby)
is the cutest!" (by SC81). A compliment topic directed towards the mother would be:
"hontoni mama gambarune~!", ‘Mama, you truly work hard!’ (by SC90). A
compliment topic directed towards the father would be: "(name of father) loves his baby
girl! So involved!" (by SC101). Compliment topics that were unrelated to the PC, the
PC's baby or family, were regarded as "Other", such as when compliments were
directed towards possessions that appeared in the photo, for example, "Nice ring!" (by
SC32). Table 5.6 indicates the distribution of compliments on these topics. Note that
the 276 RSUs with compliments yielded a total of 284 compliments. This is because 7
RSUs with compliments combined compliment topics, out of which only 1 RSU had 3
compliment topics, and 6 RSUs had 2 compliment topics. Therefore, most compliments
only yielded 1 compliment topic. An example which combined compliment topics
would be: "Your baby is the cutest, and you are the cutest mommy ever!" (by SC125) ,
since this compliment addresses both the baby and the mother.
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Table 5.6 Distribution of Compliment Topics
Topic

Number Percentage

Baby

215

75.7%

Mother

51

17.96%

Father

3

1.06%

Other

15

5.28%

Complimenting Babies: As evidenced in Table 5.7, it is immediately clear that the
most complimented topic were babies, due to the fact that the majority (n= 176, 89.5%)
of the photos in the SUs were focused solely on the babies. This shows the impact of the
multimodal feature of FB communication, and that photos of babies allowed the SCs to
comment mostly on the babies which they are able to observe, especially their
appearance. For example, the word kawaii (cute) was used by women to compliment
the baby 124 times, while the English word "cute" was used 35 times (See Table 5.8) .
This falls in line with Masabuchi’s (1994) study which indicates that the word “kawaii”
is associated with child-like features, and is a valued feature in children. It is interesting
that the Japanese word for cute is used more often than English, perhaps because the
word “kawaii”, aligns with the Japanese identity of the baby as well. In fact, some
compliments included both of these words in English and Japanese to describe the baby,
for example: "Your baby is the most kawaii cutest thing alive~~! ❤" (by
SC96). Through using both Japanese and English in one comment, the SC stresses the
cuteness of the baby through repetition through the use of the squiggly mark “~~”,
SC96 reproduces the elongation of vocalization, and the use of the heart emoticon ‘❤’,
shows her evaluative attitude. Other compliments on the baby focused on particular
physical features of the baby, for example, "His cheeks are so pudgy and adorable!" (by
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SC151). This compliment stresses the association of plump cheeks to the typical
physical characteristics of babies.
Sometimes SCs that were mothers also complimented the baby in the SUs while
also evoking their own children. For example, SC167 that was a mother wrote: "(Name
of baby) is choo kawaii (very cute) and is such a sweetie! I hope he can meet my baby
girl and be otomodachi (friends) soon! ❤❤". The use of the endearing term "sweetie"
shows positive politeness towards the baby as well. She then brings up her own
daughter with the terms "my baby girl", positioning herself as a mother, and through the
expressing desire that their daughters will be friends, engages in positive politeness to
accomplish rapport management. Therefore, in this instance, SC167 brings up her own
identity as a mother, while complimenting the baby of the PC, and creates a connection
by hoping that their children will be friends. Therefore, SC167 is extending friendship
to the PC through the hope of friendship through their children, which constructs a
motherly identity for both the PC and the SC. Here, relational work is evident with how
compliments are constructed.
Other verbal features that were used as compliments towards the babies are
summarized in table 5.7.
Table 5.7 Verbal Features of Compliments towards Babies
Verbal Features English

Japanese

Adjectives

cute (n=35)
adorable (n=5)
pudgy (n=1)
peaceful (n=1)
handsome (n=1)

kawaii ‘cute’ (n=124)
yawarakai ‘soft’ (n=1)

Nouns

sweetie (n=3)
天使 ‘tenshi’ ‘angel’ (n=1)
cutie patootie (n=1)
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As Table 5.8 indicates, adjectives, nouns, and verbal features that were used to
compliment the babies are mostly related to the appearance of the baby. Note that
within the adjectives, the most used among SCs were “cute” (n=35), and “kawaii”
(n=124), perhaps because these are the common compliments to give in association with
a baby, and are the most appropriate adjectives when complimenting a baby. The
perceived personality of the baby, such as “angel” (by SC51), “sweetie”167) , are also
used in order to construct the identity of the baby as kind and innocent. Furthermore, as
stated by Merish (1996), appreciating cuteness or kawaii can be associated with the
performance of maternal feeling, and in this manner, women who were complimenters
may be also indexing their identities as women who are capable of appreciating
cuteness.
Complimenting mothers: In terms of compliments directed towards the mother, 51
compliments were produced, which is 17.96% of the compliments. This is an indication
of mothers still being more associated with parenting/ motherhood, rather than fathers,
which falls in line with previous studies on motherhood in Japan (Liddle & Nakajima,
2000). The compliments that were directed towards the PCs were often about the
dedication and hard work of the mothers in their daily care of their children. The
following example shows how SC181 compliments PC8 for cooking lunch everyday for
her daughter.
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Example 5.3

No permission granted to use photo

Baby daughter in front of a Japanese lunch
prepared by PC8

PC8_SU2: no text
SC 181):毎日お弁当作ってるの？
すごいね！

毎日お弁当作ってるの？すごいね！
Romanized Japanese= Mainichi obentou
tsukutteruno? Sugoine!
Translation= Do you make lunch everyday?
That’s impressive!

Here, SC181 asks a question about whether or not the mother makes lunch for the
children everyday, which is usually a task associated with women and mothers in Japan
(Cherry, 2017; Simon-Maeda, 2011). SC181 writes that she admires that kind of
mother’s role, and therefore, contributes to the identity co-construction of a mother who
is dedicated to the well-being of her children through taking care of food and
meals. The use of the interactional particle -ne by SC181 often indexes Japanese
feminine speech, and also often used to mark positive politeness (Cook, 2008; Ochs,
1992).
Other compliments which indicate the hard work of the mother include, "You
are sucha strong mama!" (by SC58), as well as, "In the beginning, taihen kamo
shirenaikedo (it can be a lot of hard work), but I know you are capable! You are the
hardest working mama I know!" (by SC87). These compliments acknowledge the hard
work of being a mother, while still encouraging and complimenting the mother, and
therefore, constructing the identity of the PC as being hardworking and devoted. These
compliments can also be taken as a politeness strategy by exaggerating admiration to
show solidarity and support.
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Other adjectives that were used as compliments towards the mothers are summarized in
table 5.8.
Table 5.8 Adjectives that were used as compliments towards mothers
Verbal Features English
Adjectives

Japanese

strong (n=1)
sugoi ‘impressive’ (n=2)
hard working (n=3) erai ‘admirable’ (n=3)
cute (n=7)
kawaii ‘cute’ (n=3)
funny (n=2)
honest (n=1)
capable (n=1)

As can be seen in Table 5.8, the majority of compliments directed towards the mother
are about character, and about their involvement towards their children, constructing
and confirming the identity of the PCs as mothers. These compliments are a moral and
ethical evaluation of the mother’s character which emphasizes her nurturing
character. Note, however, that “cute’ (n=7) and ‘kawaii’ (n=3), compliments often
directed towards women, were also used, although it is unclear whether these words are
meant to compliment the perceived character of the mother, or their appearance. In
sum, these compliments directed towards mothers were extremely gendered, in that they
align with the perceived characteristics of traditional notions of motherhood, in which
mothers should be hard-working and devoted (Ishii-Kuntz, 2008).
Complimenting fathers: Although there are only 3 compliments towards the father, the
identity that is being constructed is highly gendered. For example:
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Example 5.4
No permission granted to use photo

Baby boy wearing a judo
outfit and judo belt

PC7_SU1: Gonna be a future judo player
like daddy!
SC149: XXX is one lucky guy!!! He
always wanted a son to teach judo!

XXX= Name of PC7’s
partner

The compliment produced by SC149 clearly positions the father as one who
wanted a son to teach sports, a highly gendered construction of fatherhood, in the sense
that fathers are authoritative figures who are able to teach sports. SC149 calls the father
a "lucky guy", since he has a son to teach judo. The idea of teaching positions the father
as authoritative in cognitive matters, and sports in physical matters, and genders the son
as one who is also physical. The photo itself constructs the baby reflecting the interests
of the father, and the captions of PC7 also reflect the father's identity as being "like
daddy". Furthermore, judo is a Japanese sport often associated with the ethnic
membership category of the father, and therefore, reflecting the masculine identity of
the father's ethnicity, and projection of the son’s identity.
Adjectives that were used as compliments towards the mothers are summarized in table
5.9.
Table 5.9. Adjectives that were used as compliments towards fathers
Verbal Features English
Adjectives

Japanese

lucky (n=1)
ikumen ‘involved (father)’ (n=1)
involved (n=1)

Out of the 3 compliments directed towards the fathers, it is clear then, that two
of the compliments directed towards them are about their perceived involvement in their
children’s lives. This reflects the traditional notion that mothers, more than fathers, are
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expected more to do the child-rearing, (Simon-Maeda, 2011), and therefore, men who
are perceived to be involved are complimented for doing so. This traditional identity
construction of gender roles between parents are evident within the compliments that
are directed towards the parents. However, due to the low number of compliments
directed towards the father, generalizations can not be made.
Complimenting Other Topics: There were 15 compliments (5.28%) on other topics
unrelated to the baby or the parents, usually on possessions seen in the photo, for
example, “Nice blanket!” (by SC182). Example 5.5 below shows how compliments are
directed towards the possessions by asking questions, and showing curiosity towards the
possessions that are shown in the photos, and the use of positive language to produce
the compliment.
Example 5.5
No permission granted to use photo

Baby in a baby play pen with a blanket and
pillow

PC5_SU1: no text
SC106: どこでそのまくら見つけた
の？ずっと探してたの！いいな！

どこでそのまくら見つけたの？ずっと探し
てたの！いいな！
Romanized Japanese= Dokode sono makura
mitsuketano? Zutto sagashitetano! Iina!
Translation= Where did you find that pillow? I
was looking for it for a long time! Lucky you!

This shows that the impact of the photo allows SCs to direct compliments towards
objects that are in the photo for the SCs to view.
In sum, the cuteness of the baby is the most important factor which is
complimented, followed by compliments towards the mother and their dedicated role,
and then towards other topics such as possessions, and the least of which is
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compliments directed towards the father, complimenting them as masculine role
models.
5.3.2. RQ4: Linguistic, Racial, and Gendered Identities and Linguistic Practices	
  
The following section will discuss interactional sets of the SUs to show how identity
construction is managed between the interactants. In this section, the photo that was
used to initiate the conversation and the discuss the conversations that follow the SUs is
described. The evocation of membership categories of the children like ethnicity and
linguistic memberships are discussed, as well as how gender categories and family roles
like motherhood. Cases of compliments embedded in the interactional sets are also
demonstrated in order to show how these compliments contribute to positive politeness.
5.3.2.1. Identity category of Japanese-English bilingual and orthographic practice
The interactional set below (Example 5.7) shows how the use of both Japanese and
English contribute to signifying the membership category of Japanese-English
bilinguals by both the PC and the SCs. PC1 uses semicolon (:) to indicate the speaker
and the dialogue between her husband in the form of direct reported speech. She also
leaves a line in between each speaker in order to indicate turn. Hence, PC1 uses iconic
methods like layout to indicate reported speech.
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Example 5.7

There is a photo of PC1's baby on a
seat with animal toys above her.
Those toys are in order: an owl, a
turtle, and a snail.
PC1_SU1:
XXX: YYY-chan,
フクロウ。かめ。かたつむり。
Me: In English too please.
XXX: Fukurou. Turtle. Escargot.

XXX= Name of PC1’s partner
YYY=Name of PC1’s baby
フクロウ。かめ。かたつむり。=
Romanized Japanese= Fukurou.
Kame. Katatsumuri.
Translation= Owl. Turtle. Snail
Fukurou= Owl

Bahahahaha (tagged- husband)
SC1: LOLOL best translation
ever
SC2
(original):
hahahahahaha.
Fukurou sonomanma yan!
Choo ukeru.
And omg she’s so cute!

Escargot
Fukurou sonomanma yan=
The (translation) for owl hasn’t
changed!
Choo ukeru= Very funny
omg= oh my god

In the SU, PC1 indicates a moment where her husband tries to teach their baby
the names of these animals in Japanese. It is important to note that her husband is not as
proficient in English as PC1. In this particular dialogue between PC1 and her husband,
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the husband tries to teach their daughter the names of the animals in Japanese first.
When PC1 indicates that she asked for those words in English as well, her husband only
succeeds in giving the appropriate translation of turtle. The word for owl is only a
Romanized version of the Japanese word for owl, fukurou. Her husband's translation of
the snail is in the food form, escargot, which is an unusual translation that is too
specific; hence, making his translation inadequate and humorous.
The most notable point in this interactional set is PC1's uses of Japanese and
English and choices in orthography. PC1 introduces the reader to the interactional set
by indicating the reported speech of her husband, typing his Japanese name in
romanized Japanese, followed by the way her husband addresses their baby in Japanese,
(name of baby)-chan; however, typed in romanized Japanese by PC1. Chan is a
diminutive suffix in Japanese used as a term of endearment most commonly towards
females or young girls. Although PC1's husband has originally produced these words in
Japanese, PC1 has modified their names into Romanized Japanese, PC1 positions her
baby more to her identity as a bilingual Japanese-English speaker. Through stating her
daughter’s name and through the visual aid of a picture, PC1 establishes a social
relation of endearment by using the suffix –chan. Furthermore, the use of the comma (,)
is used in the conventional written sense to indicate who her husband is addressing. PC1
uses the Japanese orthography of hiragana and katakana in the appropriate and
common way to write the animal words to index the Japanese language used in the
reported speech by her husband, marking herself as a competent Japanese speaker as
well who is capable of using her available written Japanese linguistic repertoire. PC1´s
choice to use the Japanese period (。) indexes the pauses that her husband used in order
to stress each individual word, emphasizing the nature of teaching words to their baby.
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PC1 uses English to indicate that she spoke in English, and changes the
orthography back into Romanized English as well. In this line, PC1 presents her desire
and request for her husband to speak and probably educate their daughter in English as
well as Japanese, presenting herself as a competent bilingual speaker and caregiver who
wants a bilingual education for her daughter. Here, she shows her identity as a mother
who is in charge of the educational needs of her child more than her husband, therefore,
reproducing traditional norms about motherhood in Japan as those who look after the
educational needs of their children (Simons, 1991).
PC1 shows that her husband attempts to fulfill her request by typing all of his
reported speech in Romanized Japanese and English. However, her husband is not able
to deliver all of the animal names in English, and only succeeds in translating turtle,
although the orthography of the word fukurou has changed from Japanese to
English. This indexes how the Japanese word was pronounced in an English way in
comparison to the former way it was stated. The husband's use of the word “escargot”
as an attempt to translate snail is presented as inadequate and unexpected, since that is
too specific, so that PC1 presents him as an incompetent speaker of English. PC1's
change in orthography is reminiscent of Bauman’s notion of artful performance (1975)
and shows PC1's quick-witted resourcefulness in presenting her membership categories
and identities.
After the reported speech, PC1 leaves a blank space to indicate that she is no
longer continuing her husband's speech, and finally, she comments on the interaction
above using English laughter “Bahahahaha” versus Japanese laughter, which is
commonly typed by the kanji for laughter (笑), to show her membership categorization
as a competent English user, finding her husband's incompetence humorous. Hence,
starting an unserious tease for her husband, who she tags (or addresses) in this line to
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show that he was the speaker of the reported speech. Her consistent use of English to
mark the quotatives as well shows PC1's overall use of English more heavily to indicate
her stance as well as identity as a better English user, and the teasing of an incompetent
Japanese speaker of English.
The discourse functions of turn-taking are relevant in this conversation to mark
bilingual memberships. In the second RSU, SC1 takes a turn and comments in English,
acknowledging the humorousness of the translation; therefore, categorizing herself as a
more competent bilingual user as well. Her use of “LOLOL”(laugh out loud, elongated)
is commonly used in online discourse as well as text messages to index expressive
laughter, and in her case, it is a more elongated and capitalized version of the normal,
“lol”; therefore, she participates in the teasing of PC1's husband. The exaggerated
expression of humor is a politeness strategy, and at the same time. SC1's use of the
word “LOLOL” also indexes her competence as a CMC user who has mastered the
convention of online talk in English.
SC2 takes up the turn using English to acknowledge the inadequacy and the
funniness of the translation of snail to “escargot” as well, and shows alignment by
reacting with the intenden perlocution by typing “hahahahahaha.” SC2 uses Romanized
Japanese to indicate that she also finds the translation of owl as hilarious, and that only
the orthography has changed. Through this comment, SC2 is marking herself as a nonmonolingual. It is interesting to note that she uses the Kansai (Western) dialect in this
line through the discourse marker yan, a discourse marker used in Kansai often to point
out when someone is making a mistake in comedy. Moreover, this dialect is often
associated with humor in Japan. SC2 comments that the interaction was funny by
stating that it was laughable, and also by elongating her use of the word “choo,” which
means very. Therefore, she too categorizes herself as a competent and funny Japanese
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bilingual by acknowledging that she understands why the interaction was funny and
using both Japanese and English. Finally, SC2 changes the topic by complimenting the
cuteness of the baby and responds to the medium of the image by using words such as
“omg” (oh my god), again, another indicator of English CMC user identity, and
describing the cuteness of the baby to contribute to positive politeness and not just to
the tease.
In sum, the use of both Japanese and English and the orthographic choices play
important roles, where PC1's use of Romanized Japanese indicates the pronunciation of
her husband, who attempts to say the English word for owl, but fails, indicating PC1's
own membership and stance as a bilingual Japanese and English user. The commenters
SC1 and SC2 are also shown to indicate memberships of bilingual communities;
therefore, marking a complicity in the interaction of the tease of the husband, but also
co-constructing an identity where more value is placed on bilingualism than
monolingualism.
5.3.2.2. Identity category of Japanese and European-American	
  
The following interactional set (Example 5.8) shows how the use of both Japanese and
English contribute to signifying the membership category of Japanese and EuropeanAmerican by both the PC and the SCs. In the SU, PC2 indicates that this is the first time
for her son to feed the dog, and she evokes humor by saying that she needed to trick the
dog with food to warm up to her baby son. She also adds an emoticon of a dog to match
the emoticon with the topic. The following RSU shows how SC39 compliments the
baby’s cuteness and encourages the baby to feed the dog. Finally, the interaction ends
by PC2 responding in the corresponding language that SC39 wrote to her in showing
her affiliation with SC39. Below is the picture which is used in the SU.
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Example 5.8

There are 2 photos of PC2’s baby in
one SU. The first is a photo of her
son being carried by her husband,
trying to feed the family dog with a
treat in the baby’s hand. The first
photo shows the dog close to the
baby, and the second photo shows
the dog taking the treat from the
baby’s hands.
PC2_SU1:
XXX feeding his furry friend for

XXX= Name of PC2’s son

the first time!
YYY ちゃんがなかなか慣れないのでエサで
釣る作戦開始〜！

YYY= Name of PC2’s dog
YYY ちゃんがなかなか慣れない
のでエサで釣る作戦開始〜！
Romanized Japanese= YYY-chan
ga naka naka narenainode esa de
tsuru sakusen kaishi~!
Translation= Since YYY is not
warming up to (the baby), we
started the trick of fishing the dog
with treats!

SC39: XXX-kun's cheeks... muni
muni shitai!!! Kono relationship,
ouen shitemasu

XXX= Name of PC2’s son
Translation= X’s cheeks… I want to
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squeeze them!!!
I will cheer on this relationship.
PC2: @SC39 しに来て！(^^)	
  この関係これ
からどうなるやら…hehe

@SC39 しに来て！(^^)	
  この関
係これからどうなるやら…hehe
Romanized Japanese= @SC39
Shini kite! (^^) Kono kankei
korekara dounaruyara… hehe
Translation=
@SC39 Please come to do it! (^^)
I have no idea how this relationship
will turn out...hehe

Although the SU of PC2 is written in both Japanese and English, slightly
different details are exposed in the languages. In English, PC2 indicates that it is her
son’s first time feeding their “furry friend,” a casual and endearing way to refer to the
family pet. In Japanese, PC2 uses the orthographic choices of hiragana, katakana, and
kanji all in the appropriate and common manner, displaying and positioning herself as
literate in Japanese. However, she gives a bit more detail in Japanese, by giving the
dog’s name “(name of dog)-chan”, called with the Japanese endearment suffix for girls
and little children. While describing how they trick the dog, PC2 displays a mother role
characterized by protectiveness of her son as well as promoting a relationship between
the family pet and her son. Her use of the suffix -chan for the dog also establishes an
emotional link and social relationship with their dog as part of the family, and that PC2
cares for their developing relationship.
Note that PC2 writes the English and Western name of her son in katakana;
which is the orthographic style in Japanese used for foreigners’ names. This is in
orthographic alignment with her sentence which was in Japanese, and furthermore, by
doing so, PC2 positions her son as both Japanese and Western, by writing his name in
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two orthographic scripts, once in Romanized English, and then in katakana. Her choice
of katakana to write her son’s name in this sentence also indicates her awareness of her
son’s position on the macro level of Japanese society; he is foreign, but also Japanese.
While it is possible to read just the Japanese or English segment and make sense of the
SU, the full significance of this SU is better understood for her audience who
understands both English and Japanese. In English, the gravitas of the situation is that it
is the baby’s first time to feed the dog. In Japanese, the humorous nature of tricking a
dog is salient, and that the difficulty of their relationship is not due to the baby.
As a response, SC39 comments on how adorable (name of son)-kun´s cheeks
are, by saying that she wants to squeeze them. This is considered a compliment which
is a reaction to the photo that is posted, and again, stresses the baby-like features of
plump cheeks, marking the baby as an object of admiration, tenderness and joy. Again,
here, the compliment is addressed to the baby as a positive politeness form as a reaction
to the multimodal format.
Within SC39's first RSU, she immediately changes the language choice. SC39’s
first half of the sentence is in English although she addresses the baby with the Japanese
endearment suffix for boys –kun; therefore, categorizing herself as a bilingual member
of Japanese society who understands norms for calling boys, and also categorizes the
baby as Japanese by addressing him in this manner, even though his name is Western
and the possessive part of the sentence, “(name of son)-kun’s cheeks”, are in
English. SC39 then switches back to Japanese to say she is cheering for the baby and
the dog’s relationship in Japanese, as a direct response to PC2’s SU. Notice that SC39
does not change her orthographic choice to the conventional Japanese script even when
typing in Japanese; therefore, using Romanized Japanese to write whole sentences.
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PC2 responds to SC39 and invites SC39 to come squeeze the baby’s cheeks
in hiragana, kanji, and the use of Japanese visual emoticons (^^), a variation of a smiley
face, aligning with SC39's final segment of her comment in Japanese. Finally, PC2's
use of the smiley face visual contextualizes ambience and friendliness towards SC39, as
well as PC2's ability to be a CMC user in Japanese. This is also reminiscent of Katsuno
and Yano's study (2007) of Japanese housewives who use Japanese kaomoji, or
Japanese emoticons which creatively show faces to express their kawaii gender identity
and promote positive politeness, which again, highlights the complexity of the issue of
the East-West divide in politeness cultures. PC2 comments on SC39's encouragement of
the dog and PC2's baby getting along by saying that she also doesn’t know how the
relationship between the dog and the baby will turn out. Notice however, how she
chooses to switch her orthographic style when expressing her laughter, “hehe”.
Although this laughter style exists in Japanese too, she makes the deliberate change into
the Romanized orthography, therefore, it can be seen as an alignment to SC39's
linguistic choices.
5.3.2.3. Identity category of Japanese through food
As shown in Study 1, food and identity are closely linked. The following interactional
set (PC3_SU1) shows how the display of food and the use of Japanese and English
contribute to signifying the membership category of Japanese by both the PC and the
SC.
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Example 5.9

A photo of PC3’s
daughter eating
onigiri, a Japanese rice
ball with salmon
flakes.
PC3: becoming more and more japanese by
the day
SC68: XXX and her would get along! XXX
loves ikura onigiri ☺

XXX= name of
SC68’s daughter
ikura onigiri = salmon
roe rice ball

PC3: @SC68 aww, onigiri buddies! I should
try giving her ikura soon! Hope she gets
to meet XXX one day ☺

onigiri= rice ball
ikura= salmon roe
XXX= name of
SC68’s daughter

In Example 5.9, PC3 posts a photo of her daughter eating onigiri, a Japanese rice
ball with salmon flakes, with the captions: “becoming more and more japanese by the
day”. Those who are familiar with Japanese food know that the food the baby is eating
is Japanese, and can understand PC3's reference in Japanese. Therefore, the photo is a
supplement to PC3’s comment of her daughter’s increasingly Japanese identity. In this
picture, PC3 uses a food and a photo as a visual cue to indicate the membership of her
daughter and projects a Japanese identity by displaying her daughter as one who eats
Japanese food. Through this photo, PC3 attracts a bilingual woman SC who uses both
English and Japanese in her RSUs. SC68, a bilingual Japanese mother, comments that
her daughter and PC3’s daughter would get along, because they both enjoy this
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Japanese food. SC68 uses Romanized Japanese to mark Japanese words as well. PC3
responds to her by aligning with her linguistic repertoire, and stresses the identity
categories of motherhood for both of them.
As mentioned, PC3 describes her daughter’s increasing Japanese identity in
English, and references Japanese food of onigiri in Romanized Japanese. Therefore, the
SU is written for her audience who understand both English and Japanese food
references, and PC3 positions her daughter as belonging to this category of bilingual
and bicultural as well by pointing out her daughter’s Japanese food habits in a foreign
language, and by using words like "more and more" to indicate a scale of Japanese-ness,
which her daughter is becoming more like through her fondness for food. Therefore, a
cultural and emotional link is established via food and PC3 positions herself as the one
who is guiding this aculturational process in her motherhood role.
SC68, a mother, also writes a comment that affiliates with PC3's daughter as
well as their Japanese identity category. SC68 mentions her own daughter in alignment
with PC3's topic of her daughter and brings out the membership category of mother,
“(Name of SC68's daughter) and her would get along”. SC68 goes on to specify the
reason they may get along: her daughter’s food preference of onigiri, ikura, which is
also a common Japanese food, categorizing and positioning her daughter into the
membership category of Japanese as well. PC68's repetition of the word onigiri and
adding another Japanese word ikura works to strengthen the cultural value of Japaneseness in this interaction, while she continues this conversation in English; thereby, also
using Romanized Japanese symbolically and as a token to bring out membership
specific traits and knowledge, while still retaining her English bilingual and bicultural
identity. SC68 ends the line with an emoticon of the smiley face ☺ to punctuate her
sentence as well as further promote a positive relationship.
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PC3 responds to SC68 individually in the next RSU. PC3 responds to SC68 by
tagging her and individually summons her as a response, “aww, onigiri buddies,”
emphasizing the sentimental values of their daughters’ getting along via Japanese food,
fostering the value of Japanese-ness of their daughters’ identities while still retaining an
English speaking friendship and relationship by evoking the casual word such as
“buddies”. This allows the mothers to show solidarity, support, and reciprocity within
their communities. PC3 then repeats SC68's word ikura as a strengthener and friendly
acceptance of Japanese-ness, positioning herself as a mother who is encouraging her
daughter’s Japanese identity. In this manner, PC3 expresses her desire for their two
daughters to meet, aligning their children as potential friends, and like SC68, punctuates
her post with a smiley face emoticon, reciprocating the positive hedge and tone. This
shows a note of affiliation, and displays politeness strategies of solidarity, support, and
reciprocity. While there are no explicit compliments in this particular interactional set,
there is an implicit complimenting of mother’s roles to foster Japanese-ness and sense
of belonging into the bilingual community. It is evident that the two bilingual mothers
play traditional gender roles as mothers who prepare their children's food, and those
who also educate their children on their cultural identity.
5.3.2.4. Identity Category of Japanese and African-American
Example 5.10 shows how the use of both Japanese and English contribute to signifying
the membership category of Japanese and African-American by both the PC and the
SCs. PC4 comments on how surprising the amount of hair is for a 2 month old. Below is
the picture that was used in the SU.
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Example 5.10

PC4 posts a photo of her
biracial African-American and
Japanese daughter’s hair, which
is an afro.
PC4_SU1: 2 month old today! Look at this hair… ア
フロベイビー。２ヶ月でこの毛の量。

アフロベイビー。２ヶ月で
この毛の量。
Romanized Japanese= Afuro
beibee. Nikagetsu de kono ke no
ryou.
Translation= Afro baby. In two
months, she has this (huge)
amount of hair.

SC82: Where’s afro mama? Haha
PC4: @SC82 Should I get my hair done?? Lol

Lol= Laugh out loud

SC83: クリンクリン可愛いね！！！コンローも
すぐ出来るかな

クリンクリン可愛いね！！
！コンローもすぐ出来るか
な
Romanized Japanese= Kurin
kurin kawaiine!!! Corn row mo
sugu dekirukana
Translation= Her curly hair is
so cute!!! Maybe she can do
corn rows soon

PC4: @SC83 出来ちゃいそー！

出来ちゃいそー！
Romanized Japanese=
Dekichaiso-!
Translation= She can probably
do it!

PC4 indicates her excitement of her baby’s 2 month old state, “2 month old
today!” announcing that it is her daughter's 2 month old birthday. Through this SU,
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PC4 chronicalizes important life events, and positions herself as a dedicated mother.
PC4 references her photo by commenting, “Look at this hair…” to indicate her
daughter’s racial identity and the amount of hair that her daughter has. After this
directive move, PC4 then comments in Japanese, “Afro baby”, to overtly label her
daughter with 2 explicit membership categories, positioning herself as mother and the
baby as birracial. Note that "Afro baby" is written in katakana, to indicate English loan
words in Japanese, since both the words “afro” and “baby” exist as a loan
word. However, PC4 uses the Japanese orthographic choice to describe her daughter´s
racial identity as contrasting from Japanese. This is because these words are loan
words, and separate from Japanese. However, PC4 also characterizes her daughter in
Japanese through her use of orthography, thereby, calling her daughter by endearing
Japanese terms like "baby". Therefore, PC4 succeeds in commenting on her daughter´s
race and marks her daughter as different from herself, while simultaneously
categorizing her daughter as Japanese.
In post 2, SC82 (ethnically Japanese and Japanese-English bilingual) asks in
English, “Where’s afro mama?? Haha”. The overt membership category of "mama" is
used here to strengthen and ratify PC4's identity as a mother, and to raise the Standard
Relational Pair (SRP) categories of mother and baby. Moreover, SC82 is contrasting
PC4's race with PC4's daughter, by asking PC4 where the afro mother is in the photo.
This RSU indicates that SC82 knows that PC4 does not have afro hair, or is not part of
the African-American ethnic category. However, the use of humor marked by, “Haha”,
used to soften the possible FTA, and to stress common ground with shared knowledge
about the father’s race.
PC4 responds in post 3 by tagging SC82, and writes an “answer” in English by
commenting that maybe PC4 herself should get her hair done. Through this, PC4
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indicates that it is not a natural ethnic physical trait of hers, since she would have to get
her "hair done" in order to achieve an afro, and positions herself as a Japanese woman
who does not have this physical trait. PC4 responds positively to her friend SC82
through reciprocating laughter “Lol”, or laugh out loud, another indicator of an English
user of CMC. It is important to note that PC4 affiliates with her daughter´s ethnic
category by jokingly suggesting that she could get her hair done to look more like her
daughter. Therefore, she ratifies herself as another category besides race: mother, in
response to SC82's evoking of the family category of mother. Furthermore, note that
PC4 responds to SC82 in the language choice of SC82, English, and therefore, affiliates
with her Friend again. The uses of laughter in these two posts indicate positive
politeness which shows positive affiliation.
In post 4, SC83 (who is ethnically Japanese and Japanese monolingual)
comments in Japanese by complimenting the baby´s curls with the word "kawaii",or
cute. She marks this compliment with a strong illocutionary force through the use of
multiple exclamation points, and indexes herself as feminine through the use of the
interactional particle "ne", which often marks female speech and is used to show
affiliation (Cook, 1990; Ochs, 1992). SC83 indicates knowledge of African-American
cultural hair practices by her use of the word “cornrow”, a hair style that is often used
for African-Americans. Therefore, since she writes in Japanese, she categorizes herself
as an outsider of African-American culture, but simultaneously also affiliates with the
knowledge of African-American hair customs. PC4 responds in Japanese to SC83,
therefore, aligning with the commenter’s language choice. Here, PC4 comments,
“Probably seems possible!!!,” in casual Japanese speech marked by the vernacular,
“chai” in “Dekichaisou!!!” By remaining casual, PC4 affiliates with the humorous
nature of this exchange. Therefore, by suggesting that it is possible to do this hair
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custom to her African-American daughter, she strengthens her evocation of her
daughter´s African-American ethnic category and her own knowledge of these customs,
while simultaneously positioning herself and her daughter as Japanese. Furthermore,
PC4 shows her gender roles as a mother who is engaged in the hair styles of her
daughter, and is attentive to her daughter's changes. Therefore, PC4 marks her identity
as a traditional role as a mother who cares for her daughter's needs.

5.4. Synthesis
By showing the pragmatic works of compliments and how they contribute to
relational work, and the linguistic practices like choices in orthography, this study aims
to reveal the creative discursive practices of Japanese-English bilinguals supplemented
by photos, and how interactants create a feminized space which stresses identity
markers of motherhood, multilingualism, and ethnicity. The mothers used the photos in
order to evoke and provoke certain linguistic choices and display ethnic membership
categories and devices.
The compliments produced by SCs serve an important function in this
community of women and mothers since they contribute to positive politeness and
relational work between the interactants, since giving compliments about a baby
indirectly compliments the mother as well. The large number of SCs and
compliments that the data set collected shows the high impact the topic of babies have,
and how this relates to a potential online CoP. As Herring (2004) states, the
characteristics of online CoPs have active participation, a core of regular participants, a
sense of solidarity, support, and reciprocity. These characteristics of online CoPs were
evident in the data sets with the high levels of participation of the SCs. Furthermore, a
sense of solidarity and support by the SCs were evident in their complimenting
practices, through the validation of the cuteness of the PC’s babies, and the affirmation
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of complimenting the gendered role of the PCs as a good mother, while also showing
the gendered and traditional notion of motherhood and fatherhood.
Within the data sets, the mothers clearly show language diversity when
addressing the various networked members of their FB groups. These instances of
interaction indicate translanguaing, or the polylingualism norm (Wei, 2011), as well as
networked multilingualism (Androutsopoulos, 2013). While the choice of language was
often used to co-construct intimacy or casualness, monolingual posts were often
responded to in either respective language, with either orthographic choice, often in
order to align with the commenter. The use of orthographic choice was an extremely
interesting site to study, since these uses of orthography indicated memberships. As can
be seen in Example 5.7, PC1 uses Romanized Japanese of the diminutive –chan to
indicate the complicated bilingual memberships that her daughter belongs to, or to
indicate the inadequate English of her husband. However, note that the use of the
diminutive –chan or –kun in Romanized Japanese has also been used in other
interactional sets such as PC2, which indicates how mothers’ index their complex
children’s bilingual and bicultural identities. Furthermore, PC3 uses Romanized
Japanese to indicate memberships by using symbolically Japanese words like onigiri.
Therefore, by examining the Romanized Japanese uses of the four bilingual mothers, it
is clear that their orthographic choices for Romanized Japanese are indicative of their
membership categories and the positioning that they take for themselves and their
children.
As mentioned, the initial SU and the picture weighed the most heavily in the
conversation, since the topic and the PC's linguistic choice affect the bilingual or
monolingual audience comments with regards to language choice. Although highly
individualized in terms of how the mothers decide to respond to the SCs, they often
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acted as modulators of the RSUs. Hence, they were the main writers for that particular
interaction.
Finally, it is important to further address the ways in which photos serve to add
to photo-initiated conversation, since photos are an important dimension to consider
when interactants display visual cues for identity, or as an aid to understand the initial
SU. While past research such as Kapidzic and Herring’s (2014) studied teenagers’
ethno-racial displays of self-presentation in profile pictures on FBs, this study aimed to
extend the study of photographs to further show the ways in which mothers use visual
cues and the multi-modal features available to them in order to even further index the
memberships that they themselves and their children belong to like motherhood and
race. Therefore, the digital SNS genre, supplemented by photos, can be theorized as
becoming more and more mediatised to further accomplish identity construction. In
sum, this study aimed to further research on how the combination of photos and
linguistic practices, such as complimenting, further co-construct the identity of the
interlocutors, while also engaging in relational work, resulting in an online CoP.
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Chapter 6. Study 3 on Manicures and Pedicures	
  
This study aims to examine the language used by bilingual women about their nails in
CMC discourse: discourse that is based on fashion and appearance is often associated
with the interests of women. Furthermore, compliments that are produced by Facebook
Friends of the Japanese-English bilingual women, or the Primary Contributors (PC) will
be discussed. These interactional sets will then be considered through what is being
complimented, whether it is the appearance of the nails or the ability of the PC, who is
doing the complimenting based on gender and language background, and finally the
evaluative language used to compliment fashion choices. Furthermore, this study aims
to examine the Compliment Responses (CRs) produced by the PC to examine what
impact the compliments achieved, and to explore the interactional effects of CMC
discourse when complimenting. Therefore, this study aims to discuss three major
components of the interactional sets on nails/manicures initiated by Japanese-English
bilingual women: i) Status Updates (SUs), ii) the reactions to those SUs, specifically the
compliments in the Response to Status Updates (RSUs), and ii) the Compliment
Responses (CRs) and the strategies used by Japanese-English bilinguals to each group.
These 3 major components will then be discussed in light of how gender is performed
and co-constructed by women and men.
6.1. Research Questions
1. What participant profiles emerge from the online behaviors of Japanese-English
bilingual women (PCs) in this study, and what is the frequency of compliments in the
RSUs? a) What is the content of the SUs?
2. What is the complimenting behavior in the context of manicures and photo-initiated
SUs by Japanese-English bilingual women? Are there any patterns of behavior based
on different language backgrounds and gender with regards to formulation and topics?
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2. What is the Compliment Response (CR) behavior related to photo-initiated SUs about
manicures in the context of Japanese-English bilingual women? a) What is the
frequency of CRs? b) How many CRs are unacknowledged? c) What are the style and
patterns of CRs such as acceptance, rejection, and evasion (including non-verbal
features such as “Like” and emoticons)?
6.2. Methods
A total of 219 interactional sets are analyzed in this study on compliments and
compliment responses including 18 PCs, and 289 SCs (See Table 3.1).	
  The
methodology used in this study is both quantitative and qualitative, by calculating
frequencies of the compliments and CRs, and using the frameworks of Barthes’s fashion
discourse (1983) to analyze the SUs, while compliments in the RSUs were coded for
topic (appearance, and ability) following previous work by Manes and Wolfson (1981),
Holmes (1988), and Placencia and Lower (2013). Forms were classified following
Blum-Kulka et al’s. (1989) distinction between direct and indirect forms in the analysis
of request realizations. As for CRs written by the PCs, they were coded according to
Holmes's CR taxonomy (1986),which was further developed and adjusted by MaizArevalo (2013) and Placencia, Lower, & Powell (2016) to include non-verbal CR types
such as "Likes" and emoticons.
6.2.1. Participants	
  
In this study, in addition to using the author’s own FB contact, the FB contact of the
author’s female Friend was used in order to obtain a larger data set. The author’s Friend
has the same background in terms of age, ethnic, socioeconomic, and educational
background.
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The 18 selected PCs were asked to give the author some background information
(gender and language background) on the SCs who commented in the RSUs. The
description of the SCs is summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Language Background and Gender of SCs
Language Background Male Female Total
Japanese monolinguals

4

76

80
(27.68%)

Bilinguals

4

127

131
(45.33%)

English monolinguals

13

65

78
(26.99%)

Total

21

268

289

It is clear from the table that the majority, or 92.7% of SCs who commented are
females. Furthermore, Japanese-English bilinguals were the biggest contributing group
(45.32%), while the number of Japanese monolinguals and English monolinguals are
roughly similar (27.68% and 26.99% respectively).This information was necessary to
analyze the role of gender and language background in complimenting behavior.

6.2.2. Data
As mentioned, the 18 PCs produced a total of 219 interactional sets, and were recipients
of a total of 284 RSUs with compliments. The PCs also wrote 76 CRs to the
compliments, and 109 "Likes" were produced by the PCs as compliment responses. The
CRs were also noted for who they were responding to in terms of language background
and gender. This posed a challenge, since compliments in CMC settings differ from
face-to-face encounters in that compliments do not come one by one and a photograph
may receive multiple compliments. Therefore, one CR may be addressed to multiple
SCs. However, who they were responding to were determined based on who they
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addressed (in cases where they addressed the SC explicitly), in which sequential order
they answered (in cases where they respond directly under the RSU), as well as which
language they used, in cases where differing monolinguals wrote to them. In unclear
cases, which were few, the author contacted the PC to ask who they were addressing,
which the PCs clarified.
Example 6.1 shows the interactional set PC18_SU10, which includes both
English and Japanese written through Japanese orthography, and a Japanese response
written through Romanized Japanese. A second example (Example 6.2) shows opposite
language and orthographic choices
in the initiative and reactive interaction.
Example 6.1

Pink nails.
PC18_SU10: My new nails done at XXX!!! XXX= name of nail salon
とっても可愛くできて、満足！
とっても可愛くできて、
満足！
Romanized Japanese=
tottemo kawaiku dekite,
manzoku!
Translation= It was done
very cute, so I am pleased!
SC284: chooooooo kawaii
(Liked by PC18)

chooooooo kawaii = so cute
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Example 6.2

Pink nails with flowers on fingers.
PC13_SU2: Festive nails ❤
tamaniwa girly

tamaniwa girly= Once in awhile (I
am) girly

SC181: CUTE!
As can be seen, photos normally included a picture of only their hands, and the
interactional sets included multimodal features like emoticons.
6.2.2. Analysis	
  
In order to analyze the content of the SUs, SUs were coded according to the three
features of fashion discourse by Barthe (1983): vestimentary, evaluative, and
circumstantial features.
Compliments were coded for topic and pragmatic strategy. Topics were
classified based on appearance, and ability, following previous work by Wolfson and
Mane (1989), Holmes (1988), and Placencia and Lower (2013), which identified the
most commonly brought up topics in compliments. Formulations were classified
following Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) distinction between direct and indirect formulations
in the analysis of request realization. All categories were examined according to gender
and language background, as already stated.
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In addition to the frequencies that were calculated to describe compliments, a
descriptive/ qualitative analysis of compliments on appearance and ability by female
and male users was conducted. They were examined for most frequently used
adjectives for example, as well as how the SCs co-construct the identity of the PCs and
the SCs.
As for CRs written by the PCs, they were coded according to Holmes's CR
taxonomy (1986), which was originally developed for face-to-face conversations, and
then further developed and adjusted to CMC by Maiz-Arevalo (2013) and Placencia and
Lower (2016) to include non-verbal CR types such as "Likes" and emoticons, which
were medium specific to FB. These CR strategies were also examined for their
frequencies, and to whom they were addressed to in terms of gender and language
background. Then, the CRs were analyzed qualitatively, and were examined for how
they co-construct the identity of the PCs and SCs.
6.3. Results
The results will be discussed with regards to the activity profiles of the PCs, the content
of the SUs according to the features of fashion language following the framework of
Barthes (1983), and the frequency of compliments in the data set, according to
gender. This will be followed by a discussion of the content of the SUs as well as a
discussion about the compliment forms and topics (Wolfson & Mane, 1981), according
to gender and language background. Furthermore, CRs will be discussed in light of CR
strategies. 	
  
6.3.1. RQ1: General Overview: Activity Profiles and Frequency of Compliments	
  
In order to examine the kinds of participant activities and profiles that emerged related
to complimenting behavior, a tally was counted for the number of SUs that each
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participant wrote in relation to the theme of nails and manicures. Furthermore, the
number of SCs they attracted, the total number of RSUs they received written by SCs,
and the total number of RSUs with compliments were also considered. Table 2 shows
the frequencies by PCs.
Table 6.2 Overview of number of SUs, SCs, RSUs, and compliments on SUs

Participant Number of SUs Number of SCs Number of RSUs Compliments
PC1

16

6

11

8

PC2

12

20

22

15

PC3

58

34

63

52

PC4

9

20

24

18

PC5

6

1

1

1

PC6

4

3

4

2

PC7

5

21

23

22

PC8

7

4

5

3

PC9

11

10

10

8

PC10

5

9

9

7

PC11

11

23

25

15

PC12

6

27

29

29

PC13

10

21

27

14

PC14

11

30

39

34

PC15

4

14

18

7

PC16

22

11

15

14

PC17

8

10

12

12

PC18

14

25

28

23

Total

219

289

365

284
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As can be seen, the level of activity of the participants shows high levels of
variation, which can be explained using Li et al.'s (2007) concept of participation roles
in digital environments, also used in Studies 1 and 2 in this study. For example,
"creators" are classified as those who post and publish a lot of material, and "spectators"
are those who examine their social digital environments, but contribute little or nothing.
In total, 289 SCs wrote a total of 365 RSUs. Out of 365 RSUs, 284 included
compliments, with each SU generating an average of 1.67 RSUs, and an average of 1.3
RSUs with compliments per SU. Since 284 RSUs with compliments were generated out
of 365 RSUs, we can say that 77.81% of the reactive posts had compliments, suggesting
that most of the RSUs were to enhance interpersonal relations, and SCs were generally
supportive of and confirm the identity claims of the PC, which falls in line with
Bolander and Locher's study (2015). However, note that, since PC3 was the largest
creator (58 SUs) and generated the largest number of compliments (52 compliments),
her SUs constituted 26.48% of the studied SUs, and the compliments on her photoinitiated SUs constituted 18.31% of the compliments studied.
6.3.1.1. RQ1a: The topic of SUs	
  
In order to gain insight into what was being written in the SUs, the SUs were examined
for the three features of fashion discourse as described by Barthes (1983): vestimentary,
evaluative, and circumstantial (see Chapter 2). Vestimentary features included 3 topics
(form, color, and theme/ image/idea), out of which "forms" was reapplied to the
discourse of manicures. The category of "forms" for nails include descriptions of the
shape of the nails, what material was used: whether they were gel (a type of material
used for manicures), or whether they were French nails. A feature which was added to
vestimentary features includes "Motif", which signifies the theme of the nails as
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identified by the PC, for example, “Disney theme” (PC3_SU5) or “Galaxy nails” (See
Example 6.3).
Example 6.3

Dark black glittery nails with
pink stripes in the middle.
PC12_SU1: galaxy nails

Evaluative features included 3 topics (positive, negative, and emoticons), out of which
negative evaluations and emoticons were added to Barthes’s (1983) original features.
Finally, the category of circumstantial features which is described as discourse
used to signify lifestyle, such as whether the clothes should be used for certain events,
like dates, or when the clothes are worn, included 7 topics. Within these features topics
include: where the nails were done, when they were done, and who they were done
with. Also included in the category of circumstantial is whether the word "new" was
included or not (indicating whether the nails were new for the PC, conveying a sense of
change or novelty). Note that the word “new” here was not used as an evaluative
feature. Example 6.4 shows how “new” is used in a SU.
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Example 6.4

Purple nails with silver fourth finger, and
floral prints on the thumb.
PC12_SU3: new floral spring
nails
If the SU also mentioned the month or season, as in PC12_SU3, it was included
as a feature of circumstantial language, since it indicated a sense of timing in which the
PC did the manicures. While Barthes (1983) includes seasons to be part of
vestimentary features in the present analysis since they describe the purpose of the
clothes and when to where them, seasons were included as a feature of circumstantial
language since the seasons were mentioned in relation to the circumstances in which the
manicures were timely matched. (However, when seasons were used as evaluative
language, for example, PC17 included the word spring in this manner, "springy girly
nails" (SU4), this was counted as positive evaluative language, since the word spring is
used as an adjective). The reason being is that critiquing fashion is predicated on
change and requires timeliness and match with season. While this is true in both
English and Japanese, Moeran (2004) points out that seasons used as an adjective is
especially common in Japanese fashion discourse.
The features of fashion discourse and the frequency in which they appear in the
SUs are noted in Table 6.3. Vestimentary features mostly (n=140, 63.93%) describe the
manicure in the photo of the SUs, evaluative language was mostly (n=112, 51.14%)
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used to convey positive feelings about the manicures, and circumstantial features were
used to update Friends on day to day activities or build rapport among other Friends by
disseminating information about where the manicures were done or with whom (n=186,
84.93%). It is clear that most SUs had multiple purposes, indicating that the SUs were
used in order to show themselves as fashion-conscious, and feel positive about their
experiences, and to engage with other Friends by sharing details about their lives.
Table 6.3 Topic of SUs (n=219)
Vestimentary features

Number in SUs

Form

27

Color

52

Motif

61

Total

140 (63.93%)

Evaluative features
Positive

33

Negative

13

Emoticon (❤, ☺）

66

Total

112 (51.14%)

Circumstantial features
Month

17

Season

29

Event (concert, wedding)

30

"New"

29

Where (nail salon, location)

38

When (today, yesterday)

16

With who

27

Total

186 (84.93%)
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Evaluative features were verbal and non-verbal, verbal ones are distinguished in
table 6.3 between positive and negative evaluations, while non-verbal evaluative
features were captured through emoticon usage, and is not distinguished because there
were only positive emoticons.
6.3.1.1.1. Vestimentary Features: Highlighting of visual mode
27 SUs use specific terminology to indicate knowledge of manicure forms, for example,
PC12_SU5: "French gel nail ❤", PC18_SU13: "polkadot gel nail", and PC16_SU21:
"glitter based french nail", which shows knowledge of the vocabulary used to describe
the form of manicures. Furthermore, this language shows knowledge of these
terminologies, often tied to feminine identity (Eckert, 1996). 52 SUs indicate the color
of the manicure, for example: "two shades of pink" (by SC16), "matte black leopard
nails" (by SC89) , "black and blue french" (by SC91) , "this manicure gel nail is a new
trend that gives it a rough sugary texture but lasts really long" (by SC100). 61 SUs
indicate the motif of the manicure, for example, "coral floral nails", "pineapple nails",
"pastel galaxy", and "Alexander McQueen inspired nails", (Alexander McQueen is the
name of a fashion designer), showing that these were two important concepts for
manicures among this data set. While colors can be mentioned and written quickly, the
attention drawn to colors indicates that the color was chosen carefully, with passion and
interest, while the textual description of the motif is used to transmit information about
the photo to clarify the theme of the picture when it is not immediately clear. For
example, in Example 6.5, PC3 included a picture of nails manicured in light blue with
drawings of a yellow sun and white clouds on the thumb, which was coded as “motif”.
This SU explains the different but coordinated motifs in the fingernails and on the
thumb.
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Example 6.5

Light blue nails with clouds and sun on the
thumb.
PC3_SU43: sunny sky nails
:)
Therefore, vestimentary features were used a total of 140 times in the SUs, or
63.93% of all SUs. Hence, it is clear that the linguistic choices displaying vestimentary
features are employed in the SUs of manicures to indicate interest and knowledge of
manicures, and add to the self-presentation of the PC as an insider in the community of
the discourse of fashionable nails.
6.3.1.1.2. Evaluative Features in the SUs
Evaluative features were a frequent feature in the SUs of the manicures since they were
present in 51% of the SUs. The evidence in this data suggests that positive selfevaluation or self- complimenting was a more common feature of the SUs than negative
self-evaluations, with 33 SUs (15.07% of all SUs) containing positive aesthetically or
emotionally evaluative posts. This runs contrary to Pomerantz's politeness constraints
(1978) to avoid self-praise and Leech's Modesty Maxim (1983), and to previous
research which indicates that visual modes of self-presentation like photos in SNSs were
preferred rather than writing text, partly in order to avoid self-praise (Zhao et al., 2008).
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Examples of self-praise include PC6_SU2: "simple is best", or emotionally
evaluative posts like PC7_SU4: "love :)". Additionally, there was a large use of
positive emoticons, with 66 SUs containing them. No negative emoticons like sad faces
were used. As Vandergriff (2016) points out, emoticons indicate evaluation, and the
emoticons in these SUs were indicative of the positive evaluation towards the
manicures. It must be noted however, that, the positive evaluation may not be
interpreted as self-praise, since they may be complimenting the nail artist who did the
PCs' manicures. However, in this study, the use of positive emoticons are considered
part of evaluative language since the nails they are presenting are their own.
Furthermore, the emoticons served as illocutionary indexes that conveyed positive
meaning, even in cases where evaluative language was not used, for example,
PC6_SU4: "did my nails 3 days ago :) ", and PC2_SU6: "went to the salon with my
girlies❤". Moreover, Kavanagh (2015) and Katsuno and Yano (2007) argue that
emoticons are often used by Japanese women to convey a sense of female cuteness and
compensate for a lack of verbal cues in the CMC context.
In the case of emoticons, it is sometimes unclear whether they are positively
evaluating the aesthetics of the manicure, the ability of the nail artist, or the experience
of doing the manicure; however, the emoticon serves an ambiguously positive purpose.
It is perhaps precisely this ambiguity that makes the use of emoticons popular, since it
allows for the possibility of avoiding detail, and minimizing the praise of self,
disassociating this part of the body from the self. Negative evaluations were used less
frequently than positive evaluation with 13 SUs containing them (5.94% of all SUs).
These were used in cases where the PCs were not happy with the outcome of their
manicures that were done by themselves; therefore, they engage in self-critique. Take
Example 6.6 and how negative evaluations are used in the SU.
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Example 6.6

Four pictures with pink and white
nails, with some rhinestones on top
of the nails.
PC17_SU12: The results aren’t
great. Need more practice.
In this example, PC 17, negatively evaluates the outcome of her manicure, and states
that she needs more practice to improve her ability. In this manner, PC17 indirectly
evaluates herself with a mitigation of her current ability. Hence, the use of negative
evaluation was used only in cases where the PCs were critiquing the outcome of their
own work, and was not seen in cases where they critique the work of other nail artists.
Note however, that not all negative evaluations were indirect as in this example.
In sum, perhaps the genre of fashion discourse on FB calls for practices of
sharing positive outlooks on fashion to share ideas and spread information, and
therefore, discourse practices reflect this positivity. However, while positive evaluation
was more common than negative evaluation, in order to minimize self-praise,
ambiguous and non-verbal uses of self-praise like emoticons were commonly used,
which reflect a convenient adherence to the Modesty Maxim. Furthermore, this may
also fall in line with	
 Thelwall et. al's study (2010), who found that women on Myspace
had a more positive tone than their male counterparts. This suggests that women stress
the positive tone and outlook on their fashion choices when sharing and disseminating
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this information to their Friends as members of a community that cares about nail
fashion, and to display strategies of support and solidarity. Moreover, perhaps women
feel more confident giving positive evaluations of their manicures since they feel more
detached to their hands or nails than other parts of their body (for example, the color of
their eyes), and the photos that are attached to the SUs do not contain their faces, but
only showcase their nails. In fact, the PCs may see the nails as not part of the self, but as
an object or external product, and they are engaging in a “disemboding” strategy. They
may also be using this positive evaluation in terms of a patriarchal hegemonic view of
women as objects of praise and admiration. Additionally, the comments are not about
their nails but what is on them.
6.3.1.1.3. Circumstantial Features in the SUs
Circumstantial features was the most common feature throughout the SUs, used a total
of 186 times, or in 84.93% of all SUs , with the PCs sharing and updating their most
recent nail and fashion choices in real time. For example, the PCs give information
about the nails' "newness", (n=29), the season that it was done, (n=29), the month that it
was done (n=17), in which nail salon, (n=38), and with whom (n=27). The
circumstantial features reflect a practice common in social media known as
lifestreaming (Gelernter, 1994; Marwick, 2010) where everyday actions, thoughts,
states, or thoughts of the self are shared through SUs in real time, for example,:
PC13_SU1: "Nails done for (name of Friend's) wedding ❤", or PC14_SU9":(Name of
nail salon) with my girls". Marwick (2010) points out that while practices of
lifestreaming may result in some drawbacks such as constant surveillance of self and
others, the aspects of daily life which are publicly shared are often carefully selected
and performed, and are used commonly for indirect positive self-presentation and a
connection to the networked audience. This shows the construction of identity
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Researchers such as Crawford (2009) argue that it is precisely the sharing of

small details of daily life on social media that gives a sense and glimpse into the rhythm
and values of others, and it is this type of disclosure that creates a sense of intimacy for
those who read the text, allowing users to keep up with others, and engaging in
conversation with what is important to the presenter. The concept of phatic
communication is brought up by researchers like Miller (2008) who state that these
types of small conversations that interactants start through discussing small details of
life events on social media reinforce in-person friendships. While in fashion discourse,
circumstantial language is used usually in order to express how clothes can be used in
certain situations (Barthes, 1983), circumstantial features here were used to emphasize
personal bonds with others. This helps to build rapport among a community of fashion
conscious women. For example, by commenting on who the PC's did the nails with, the
PC's reinforce the Friendships with those people, and allow others to observe who they
engage in social activities with. Example 6.7 below shows an example of this.
Example 6.7

Three photos of colorful nails and
one photo with flowers.
PC4_SU4: Matching summer nails
with XXX❤

XXX= name of Friend

Furthermore, by sharing details of where the PCs did the manicures, they engage in
sharing resources of nails salons they recommend. In this manner, the PC share tidbits
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of themselves, and positioning themselves as authority and suggests a co-construction
of identity as fashion conscious women while they give insight into their identities and
values from the aggregation of their SUs. Hence, the SUs are not solely to promote
relational work and build rapport, it is also to construct themselves as fashionable
women.

6.3.1.2. SUs: Synthesis and Discussion	
  
In this section, it is discussed how these SUs serve as a way for PCs to share their
identities as fashionable women, using nails and manicures as a way to foster relational
work. It is further discussed how the SUs reflect a type of discourse that is typical in
fashion and how this contributes to traditional gendered identity (See section 2.1). The
vestimentary, evaluative, and circumstantial features on the SUs invites SCs to engage
in conversations about manicures and bond over daily activities. Evaluative features of
fashion discourse in CMC allow the PCs to evaluate within the context of CMC in
specific ways, like the use of emoticons. Therefore, examining the multimodality in the
SUs was a critical step to understand how fashion discourse is established, what is being
presented, why it is being presented, and how social bonds are maintained.
As discussed, the topic of manicures and interest in fashion are often associated
with female characteristics. Through photo-initiated SUs of manicures, it was evident
that the PCs engage in both linguistic and multimodal self-presentation aligning with
previous research on multimodal self-presentation in which users conform to traditional
gender stereotypes (Kapidzic & Herring, 2014). The fact that women positively
evaluated their nails in their SUs rather than in a negative manner both verbally and
through emoticons also aligns with past research which showed that women cared about
presenting themselves through photos in a physically attractive way (Manago et al.,
2008). Their use of fashion discourse through writing about vestimentary features
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shows their knowledge about the forms of manicures, like French nails, or gel nails,
indicating their membership in a fashion world. Through the use of circumstantial
features, such as doing manicuring activities with their female Friends indicates
solidarity and support through the activity of feminine activities (Kang, 2010) and they
build rapport with each other through this mutual interest, by extending this solidarity to
the public online environment. Hence, through all of Barthes's categories of fashion
discourse: vestimentary, evaluative, and circumstantial, SUs about manicures were used
by women to show a gendered fashionable membership in a female community whilst
also building solidarity and rapport.

6.3.2. RQ2: Compliments in the RSUs

	
  

In the following section, the 284 compliments will be analyzed according to topic, and
form. Furthermore, the 284 compliments will be analyzed according to who produced
them: by gender and language background, followed by a qualitative analysis of
compliments by topic and gender.
6.3.2.1. Topic of Compliments in the RSUs
As already mentioned, all compliments in the data were only about two topics:
appearance and ability. 260 compliments out of 284 compliments contained a
compliment on appearance. Compliments on appearance can be seen in the 2 examples
below.
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Example 6.8

Orange nails with white and orange stripes
and heart on fourth finger.
PC3_SU50: coral spring nails
SC56: gorgeous color
(Liked by PC3)
SC57: Love it, good color
choice
(Liked by PC3)
Compliments on appearance like this were unsurprisingly more common than
compliments on ability. Note that some compliments (n=13) contained both a
compliment for both the appearance as well as the ability of the PC, as shown in
Example 6.9 below.
Example 6.9

Pink nails with gold glitter tips.
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PC2_SU12: pink February nails
SC26: kawaii, XXX sense iine ❤

kawaii= cute
XXX= name of PC2
sensu iine
Translation= (you have) good taste

	
 This high rate of compliments on appearance also falls in line with Holmes (1998) and
Placencia and Lower's (2013) studies, where especially women compliment each other
most frequently on appearance. Compliments on ability, such as "You have good taste,
young lady" (by SC202), and "You did this yourself? Sugeeee :)", ("You did this
yourself? Amazing! :)") , (by SC198) were produced a total of 37 times in the 284
compliments. Taken together, compliments on ability were less common (12.46%) than
those on appearance (87.54%), and the proportion is similar to that provided by
Placencia and Lower (2013), 7% and 75% respectively. This may be largely due to
topic of manicures in the present study, which is largely aesthetic and further
emphasizes the female gender. Furthermore, compliments on appearance are
considered the least threatening and gratuitous especially among female equals and
intimates (Holmes, 1998).

6.3.2.2. Directness and Indirectness in Compliments
The compliments that were produced by the SCs were then coded by pragmatic strategy
(direct vs. indirect), using Blum-Kulka et al.'s (1989) coding scheme, which
distinguishes between direct and indirect formulations in the analysis of request
realizations. Direct compliment formulations refer to compliments in which the positive
semantic load is conveyed by adjectives such as kawaii (cute), or love, and may be
reinforced with intensifiers such as cho (very), and be externally modified in the form of
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emoticons to strengthen the impact of the main utterance. For example, "sooo cute!" (by
SC8) , or "chooo kawaii ❤" (very cute) (by SC56), both use compliments which
convey a positive semantic load through the use of adjectives such as "kawaii" and
"cute", and both examples use intensifiers such as "chooo" and "so".
Indirect compliments, on the other hand, are more syntactically creative, and the
hearer or reader needs to know that the utterance was meant as a compliment. For
example, PC3 posted a picture of manicures with small repetitive patterns of polkadots,
and writes, “black & white polka dots”.
Example 6.10

Dark black nails with white polkadots and
one white nail with black polkadots.
PC3_SU5: black & white polka
dots
SC48: Yayoi Kusama ❤
SC48 then compliments PC3 by writing, "Yayoi Kusama ❤!" The comparison is
unclear if the reader is unaware of Yayoi Kusama (a japanese artist famous for
repetitive polka dot patterns), but the nature of the compliment is clear because of the
emoticon. By comparing PC3 to Yayoi Kusama in a positive manner, SC48 evokes a
famous artist to infer that PC3 herself is an artist. Furthermore, the heart mark
emoticon in this statement indicates a positive affective and evaluative meaning that is
as an external modification (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989) that serves to reinforce the
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compliment. In some cases, interactional sets included both direct and indirect
compliments. This is the case in Example 6.11, in which PC13 posted a picture of
glittery leopard-print manicures, and SC192 compliments the ability of PC13 in the
following manner.
Example 6.11

Leopard print manicure with pink,
black, and white nails.
PC13_SU1: glittery leopard nails
SC192: Super nice! Come and do
mine too!

This compliment, "Super nice! Come and do mine too!", contains both a direct
compliment through the intensifer and adjective "Super nice!", but also contains an
indirect formulation of a compliment by requesting, "Come and do mine too!" This was
counted as an indirect formulation of compliment since this request acknowledges the
ability of PC13 to do manicures, so much so that SC192 wants PC13 to do it for SC192
as well.
Direct formulations appeared in 256 of the compliments and indirect
formulations in 70 of the compliments. It should be noted that some compliments
(n=60) included both formulations of compliments. Taken together, direct compliments
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were used 78.53% of the time in the data and indirect compliments were used 21.47%
of the time, perhaps because direct formulations of compliments are easier to produce
for the writer. This trend towards a majority of direct compliments is even more
pronounced in Placencia and Lower’s study (2013), in which indirect formulations were
produced in only 5% of their compliments, and the majority of compliments (95%) were
produced through the direct formulations.
The overall large use of direct compliments suggests that compliments on
appearance and fashion are largely conventionalized and formulaic. For example,
Placencia and Lower (2013) found that syntactic patterns were abbreviated to simpler
forms like intensifer + adjective, rather than (NP {is/looks} (really) ADJ) in CMC
environments. This may be because abbreviation is common among informal and online
environments, and the written medium calls for more abbreviation than oral modes
(Lee, 1996). The syntactic pattern: "intensifier + adjective", or solely the adjective was
extremely common among the present study, occurring 50 times. Examples include:
a) "VERY CUTE", and
b) "choooo kawaii!" (so cute)
Within direct compliments, adjectives were used 230 times to convey a positive
semantic load. Adjectives that are recorded as being the most common in Manes and
Wolfson's data set (1981) appeared in the current study, such as: "pretty" (7 times), and
"nice" (7 times). However, other adjectives were more common, such as the Japanese
word "kawaii" ‘cute’ (n=62), and in English, the most commonly used adjective was
"cute"(n=50). Other adjectives include the Japanese word "ii",	
 translated as "good", or
"nice", used 14 times in the data. Furthermore, the word "love" was used 26 times. This
was expressed in the semantic pattern: "I (really) {like/love} NP", or the abbreviated
form, "LOVE", which occurred 6 times.
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6.3.2.3. Compliments by Background: Gender
The 268 SC women in this study produced 270 compliments, which means 95.07%
compliments were produced by women, while the 21 SC men produced 14 compliments
in total, or only 4.93% of all compliments. Therefore, the average number of
compliments per woman is is 1.01, while that of men is 0.67. The fact that women
produced more compliments falls in line with Holmes's study (1988), in which 67.7% of
compliment givers were women, as well as Placencia and Lower (2013), in which
91.1% of compliments were produced by women. This can be seen in Table 6.4 below.
Table 6.4 Topic and Form of compliments by gender
Topic

Type

SC Gender Appearance Ability

SC Female

250

33

Direct

246

Indirect

65

(n=268)

(96.15%)

(89.19%) (96.09%) (92.86%)

SC male

10

4

10

5

(n=21)

(3.85%)

(10.81%)

(3.91%)

(7.14%)

Total

260

37

256

70

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

For the topic of compliments (appearance and ability), the 268 SC women in the
study produced 250 compliments on appearance, or 96.15% of all compliments on
appearance (n=260), while the 21 SC men in the study produced only 10, or 3.85% of
all compliments on appearance. Therefore, the ratio for women giving compliments on
appearance is 0.93 per woman, and 0.48 for men, which suggests the fact that giving
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compliments on appearance is more common among women on the topic of manicures.
On the topic of ability, the 268 SC women produced 33 compliments, or 89.19% of all
compliments on ability (n=37), and the 21 SC men produced 4, or 10.81% of all
compliments on ability. Therefore, the ratio for women giving compliments on ability
was 0.12 per woman, and the average for men was 0.19.
In terms of compliment formulations by gender, the 268 SC women in the study
produced 246 direct compliments (96.09% of all direct compliments), while the 21 SC
men produced 10 direct compliments (3.91% of all direct compliments). Therefore, the
ratio for women giving direct compliments is 0.92, and 0.48 for men, which suggests
that women are more likely to give compliments directly with a strong illocutionary
force, which falls in line with previous studies on compliment formulations by gender
(Holmes, 1988). As for indirect compliments, women produced 65 indirect compliments
(92.86% of all indirect compliments), and the men produced 5 indirect compliments
(7.14% of all indirect compliments). The ratio to produce indirect compliments,
however, is about the same across gender, and is 0.24 for both women and men. This
suggests that indirect compliments were equally infrequent for women and men.

6.3.2.4. Compliments by Language Background
Out of the 284 compliments, overall the 131 Japanese-English bilinguals produced the
most compliments, with 124 compliments (43.67% of all compliments), followed by the
80 Japanese monolinguals with 84 compliments (29.58% of all compliments), and
finally by the 78 English monolinguals, who produced 76 compliments (29.58%). The
large number of compliments by Japanese-English bilinguals may be due to the fact that
the PCs have many bilingual friends, and therefore, attracted a large bilingual
population. However, in terms of the ratio of compliments by language background,
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Japanese-English bilinguals produced an average ratio of 0.95 compliments, Japanese
monolinguals produced an average ratio of 1.05 compliments, which means on average,
that Japanese monolinguals produced more than one compliment per person, and
English monolinguals produced a ratio of 0.97 compliments. Therefore, the ratio of
compliments produced by language background is very similar. These results contradict
Matsuura's study (2004), which examined cross-cultural practices of compliments in
Japanese and American settings, in which Americans complimented more often than
Japanese, since Japanese found it more difficult to compliment. This may fall in line
with Chen's (2011) suggestion that the increased use of compliments among East Asian
speakers signify changing norms of complimenting behavior due to increased contact
with the West's politeness norms. The results of compliment topic and compliment
formulations can be seen in Table 6.5 below.
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Table 6.5 Topic and Form of compliments by Language Background
Topic
SC Language Background

SC Japanese monolinguals
(n=80)

SC Japanese English bilinguals
(n=131)
SC English monolinguals
(n=78)
Total

Type

Appearance Ability

77
(29.62%)

12

75

Indirect

24

(32.43%) (29.30%) (34.29%)

112

17

(43.08%)

(45.96%)

71

8

(27.3%)

Direct

115

22

(44.92%) (31.42%)
66

24

(21.62%) (25.78%) (34.29%)

260

37

256

70

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

In terms of the frequencies of compliments by the topic of appearance, the 131
Japanese-English bilinguals produced 112 compliments (43.08% of all compliments on
appearance), the 80 Japanese monolinguals produced 77 compliments (29.62% of all
compliments on appearance), and the 76 English monolinguals produced 71 (27.3% of
all compliments on appearance). The average ratio of compliments on appearance in
decreasing order from higher to lower is: 0.96 by Japanese monolinguals, 0.93 by
English monolinguals, and 0.85 by Japanese-English bilinguals, which suggests that
complimenting on the appearance of manicures is a highly frequent topic across the
three language groups. In terms of complimenting on ability in order of frequency,
Japanese-English bilinguals produced a total of 17 (45.96% of all compliments on
ability), Japanese monolinguals produced a total of 12 (32.43% of all compliments on
ability), and English monolinguals produced a total of 8 (21.62% of all compliments on
ability). The average number of compliments on ability in decreasing order from higher
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to lower is: 0.15 by Japanese monolinguals, 0.12 by Japanese-English bilinguals, and
0.1 by English monolinguals, again suggesting similar averages across the three
language groups on the topic of ability. Another similarity is that the topic of
appearance predominates over the topic of ability across all language groups.
With regards to compliment formulations, Japanese-English bilinguals produced
the most direct compliments, with 115 compliments (44.92% of all direct compliments).
This was followed by Japanese monolinguals who produced 75 direct compliments
(29.30% of all direct compliments), and English monolinguals, who produced 66 direct
compliments (25.78% of all direct compliments). The average number of direct
compliments in decreasing order form higher to lower is: 0.94 by Japanese
monolinguals, 0.89 by Japanese-English bilinguals, and 0.84 by English monolinguals.
Therefore, across all language groups, the use of direct compliment formulations were
common and produced a similar number of averages.
However, with regards to indirect compliments, Japanese monolinguals and
English monolinguals produced the same number: 24 indirect compliments (34.29% of
all indirect compliments per language group), while Japanese-English bilinguals
produced 22 indirect compliments (31.43% of all indirect compliments). This means
that on average, English monolinguals produced 0.31 indirect compliments per person,
Japanese monolinguals produced 0.3 indirect compliments per person, and JapaneseEnglish bilinguals produced only an average of 0.17 indirect compliments per person.
This suggests that English monolinguals and Japanese monolinguals are less formulaic
in their compliments than Japanese-English bilinguals.
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6.3.2.5. Qualitative Analysis of Compliments
Although compliments on appearance were the most common compliment topic among
all the language background groups, a qualitative analysis of compliments on
appearance are discussed in the following section.
6.3.2.5.1. Women’s compliments on appearance: linguistic and nonverbal choices,
compliment topic, and pragmatic strategies	
  
When examining direct compliments used by women, adjectives were considered for
their semantic load. Furthermore, what specifically was being complimented was also
considered: for example, the color, the match with the season, the nail shape, or the
shape of the hands.
As mentioned, it was evident that the most commonly used adjective in Japanese
to compliment the manicure was "kawaii". Japanese monolinguals used this adjective
27 times, and Japanese- English bilinguals used the word 35 times. In English, the most
commonly used adjective was "cute", used 25 times by bilinguals and 25 times by
English monolinguals. Therefore, as discussed by Katsuno and Yano (2007), and other
sociologists of Japan (Masabuchi, 1994; McVeigh, 2000; Schilling, 1997) cuteness is an
important factor of Japanese feminine society and identity, which is evoked to help
smooth social relations and soften hierarchy, and this factor seems to apply in the three
language background groups in this study. It is important to note that neither word,
"kawaii", or "cute", was used by men, which shows that the use of these words to
compliment manicures or fashion is highly associated with and indexes femininity.
Another aspect of compliments by women that must be noted is the use of
nonverbal and multimodal features such as emoticons. Note that emoticons were not
counted as separate compliments when they were used alongside the text; rather, they
were regarded as external modifications (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989) since they were
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usually used at the end of an utterance, much like in Placencia and Lower's data (2013).
As mentioned in their study, the emoticons in the current study strengthened the main
action as positive affective evaluation and clarified the intention of the
complimenter. In this particular study, emoticons were used solely without text only
twice by women as compliments. All emoticons that were used as compliments
conveyed positive evaluation like heart marks (❤), or smiley faces (:)	
 ).
Emoticons appeared in 154 out of the total of 270 compliments produced by SC
women (therefore, 57.04% of the time), and they were never present in male
compliments. This falls in line with Kavanagh's study (2015, p.151) where women
(both Japanese and American English speakers) used more emoticons than men. The
use of emoticons by Japanese women is explained in both Katsuno and Yano's (2007)
and Kavanagh's (2015) studies as being a performance of cuteness culture, and a
promotion of positive politeness among women to strengthen semantic and pragmatic
meaning in a setting with a lack of verbal cues. The fact that men did not make any use
of emoticons is probably due to the topic, but also falls in line with research that shows
that women use intensifiers more often than men when complimenting (Holmes, 1988).
As a pragmatic strategy among indirect compliments on appearance by women,
evaluative statements on season were noted since they do not directly compliment the
nails. However, complimenting on fashion choices based on season is a feature of
evaluation in fashion as described by Moeran (2004), especially in Japanese discourse,
since fashion discourse is dependent on season. In fact, indirect compliments on
appearance mentioning season were only used by Japanese-English bilingual women
and Japanese monolingual women, and none by English speaking women or men. Two
examples of compliments about the season to the manicures are shown below:
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Example 6.12

Transparent nails with blue polkadots on the
tips, and a seashell on the middle finger. The
background are leaves.

PC1_SU4: august 2016
SC5: 夏らしい〜！色合いもなつで
すね。

夏らしい〜！色合いもなつですね。=
(Romanized Japanese):
Natsu rashii~! Iro ai mo natsu desune. =
(Translation): It is summer-like! The color
coordination is also summery.

Example 6.13

White nails with silver glitter and fourth finger with
white rhinestones.
PC7_SU1: winter nails
SC85: 冬って感じだね。

冬って感じだね。
Romanized Japanese= fuyu tte kanji dane ^^
Translation= It feels like winter, alright ^^

Both examples of compliments have an external modifier, for example, the
squiggly mark (~) in the first example, which strengthens the illocutionary force of the
compliment, since this elongates the statement and therefore, serves as an intensifier. In
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the second example, the smiley face emoticon used commonly in Japan "^^" to mark the
eyes (Kavanagh, 2015) was used to index positive meaning. Therefore, it is evident that
matching manicures with the seasonal theme is an important value that is being
complimented in Japanese compliments, showing that they are insiders of fashionable
commuities, and also feminine (Moeran, 2004).	
 
The importance of color was also an aspect that often became the topic of the
compliments. A compliment on the choice of color among all groups appeared 12
times, with an equal 4 times each among the groups. Examples include, "Cute color!"
(by SC96), "Gorgeous color❤!" (SC85), and "キレイな色！❤", "Kirei na iro", (by
SC78) translated as "beautiful color." None of these compliments on color were made
by men either.
Furthermore, in female compliments on appearance, gender was at times
stressed among the women in order to co-construct the gendered feminine identity of
the PC. The following example shows an interaction from SU1 posted by PC17 in
which she posts a photo of a pink manicure, and positively evaluates the manicure, but
negatively evaluates her fingers as being masculine and fat. The following compliment
by SC255 disagrees with the negative evaluation of PC17, and shows how gender
identity is co-constructed between interactants.
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Example 6.14

Dark red nails
PC17_SU1: 爪は可愛いけど、いつ見ても
指男っぽくて太いな〜

爪は可愛いけど、いつ見ても指男
っぽくて太いな〜
Romanized Japanese= Tsume wa
kawaiikedo, itsu mitemo yubi otoko
ppokutte futoina~
Translation= The nails are cute but,
every time I look at it, (my) fingers are
thick and manly~

SC255: ネイルかわいい！指全然男らしく
ないよ〜むしろ女性らしくて長くて綺麗
❤

ネイルかわいい！指全然男らしく
ないよ〜むしろ女性らしくて長く
て綺麗❤
Romanized Japanese= Nail kawaii!
Yubi zen zen otokorashikunaiyo~
mushiro josei rashikute nagakute kirei
❤
Translation= (Your) nails are cute!
Your fingers are not manly at all~ In
fact, it’s very feminine, long, and
beautiful ❤

This particular SU has two evaluations: one in which the manicure is evaluated
positively, with the word "kawaii" to describe her own manicure, and one in which the
fingers of the PC are evaluated negatively, as thickly and manly with the words "otoko
ppoi" (manly), and "futoi" (fat/thick). Therefore, the fingers of the PC are evaluated as
thick and manly; therefore, contrasted to what is evoked as feminine and beautiful. The
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contrast between the first positive evaluation and the second negative evaluation,
through the word "kedo" shows that the PC recognizes her feminine identity through her
manicures' cuteness, but not through her thick and manly fingers. Here, it is clear that
manly thick fingers are contrasted against her feminine nails and therefore, are not an
attractive trait. It is also possible that this negative evaluation is a politeness strategy to
mitigate the first positive evaluation as well. However, a bilingual woman, SC255,
compliments the PC first, by acknowledging that her nails are indeed, "kawaii" and
aligning with the PC's stance, but disagreeing with the PC's stance that her fingers are
masculine. SC255 states that the PC'17's fingers are "not manly", but rather, "feminine,
long, and beautiful". Here, SC255 invokes traditional beauty standards for women, and
constructs the PC's identity and her hands, and therefore, her embodied identity as a
feminine one. Therefore, it is evident that through an interactional perspective, the PC
and the SC co-construct the embodied identity of femininity through the topic of
appearance, especially nails and fingers.

6.3.2.5.2. Men’s compliments on appearance	
  
While previous research in face-to-face interaction or in CMC indicate that men
compliment on ability rather than appearance (Holmes, 1988), as mentioned, the
evidence in the present study shows that men across all language groups complimented
more on appearance, although this was the case for both genders. The most interesting
feature of male compliments on appearance is that 6 out of the 10 compliments on
appearance indexed a strong sense of humor through the use of CMC language that
indicated laughter. For example, the word "ii" (n=3), good, or nice, was used 2 times by
male Japanese-English bilinguals and once by a Japanese monolingual. This was
followed by the character for laughter, "笑", used in Japanese CMC discourse to index a
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humorous statement, and jokingly stated that they too would like these manicures. The
following example shows a response by a Japanese man (SC7), who states, "いいじゃ
ん、笑",	
 or	
 "That's nice, (laugh)".
Example 6.15

Yellow pastel nails with gold stripes
and floral patterns.
PS2_SU1: Spring nails ❤ Thanks
XXX

XXX= name of Friend

SC7: いいじゃん、笑

いいじゃん、笑
Romanized Japanese= Iijan, warai
Translation= That’s nice, laugh

This use of humor alludes to their heterosexual masculine identity, since finding a
manicure nice is considered more of a feminine trait, and therefore, humorous. This
mitigation of sincerity through laughter indexes their heterosexual masculine identity,
since they are stating that this compliment could not be a serious one since this desire is
attributed to women. Migdalek (2015) suggests that compliments on appearance by
heterosexual men must be appended through laughter in order to assert heterosexual
masculine identities because gender transgressions of men to seem feminine, or caring
about appearances, are seen as gay. In the data of the present study, women did not use
laughter with their compliments, although emoticons were used.
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It is important to note that these compliments by men on appearance which
index laughter are signifiers of hedges, and have a weak illocutionary force to assert
their masculine identities, falling in line with Holmes's (1988) study which speculated
that compliments on appearance cross-gender may be regarded as inappropriate without
an appropriate level of intimacy. This can be seen through the adjectives used by men,
and their semantic meaning and weight, since the adjectives used by men to compliment
appearance are weaker than the ones used among women. As mentioned, adjectives
used by men were "ii" (n=3) "nice" (n=2), or "good" (n=2), and "simple"(n=1). This is
in direct contrast to adjectives used by women who used adjectives like "kawaii",
"cute", "pretty", and words such as "love" frequently. Exclamation points,
capitalizations, and elongated spellings were used only two times to emphasize certain
words, in contrast to the frequent use of these markers in the female data. In fact, one of
the adjectives (“intense”) used by a Japanese- English bilingual man was ambiguous
and therefore, needed to be clarified by the SC himself, as can be seen in the following
example.
Example 6.16

A photo of purple, gray, and silver
nails with some studs.
PC12_SU1: first thing to do in
Japan
SC152: That is intense. (In a
good way)
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The second utterance in parenthesis was used to clarify the semantic meaning of
"intense", in that it should be interpreted in a positive manner. This makes the
compliment explicit, and has the purpose of promoting relational work and building
rapport.
On the other hand, two English monolingual men complimented the PC in a
direct manner with a strong illocutionary force, through elongation of vowels which
imitates spoken discourse, and the use of intensifiers, for example: "Sweeeeeeeet!" (by
SC65), and "so fabulous" (by SC99). What is interesting here is that the author was
later informed that these two SCs were gay. Although not much can be said on
compliments by gay men, perhaps the sexual orientation of the SCs lowers the level of
the face-threatening-act of complimenting appearance. Furthermore, the knowledge of
each other's sexual orientation allows the interlocutors not to interpret the compliment
as sexual harassment (Coates, 2004) in cross-sex settings. This allows gay men to
compliment women with a strong illocutionary force.
Among English monolingual male speakers, other compliments on appearance
were assertive or directive speech acts that either expressed desire to have manicures, or
requested the PC to manicure the male SCs' nails. Among the 13 English monolingual
male SCs, there were two compliments on appearance that were assertive or directive,
such as: "I want it too. lol" (by SC88), and "Me too please haha" (by SC240). The
abbreviated "lol" signifies laugh-out loud, used commonly in English CMC to signify
laughter. Again, these two instances of complimenting were followed by laughter to
index heterosexual masculinity, in order to index that these comments are nonserious. This is in direct contrast to the forms of compliments produced by women,
which did not use laughter or hedges to compliment the appearance of the manicures.
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6.3.2.5.3. Women’s compliments on ability	
  
What stands out in the data of female compliments on ability is that SCs compliment the
artistry and creative talent of the PC to be able to manicure their nails in an aesthetically
pleasing manner without particularly alluding to the PC's femininity. The distribution
of compliments on ability in the three language groups are relatively equal, and direct
compliments were more common than indirect ones. As examples of compliments on
ability, SCs use adjectives that describe the talent of the PC. For example, this
compliment below is produced by a Japanese monolingual, addressed towards PC3 who
does her own nails.
Example 6.17

A photo of black and blue nails with a
Boston terrier dog on the thumb.
PC3_SU5: boston terrier
nails
SC31: XXX すごいね

XXX= Name of PC3
すごいね=
Romanized Japanese= sugoi ne
Translation= (You) are amazing

Through addressing PC3 directly, and the use of the word "sugoi", it is made
clear that SC31 expresses admiration for PC3's ability. Other compliments by both
Japanese-English bilinguals and English monolinguals include "You are an artist!" (by
SC74), "You are so artistic" (by SC51), and "I like the way you art your finger nails"
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(by SC200). The use of the word art in all three comments indicate the SCs' perception
of the PC's talent not necessarily as a solely feminine pursuit, but as an artistic one.
Other compliments include, "You are so creative!" (by SC72), and "You are so
talented!" (by SC162), stressing the creative and artistic talent of the PC. These
compliments use intensifers like "so" with adjectives in order to strengthen the
illocutionary force of the compliments.
Other forms of compliments on ability by women were also based on the artistic
talent of the PC. For example, as shown in Example 6.10, PC3 posted a picture of
manicures and the compliment was: "Yayoi Kusama ❤!", Similarly to compliments on
appearances, this compliment is a syntactically abbreviated form, which is common in
CMC patterns of compliments.
Other compliments on ability include: "I see a second job in your future!" (by
SC47), which refers to the high skill set of the PC as being good enough as a profession,
as well as compliments in Japanese articulated as a request that places the PC in a
position of expertise, as can be seen in Example 6.18 below.
Example 6.18.

A photo of purple nails with tiger stripes.
PC10_SU2: purple tiger
stripes
SC121: 今度教えてください

今度教えてください=
Romanized Japanese= Kondo oshiete
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kudasai
Translation= Next time please teach me
This compliment, “Next time please teach me”, is written in the polite form as
evidenced by the word "kudasai", creating social distance as well as elevating the
position of the PC. As Placencia and Lower (2013) comment, indirect compliments are
inherently creative, and have a wide range of syntactic patterns, as is evidenced in the
three different syntactic forms of the three examples from our data. What is evident
about compliments on ability by women is that they refer to and strengthen the artistic
expertise of the PC, and the feminine capability of the PC as one who has the ability to
artistically appreciate the nails, which did not occur in the compliments produced by
men.

6.3.2.5.4. Men’s compliments on ability	
  
There were only 4 instances where men complimented the ability of women for being
fashionable or feminine. This was interpreted as a compliment on ability since they
praise the ability of the PC to make fashionable choices, which is often associated with
feminine pursuits. In the following example, PC3 posts a picture of her pink nails and
in her SU, attributes the work to her nail artist. She follows the SU with hashtags, (#),
one of which is “girlsthing”, explicitly stating that nail art is for women. The
compliment that follows by SC81, alludes to their gender, and responds to PC6’s
assertion of femininity.
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Example 6.19

A photo of pink nails with gold stripes
and floral patterns.
PC6_SU1: Another gel nails
done by XXX! One of the
things that make me happy!
#girlsthing #nails #flowery
#art
SC8: おしゃれだな。女の子は楽しそう
だ。（笑）

XXX= Name of nail artist

おしゃれだな。女の子は楽しそうだ
。（笑)
Romanized Japanese= Oshare dana.
Onna no ko wa tanoshisou da. (Warai)
Translation= (How) fashionable you are.
It seems fun to be a girl. (laughter).

While the first sentence can be classified as a direct compliment to the PC as
being a fashionable person, the latter can be classified as an indirect one, since they are
complimenting the fun that women can have through fashion and is a general statement
on lifestyles of women. What is interesting to note here is that SC81 explicitly mentions
the PC's gender in contrast to his own, and writes general statements on women's
lifestyles. He implicitly states that it is out of his experience, and based on
imagination. The laughter written in Japanese indicates that he finds this comment
humorous, mitigating the illocutionary force of his statement and also asserting his
heterosexual masculine identity since the comment of the presumed excitement of being
a girl becomes non-serious. Furthermore, this male SC uses the plain form of Japanese
in his sentence ending (-da), as well as the interactional particle na, features that are
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present in face-to-face casual conversation in Japanese (Maynard, 1997). These features
often mark male speech (Cook, 1990), but are also common in Japanese CMC
(Nishimura, 2003). The plain form as well as the interactional particle are often used in
conversation to mark intimacy and to build rapport, which is indicative of the tone and
emphasizes male identity markers in contrast to the subject.
A second compliment by a male SC on ability also stresses the gender identity of
the PC, by commenting the feminine abilities of the PC. This can be seen in Example
6.20.
Example 6.20

A photo of pink pedicures with heart-shaped
patterns on the thumbs.
PC8_SU2: February nails
SC107: 女子力高い！

女子力高い！
Romanized Japanese= Joshiryoku takai!
Translation= (You) have strong feminine
characteristics/ ability!

The word joshiryoku in Japanese is a word used to describe the ability or characteristics
that women have to be feminine, such as cooking, caring about appearance, and so
on. This was classified as a compliment on ability, due to the high ability of the PC to
be feminine. This compliment clearly makes the gender of the PC explicit with a strong
illocutionary force indicated by the exclamation point "!". While this statement may not
be a compliment, and rather a sarcastic statement on overly feminine pursuits, this was
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counted as a compliment since the word "joshiryoku" is normally associated with
positivity. It is clear in this statement that manicures and the pursuit of beauty are
commonly associated with feminine ability.
These two examples of compliments on ability by men stress the gender of the
PCs, and perhaps exemplifies the value placed in the association of feminine ability and
the pursuit of beauty. However, there were only four instances identified in our corpus,
and therefore, general statements cannot be made.
6.3.3. RQ3: Compliment Responses (CRs)	
  
This section starts with a discussion of the considerations and the descriptions of the
categories that I used for the strategies of compliment responses employed in this
study. It is then followed by results, which considers response rates (acknowledged and
non-acknowledged responses), as well as individual variations among the PCs, and an
analysis of response types, as well as a discussion on how CRs were used among
women and men in order to invoke gender identity.
6.3.3.1. Taxonomy of Compliment Responses	
  
The RSUs written by the PCs to the SCs were examined if they were responding to the
content of the compliment. In cases where they were, they were coded according to
Holmes's CR taxonomy (1986), which was originally developed for face-to-face
conversations, and then further developed and adjusted by Maiz-Arevalo (2013) and
Placencia, Lower, & Powell (2016) to include non-verbal CR types such as "Likes" and
emoticons, which were medium specific to FB. The final taxonomy that was used
included four categories of acceptance (appreciation token, agreement token, "Like"
with no further comment, and return compliment), one category of rejection
(Disagreement utterance), three categories of evasion (shift credit, informative
comment, encouragement), and a "no acknowledgement" category. Fitting the "Like"
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function under the acceptance category is not without controversy, as discussed in
Placencia, Lower, & Powell (2016), however, the "Like" function indicates approval or
appreciation, and therefore, can be reasonably accepted as an acceptance. All these
categories were present in Placencia, Lower, & Powell (2016). However, the CR
strategy of "encouragement" was added under the subcategory of "Evasion", since this
was seen in the current corpus, but not within Placencia, Lower, & Powell's (2016)'s
study. Note that responses often included several strategies. Table 6.6 provides the
adapted taxonomy with examples from our FB corpus.
Table 6.6 Taxonomy of CRs based on Holmes (1986) and Placencia, Lower, & Powell
(2016)
Type of
Response

Examples Taken from
present study

1. Appreciation token:
-thanks
-text that signifies laughter
(LOL, haha, 笑)
-"Like" + further comment
-emoticon + further
comment

Photo of French manicure7
PC3_SU31: august 2014
SC39: you are so
talented
PC3: Thank you
Photo of dark nails

Acceptance

PC11_SU11: black
SC151: sugeee
Translation= amazing
2. Agreement token:
-yes
-I think so too
-you're right

PC11: sugoiyone! I'm
loving it!
Translation= It's amazing alright!
I'm loving it!

7

No photos will be used here for reasons of lay out. Firstly, a description of the photo is given. Then,
The PC and SC names and original text are written in Courier. If the text is in Japanese, the Romanized
Japanese version will be given and translations will be given directly under the original text marked in
italics.
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Photo of white nails with
snowflakes
PC12_SU6: winter nails
3. "Like" with no further
comment

SC178: loooove it!
PC4: (Like)
Photo of green nails
PC4_SU7: Spring theme

4. Return compliment:
acceptance indicated through
agreement or appreciation
with an additional comment
complimenting the other
party

SC70: these are cute,
are they wraps?
PC4: they're gel nails.
My nail artist drew
them, but yours are
always so nice too!
Photo of manicure with Halloween
characters
PC13_SU4: halloween
nails
SC186: キュート！
Romanized Japanese= cuute!
Translation= cuute!

Rejection

1. Disagreement utterance:
-I don't think so
-I don't like it

PC13: jibun de yatta,
umakunaikedo
Translation= I did it myself,
although it's not good
Photo of French nails
PC4_SU12: French nails
SC69: your nails are
always so pretty

Evasion
1. Shift credit: passing the
compliment on to a third
party

PC4: thanks ❤It's
because I have a great
nail artist!
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Photo of nails with flower patterns
PC15_SU4: spring nails
2. Informative comment:
making a comment as to the
nature of that which is being
complimented

SC243: OMG these are
amazing I need them
PC15: it's work with a
tiny brush
Photo of pink nails
PC6_SU1: Another gel
nail done by (name of
nail artist)! One of the
things that make me
happy! #girlsthing
#nails #flowery #art
SC81: おしゃれだな。	
  女の
子は楽しそうだ。（笑）
Romani zed J apanes e= Os har e
dana. Onnanoko wa t anos hi s ou
da. ( l augh)
Translation= (How) fashionable
(you are). It seems fun to be a girl.
(laughter)

3. Encouragement: the
complimentee is encouraged
to do an action that is related
to what is being
complimented

No
acknowledgement

PC6: あなたもいかが？笑
Romanized Japanese= Anata mo
ikaga?
Translation= Why don't you do it
too? (laughter)

Non-response: the
compliment is not replied to
either explicitly or
implicitly.

6.3.3.2. RQ3a: Activity Profiles and Frequency of Compliment Responses (CRs)	
  
In order to examine the kinds of participant activities and profiles that emerged related
to CR behavior, a tally was counted for the number of times the PCs responded to the
compliments as can be seen in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 Overview of CRs

Written
Participant Compliments CRs

"Likes" (only) as
CR

Total number of
CRs

PC1

8

2

2

4

PC2

15

3

6

9

PC3

52

13

32

45

PC4

18

8

10

18

PC5

1

0

1

1

PC6

2

2

0

2

PC7

22

1

9

10

PC8

3

1

0

1

PC9

8

0

1

1

PC10

7

1

0

1

PC11

15

9

6

15

PC12

29

9

6

15

PC13

14

3

2

5

PC14

34

6

5

11

PC15

7

4

3

7

PC16

14

4

4

8

PC17

12

2

5

7

PC18

23

7

11

18

Total

284

75

103

178

Out of the 284 compliments, 178 or 62.68% elicited a response. The remainder of the
compliments (37.32%) received no acknowledgement. Of the 178 compliments which
did elicit a response, "Like" with no further comment was a more frequent form of
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response (n=103; 57.87%) than a written response (n=75; 42.13%). Table 6.7 shows the
overview of compliments for each PC, as well as written CRs, and "Likes" by the PC.

6.3.3.3. RQ3b: Acknowledged and Non-Acknowledged CRs	
  
As mentioned, out of the 284 compliments, only 75 written RSUs with CRs were given
in total by the PCs. This means 73.59% of compliments were not given a written
response, which is a common feature of asynchronous settings (Placencia, Lower, &
Powell, 2016). It is also suggested by Placencia, Lower, and Powell that it is
unreasonable to write a written response for all the compliments. However, "Likes"
were used a total of 132 times as CRs, out of which 103 "Likes" were employed without
a written response. Therefore, only 37.32% of the compliments received no
acknowledgement whatsoever. This is much less in comparison to Placencia & Lower's
study of CRs in American English (2016), in which 81% of their compliments received
no acknowledgement whatsoever, and more in line with the two studies of CRs in
Spanish: Cirillo's (2012), in which only 17.6% of their 74 compliments received no
acknowledgement, and Maiz-Arevalo's (2013), in which 30% of their 177 compliments
received no acknowledgement either. This is interesting in that, while Placencia, Lower,
and Powell (2016) comment that these varying numbers may be partly due to the
language or genre, the data of the present study (like theirs) also includes English
female users on FB. However, the participants in this current study of CR-givers are
Japanese-English bilinguals, and the CR receivers are of a mixed audience, while
Placencia, Lower, and Powell's (2016) is that of monolinguals and the topic is broader
than that of the present study. This shows that CMC data seems to be quite sensitive to
topics and the profile of the users.
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6.3.3.4. RQ3c: Style and frequency of response amongst participants	
  
It is interesting to explore response frequencies based on each PC since there is
variability. Figure 6.1 shows results based on participant, which shows highly varied
CR rates, since PCs often ignored compliments and did not respond. This variation of
response frequencies can be explained using Li et al.'s (2007) term "conversationalist",
used to describe those who use social environments to participate in conversation. For
example PC9, and PC10, give hardly any responses to any of their SCs, as can be seen
in FIgure 6.1, and therefore, they can not be considered a conversationalist, because
they use social media to post content, rather than engage with their SCs. However, PC4,
PC6, PC11, and PC15, for example, respond to all compliments that are addressed to
them, and therefore, can be considered conversationalists. In the data of this study, no
CRs were given collectively.

Figure 6.1. A comparison of compliments given and responses received by participant
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6.3.3.5. Patterns of acceptance, rejection, and evasion	
  	
  
As mentioned, from the corpus of 284 compliments, only 178 compliments received a
response (62.68%), as illustrated in Figure 6.2, while the rest of the compliments
received no acknowledgement.
Figure 6.2 Responses to compliments on FB (284 compliments)

Out of the 178 compliments which elicited a response, acceptance was the most
frequent form of response (77%), followed by evasion (21%), with rejection making up
the smallest number of responses (2%), as can be seen in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 CR strategies excluding non-responses (178 compliment responses)

Like previous research on CR strategies (Holmes 1986; Herbert, 1989; Cirillo,
2012; Placencia, Lower, & Powell, 2016), the results were consistent in that acceptance
(77%) was the most common CR strategy employed within the data set, followed by
evasion (21%), and finally rejection (2%).
Certain patterns emerge upon close examination of the CRs written by PCs. As
can be seen in Figure 6.4, within the responses classified as acceptance, the sole use of
"Like" was the most common (75.18%), probably due to its convenient usage. This was
followed by appreciation tokens (18.25%), agreement tokens (5.84%), and returning
compliments (0.73%). For example, appreciation tokens in both Japanese and English,
"Thanks :)" (by PC1), or "ありがとう！ ❤" (by PC4), were used a total of 25 times. 18
appreciation tokens were used with another CR strategy, especially the "evasion"
strategy of "informative comment." Therefore, a majority of appreciation tokens used
multiple strategies, perhaps in order to avoid a brevity of response, as well as to avoid
seeming conceited (Spencer-Oatey et al., 2008). Agreement tokens were also used
infrequently, perhaps in order to somewhat adhere to Leech's Modesty Maxim.
The least common acceptance strategy was returning the compliment, as
indicated by Figure 6.4. This was also the case in Placencia, Lower, and Powell's study
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(2016) of CR strategies, although their study had more appreciation tokens than the
"Like" function. Therefore, in the current study, written CRs were less used than the
implicit, or the non-verbal "Like" function due to its convenience. This suggests that
the use of "Like" was commonly employed to avoid the sticky issue of knowing what to
say to a compliment, and was used in a convenient manner in which to acknowledge the
compliment without expending too much time. This is perhaps in order to still
somewhat adhere to Leech's Modesty Maxim without verbally addressing or thanking
the complimenter. Therefore, the "Like" function may be seen as an acceptance token,
but also can be seen as a way to minimize self-praise and acceptance verbally. Perhaps
this is due to the fact that responding with tokens of appreciation and thanks are the
easiest and most efficient in the CMC setting and not considered offensive especially
when the PC posted an aesthetic fashion choice that can be seen as an invitation for
compliments, and disagreement or rejection would seem contradictory.
This is interesting because previous research on CR strategies among Japanese
speakers (Barnlund & Araki, 1985; Daikuhara, 1986; Saito & Beecken, 1997; Ye, 1995)
traditionally claimed that acceptance was the least employed CR strategy and rejection
is the most polite CR strategy. This was thought to align to Leech's Modesty Maxim
(1998), although rates of rejection were mixed among the various face-to-face studies of
Japanese speakers (Daikuhara, 1986; Saito & Beecken, 1997). The results in this study
could also be explained for similar reasons as in Chen's recent study (2010), which
found that Chinese speakers accept compliments more than reject them, although
previous research showed the opposite (Ye, 1995). Chen explains that this change of CR
strategy could be due to the fact that these Chinese speakers were influenced by English
pragmatics. Likewise, since the CR strategies employed here are by Japanese-English
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bilinguals, therefore they may be influenced by English pragmatics, and seem to readily
employ acceptance strategies.
Figure 6.4 Forms of acceptance used overall

After acceptance, evasion was the most common CR strategy. Of the available 3
evasion strategies, two were particularly dominant. In terms of CR strategies of
evasion, the most common was informative comment (56.76%), followed by shifting
credit (32.43%), and finally, the least employed, encouragement (10.81%). Placencia,
Lower, and Powell's study (2016) found that within evasion strategies, legitimate
evasion strategy, a category where complimentee's change the subject, were the most
common in their data set (46%)( although it was a category not found in our study),
followed by informative comments (26%). This was not the case in this study perhaps
due to the genre and topic of the photos, which was used by women to give information
to other women on, for example, nail salons, or why they chose their nails, or how they
did their nails (See example: “Evasion, Informative Content” in Table 6.6), as well as
the example below.
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Example 6.21

Pink, glittery manicures, while
hands are holding a manicure bottle.
PC10_SU5: gel nails
SC128: I love that!
PC10: This brand XXX has the
cutest little things!

XXX= Name of manicure brand

Therefore the topic of manicures is used among women to increase positive
support, but to position themselves as authoritative fashionistas. Furthermore, through
this kind of informative comment, such as the brand name of the manicure, PC10
positions herself as an expert who knows about fashionable manicure brands, and
cements her gender identity as a woman who is knowledgeable on the topic of feminine
technology (Eckert, 1996).
Furthermore, shifting credit was also employed in 32.43% of the evasion
strategies, but only when the manicures are done by a Friend on their FB. Take Example
6.22 below, and how PC4 responds when she is complimented for having beautiful
nails.
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Example 6.22

A photo of pink nails
with moons and stars.
PC4_SU8: winter nails
SC68: You have beautiful nails!
PC4: Thanks, it’s because my nail
artist, XXX is very good!

XXX= name of nail
artist

Here, PC4 shifts credit to her nail artist. In fact, this CR strategy can be seen as a
compliment towards her nail artist's abilities, and is used to build rapport among all the
women involved in this feminine space, by introducing those who are interested in
manicures, and those who are skilled at it.
What was the most striking about the evasion strategies were that they were
particularly used as a strategy when responding to Japanese male SCs. Specifically,
"encouragement" which was used in 10.81% of evasion strategies, were consistently
used in a humorous, joking, and non-serious manner. Furthermore, note that
"encouragement" was not used towards women. The PCs responded to SCs men's
compliments that indexed humor with a similar tone of humor, and ultimately, coconstructed and performed male heterosexual identity.
For example, consider the following exchange between PC14 and a bilingual male SC.
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Example 6.23

Pink nails with rhinestones are
displayed with hands on a table.

PC14_SU11: pink nails
SC229: I want it too. lol
PC10: You’d be the most popular
guy around, do it. lol
In this exchange, "lol" signifies "laugh out loud". Hence, both the SC and the PC use
"lol" to index humor, and the PC10's use of the same word "lol" signifies alignment.
The CR and the humorous tone clearly indicate and co-construct male heterosexual
identity, both assuming feminine beauty pursuits like manicures are associated with
femininity, and therefore, suggesting and encouraging men to take on these pursuits that
are feminine would be non-serious as well.	
 This interactional set uses humor as a
politeness strategy between women and men in order to mitigate the FTA of
heterosexual men complimenting a woman on a topic that is associated with
femininity. By making sure that these encouragements are not to be interpreted
seriously, the laughter symbols indicate that PC10 is aware of traditional gender norms,
and by doing so, confirms the heterosexual masculine identity of the SC229, since
transgressing these gender norms would be seen as deviant. Therefore, through these
interactional sequences of compliments and CRs, both the PC and the SC position the
gender identity of themselves in a humorous manner.
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Similar cases were in Japanese as well towards Japanese male SCs (See Table
6.6 Example: PC11_SU14). In these cases, the PCs encourage men to do a manicure or
pedicure, and the utterances indexes humor through the use of the words "lol", or the
Japanese kanji which index laughter, "笑", which is read as warai.
Rejections made up a small proportion of the sample, and rejection only
occurred 2 times in the data-set. For example:

Example 6.24

A photo of white nails with black tiger
stripes.
PC13_SU4: tiger stripes
SC188: cuute!
PC13: jibun de yatta,
umakunaikedo

jibun de yatta, umakunaikedo
Translation= I did it myself, even though
it’s not very good.

In this interaction, PC13 explains that the manicure is done by herself, and attributes
herself as not being skilled, again, showing her nails as a detached motif from herself.
6.4. Synthesis
The discussion of manicures and nails on FB initiated by the photos and SUs of
Japanese-English bilingual women yielded a fruitful site to study fashion discourse, and
insights into complimenting behavior as well as CR strategies among
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multilinguals. This study also attempted to examine how politeness strategies,
relational work, and rapport building and topic affected the performance of gender
identity, and found that a discussion about manicures and fashion was an online
extension and relocation of real life communities of women who discuss fashion choices
in the nail salon (Kang, 2010). The multimodal features of FB allows for selfpresentation in a manner which displays the embodied hand or manicure, where fashion
and gender is carefully performed. These photos show that care is extended to the
hands, which is an interest associated with women, and is perhaps why it is easier for
women to join the exchange. Contrary to what Placencia, Lower, and Powell (2016)
suggest that it seems to be less important that users avoid self-praise, the
conceptualization of parts of the body in a disembodied display allows the PCs to
engage in positive evaluative language.
As for compliments in the RSU, it was evident that most of the compliments
were employed by women, and the Japanese-English bilingual SCs commented the
most,) which falls in line with previous research showing that women complimented
more than men (Holmes, 1988), but contradicted past research that showed that
Americans compliment more than Japanese (Matsuura, 2004), although English
monolinguals used more different compliment types. This may show that real-life usage
of compliments among Japanese-English bilinguals are affected by English pragmatic
practices, and that Japanese monolinguals compliment each other more often in settings
where there is less social distance than previously claimed. The compliments showed
instances of positive politeness, which aligns with more recent research on Japanese
politeness strategies being nuanced (Liu & Allen, 2014). These kinds of results show
that it is important for research on complimenting behavior to further the research on the
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online practices of bilinguals and multilinguals who have polylogic conversations with
multilingual audiences from differing politeness cultures.
Finally, CR strategies were also in line with past research that showed that
ignoring or not acknowledging the compliments at all were common in CMC (MaizArevalo, 2013; Placencia et al., 2016), showing that online complimenting behavior was
different from face-to-face encounters in Japanese-English bilingual settings as
well. Furthermore, non-verbal CR strategies like the "Like" function were frequently
employed in order to save time, but also to use this ambiguous and convenient strategy
of not violating norms of politeness. Acceptance of the compliments was the most
common strategy used by the Japanese-English PCs, which aligns with more recent
work on the complexity of the issue of the East-West divide, in that positive politeness
strategies are readily employed by Japanese speakers as well (Chen, 2011). Perhaps
Japanese CRs online should be studied in more detail, since social distance may affect
these practices in different genres.
Finally, the multimodal photo, SUs, compliments, and CRs all contributed to
promoting positive rapport as well as the performance of gender identity, although all
the photos were only those of the hands and nails and did not include any faces. For
example, fashion discourse showed that women disseminate information to each other
about nails and fashion, while they also showed their expertise as fashion-conscious
women. Their use of circumstantial features built rapport with friends by allowing
others to know about the trivial details of their daily lives, or by showing the fun
activities they did.
As for the compliments, especially women showed interest and used words like
"cute" and "kawaii" to stress feminine qualities of the women, while men invoked male
identities in order to soften their compliments. Finally, the types of CRs used towards
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men and women were clearly different, since there was a diversity of CR strategies
employed towards women, mostly acceptance, thanking each other with "Likes" and
using many intensifiers such as emoticons. On the other hand, there was evidence of
men SCs interacting humorously with the PCs as evidenced int he compliments and
CRs (See Example 6.23), although there were few cases, so not much can be said about
this topic. It is interesting how heterosexual men used a sense of humor to mitigate a
FTA and position themselves as traditional heterosexual masculine members of the
community, while the 2 gay SCs did not use humor in the compliments. In future
studies, it would be interesting to study in more detail how gender shapes CR strategies,
and whether different topics would affect CR strategies.
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7. Discussion and Conclusion	
  
In study 1, it was shown that the participant profiles of the Japanese
transnational women varied with regards to activity levels, ranging from those who
were "creators" to those who were "spectators". A range of Discursive Moves (DMs)
were evident in the interactional sets, with Evaluation Moves being the most common
among the SUs and RSUs. Evaluation Moves included verbal features such as
adjectives that signify "delicious" in both Japanese and English, as well as a wide and
creative range of emoticons that reacted affectively to the food. The use of Evaluation
Moves used by Japanese transnationals positioned themselves as authorities on the
subject matter, and reflected rather traditional ideas of authentic cuisine. However, the
use of Evaluation Moves by American SCs positioned the PCs as experts on their
cuisine. This helped to promote relational work as well as co-constructed the identity of
the PCs and Japanese transnationals as authorities to discuss the topic of Japanese food.
In study 2, due to the sensitive nature of the topic of babies, a selected number
of SUs (n=20 from 10 PCs) were chosen. Although the numbers of SUs were
controlled, it was shown that the PCs showed active levels of engagement with their
SCs. Out of all 3 studies, it was also shown that the RSUs contained the highest number
of compliments (94.85%). The producers of compliments were more women than men,
and more mothers than fathers. With regards to the topic of compliments, babies were
the most complimented, specifically about their appearances. This was followed by
compliments about mothers, which reproduced traditional values of mothers to be
involved and loving towards their children. Moreover, the interactions between the PC
mothers as well as SCs demonstrated how gendered, linguistic, and racial identities
were constructed. While the co-constructed identities of motherhood were relatively
gendered and traditional, the mothers also showed how their families were multilingual
and/or multiracial.
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In study 3, it was also shown how the PCs showed high levels of variations with
regards to their activity profiles. With the RSUs, there was a high frequency of
compliments, with 77.81% of containing them, showcasing the high levels of evaluative
language within all 3 studies. The content of the SUs reflected traditionally gendered
discourse which associated femininity to fashion-conscious discourse. Furthermore, the
topic of manicures attracted compliments on appearance and ability, although most
compliments were on appearance, and, formulations of the compliments were mostly
direct, perhaps due to direct formulations being easier to produce. Out of the 284
compliments that were produced in the RSUs, 95.07% of compliments were produced
by women, showing how the topic of manicures attracted a female audience. The rates
of compliments produced by language groups (Japanese-English bilingual, Japanese
monolingual, and English monolingual), were relatively similar. With regards to
Compliment Response (CR) behavior, only 62.68% received a response. As a CR
strategy, the PCs chose to respond through Acceptance (including non-verbal features
like "Likes" and emoticons), Evasion, and Rejection, in that order.
The following 3 sections discuss the contributions of the thesis, with regards to
research the study of evaluative language and co-construction of identity in FB settings,
contributions to CMC methodology, final conclusions, and a discussion about the
limitations as well as insights into future research.

7.1. Contributions to the study of Evaluative Language and Co-construction of
Identity in FB settings	
  
This section outlines the manners in which the positive use of evaluative language was
used throughout all 3 studies, including multimodal uses of FB specific features like
“Like” as well as emoticons. It is then followed by a discussion on the building of a
CoP, and the essential use of relational work in order to maintain these communities,
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and a discussion of how identity construction was conducted throughout the studies in
expected manners.
It is important to point out that in all 3 studies, the use of evaluative language
was mostly positive. In study 1 with the topic of Japanese restaurants and food, out of
60 Evaluation Moves about food (in SUs, RSUs, and the responses by the PCs), only 3
indicated a negative, or ambivalent evaluation towards the food. Additionally, in study
2 with the topic of mothers and babies, 276 compliments were generated in 291 RSUs,
which means 94.85% of RSUs contained compliments, although compliments were not
a selection criteria. In study 3, out of 219 SUs, 33 SUs contained positive selfevaluation (of the manicures/ experience) through the written form, and 66 SUs
contained an emoticon which expressed positive evaluation like heart marks and smiley
faces, resulting in 45.21% of SUs containing self-praise. Study 2 results in the highest
percentage of evaluative language compliments in the RSUs in all 3 studies; however,
this may be due to the highly personal topic and theme of the photos, which were
babies. In study 3, out of the total 365 RSUs, 284 compliments were employed,
resulting in 77.81% of the RSUs containing a compliment, suggesting that most of the
RSUs were to enhance interpersonal relationships and promote relational work.
Therefore, through all this use of positive evaluative language from the audience (SCs),
all 3 studies fall in line with Bolander and Locher's study (2015), which suggest that
SCs are generally supportive of and confirm the identity claims of the PCs.
The photo-initiated SUs on FB with the topics of food, babies/motherhood, and
manicures were fruitful sites to study the relationship between evaluative language and
relational work. While previous research indicated that visual modes were employed in
SUs to avoid self-praise (Zhao et al., 2008), it is important to note that the written
content in the SUs in the 3 data sets did not shy away from self-praise or positive
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content, suggesting the genre of SUs and lifestreaming (Marwick & Boyd, 2011) as a
space to use positive evaluative language. This goes against Leech's principle of the
Modesty Maxim (1983), even among bilingual Japanese-English speakers, who are
members of both a positive and negative politeness culture, but falls in line with more
recent work by Chen (2011), and Liu and Allen (2014), who argue for a more complex
and nuanced view of Japanese politeness culture.
The use of positive evaluative language in social media may also fall in line with
Thelwall et. al's (2010) study, who found that women on Myspace had a more positive
tone than their male counterparts. The PC women have posted SUs to share positive
information about food, their babies, and manicure choices to Friends. Furthermore, it
may be that the women in these 3 studies felt confident giving positive evaluations in
their SUs since they may feel as though they are not necessarily complimenting
themselves: with the topic of food, as consumers, the PCs are evaluating the restaurant
or food that they did not cook, with the topic of babies, they are not complimenting
themselves, but their children, and finally, with the topic of manicures, they are
evaluating a more detached part of their body, like their nails, and may be
complimenting the work of the nail artist, which may not be their work. It is worth
considering the possibility that the PCs may be adhering to Leech's (1983) concept of
the Modesty Maxim in this manner, which stresses the minimization of self-praise, and
also through their ambivalent uses of emoticons, for example.
Emoticons were a key feature within the SUs to evaluate the internal state of the
PCs, such as the excitement of eating food, to express love or happiness in spending
time with children, or enjoying the aesthetics of the manicures, and can also be seen as a
CMC-medium specific manner in which PCs evaluated or described their feelings of
what was happening in the photo and/or SU; hence, resulting in affective evaluative
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positioning. Emoticons were employed as both intensifiers to strengthen the statement
that was written in the SU, but also worked in ways which allowed the PCs to express
self-praise and evaluation in an avoidant manner, for example, through only using the
heart mark "❤", and in this way, not verbally expressing emotion or evaluation, but also
deliberately choosing vague methods in which to self-praise a situation, such as eating
good food, their "cute" children, or as an indexicality of a certain identity (foodies,
proud mothers, fashionistas). Employing emoticons in a SU can also be seen as a quick
and easy way to update the audience on how the SU can be interpreted, but also a timesaving strategy.
Although emoticons are a key feature that show evaluative positionings in the
CMC context (Vandergriff, 2016), nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that the
CMC context must be taken into account, and not to be technologically deterministic
(Androutsopoulos, 2006). The use of emoticons in online communication may be
influenced by the context/purpose, such as whether it is personal or professional.
Emoticons in emails between coworkers may not necessarily indicate evaluative
language, but rather, may be used to soften a directive Speech Act like a request as in
the study of Skovholt et al. (2014) who studied emoticon usage in work place emails.
Furthermore, frequencies of emoticon usage may differ depending on the topic chosen.
In the case of these 3 studies, none of the SUs about food, babies, and manicures were
presented in a professional context. It is important to keep in mind that the three topics
that were chosen were based on the personal lives of the PCs. Although there may have
been some professional coworkers or other more socially distant acquaintances among
their audience and networks, the PC's use of the photo-initiated SUs were casual. This
promoted a more interpersonal response that included humor and compliments based on
appearance, that may not have been appropriate among workplace colleagues.
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As mentioned in study 3, a FB-specific feature of online interaction, the function
of “Likes”, were also considered from the perspective of how they are evoked as
CRs. It was interesting to note how “Likes” fell under the CR strategy category of
“Acceptance”, as shown in Placencia et al (2016), perhaps in order to save time, but also
to avoid choosing between either adhering to Leech’s Modesty or Agreement Maxim
(1983). The “Like” function was also considered from a discursive perspective as being
that of the final uptake in a conversation, which also closes the conversation. The
“Like” function also works to promote relational work, in that the positive use of this
multimodal feature strengthens positive interaction. Hence, both verbal and non-verbal
evaluative language (such as emoticons and the “Like” function) were all features of the
discourse which promoted positive relational work.
The use of positive evaluative language is then closely related to identity
work in collapsed contexts, where identity work is constructed within mixed
communities or CoPs. The group of Friends that the PCs had attracted on their RSUs
also indicated that most SCs were not coworkers or Friends they only knew online, but
rather, friends in the offline context, due to their knowledge about each other's personal
lives, and since the PCs were able to give background information about either the
gender, language background, or parental status of the SCs. Additionally, note that all of
the PC's FB accounts were not publicly accessible, and could only be granted access
through explicit acknowledgement following a Friend request (either by the PCs or the
SCs). Therefore, although the PCs in these studies may have hundreds of Friends on
their FB and social media networks, which makes the content of their SUs semi-public
to hundreds of Friends, these photo-initiated SUs were still only accessible based on
their customized privacy settings and through some sort of acknowledgement that they
are aware of who may be reading their SUs, however large those networks may be.
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In fact, the popularity of the social media genre has prompted calls for the need
of an integrated framework that recognizes the convergence of personalized
communication among heterogenous, collapsed, and mixed networks, often referred to
among CMC researchers as masspersonal communication (French & Bazarova, 2017;
Sullivan & Carr, 2018) but without regarding mass-personal communication as a
characteristic of all social media in general, since it does not account for the dynamics
of interaction among various contexts and groups. Furthermore, relational factors like
the characteristics of the social media audience, the size, the number of relational
groups present within them, and how PCs understand and quantify their audience, both
imagined and invisible, influence the manners in which PCs engage on FB, including
how they project their identity and share personal information (Marwick & Boyd,
2011). In fact, recent research on FB found that PCs expect to have more responses
when they have larger networks they feel connected to (Grinberg, Dow, Adamic, &
Naaman, 2017). Therefore, the manners in which SUs and RSUs are composed depend
on the diversity of the social groups that are present in their audiences, in which more
diverse networks are more likely to have a wider range of interests, and may increase
the expectation that someone would find their posts relevant and respond to it.
This thesis, then, also contributes to the study of understanding online
Community of Practice (CoP) (Herring, 2004) that emerged when addressing the 3
topics of the photo-initiated SUs, where each topic garnered a diverse group of
audiences that suggested the PC's orientation to their collapsed context and varying
memberships. It is interesting how Japanese-English bilingual transnational women
engage with their mixed audience and present their SUs with these specific audiences in
mind. To the author's knowledge, previous research on CMC does not employ the
approach of following SUs based on theme. For example, Placencia and Lower's (2013)
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research of compliments among women on FB quantify the gender of the SCs based on
their names (2013), and in his study of online compliments, Das (2010) asked his PCs in
Bengali social platforms to rate the perceived social distance between their SCs;
however, to the author’s knowledge, there is no study which explicitly asked the PCs
themselves to identify the backgrounds of their SCs in order for the researcher to gauge
a level of understanding about how the PCs themselves might view their relational
groups and CoPs on FB based on the topic of their SUs.
Although the audiences and CoPs in the space of FB may be diverse, it is also
precisely this diversity that may cause problems in communication associated with
context collapse. Because FB encourages interactions between diverse members of their
network, (FB sends an alert when another SC responds), users may find it difficult to
negotiate self-presentation, and expectations of the development of interpersonal
relationships may be dampened since communication on a certain topic will become
public to a wider audience (Marwick & Boyd, 2010). Perhaps this is also the case for
why mostly positive evaluations were employed within these 3 studies. Due to the fact
that the SCs are not fully aware of each other's backgrounds, a critical and negative
evaluation may result in a FTA for both the PCs and the SCs and their wider group of
Friends.
With regards to how identity was performed in the 3 studies, the diversity of the
audience and the context collapse may also have been a contributing factor as to why
gender and parental roles were performed in studies 1 and 2 in ways that conformed to
how gender and motherhood were traditionally expected from Japanese women. For
example, in study 2, the mothers selected in this study as PCs emphasized their roles as
women who were committed to their children, and ritualized their roles as mothers,
aligning with previous research which indicates that Japanese mothers try to conform to
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expectations from a society that prescribes traditional gender roles (Shimoda, 2008;
Simon-Maeda, 2002). The SCs also confirmed the identities of the mothers through
complimenting the mothers more than the fathers. Furthermore, the fact that this topic
attracted more women and mothers than men and fathers (as SCS) also indicate the
nature and demographics of this traditionally gendered topic. In study 3 as well, the PCs
depicted themselves as traditionally feminine within normative notions of actions that
are thought to be appropriate for that person's gender, such as doing manicures and
using features of fashion language (West & Zimmerman, 2009; Eckert,
1996). Furthermore, this topic also attracted more women than men as SCs, and the
SCs' complimented the PCs through words associated with cuteness and women such as
"kawaii", normally associated with women (Katsuno & Yano, 2007). The majority of
men who complimented the nails also did so in a gendered manner which asserted their
own masculinity. Again, these normative expectations of traditional gender roles may
have been performed this way due to the awareness of the context collapse of both the
PCs and the SCs, who may not want to perform gender in more subversive manners to a
wider audience.
Although the majority of the interactions performed gendered identities in ways
that conformed to what was being traditionally expected, they also had instances of
depicting non-tradition, such as the PCs displaying their multicultural, multilingual, or
multiethnic families, both discursively and in their photos (in study 1), and also by
defying gendered expectations of how men give compliments (in study 2). For example,
the mothers in study 1 depicted their families as non-traditional in other manners, by
indexing the multiethnic, multicultural, or multilingual identities of either themselves,
husbands, or their babies, in contrast to the study of Japanese parenting magazines,
which only depicted Japanese families as being monoethnic and monolingual (Shimoda,
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2008). In study 3, 2 gay male SCs complimented the appearance of the manicures of the
PCs with a strong illocutionary force.

Hopefully, this thesis expanded research on

motherhood and gender roles among Japanese women outside a homogenous context,
expanded the literature on graduates of international schools and their hybrid identities
(Greer, 2012; Kamada, 2011) and contributed to more research on the gendered
expectations of compliments on appearance between men and women.
7.2. Contributions to CMC methodology	
  
This section will address contributions to CMC methodology with regards to the
selection criteria for data collection by having chosen 3 topics initiated by photos.
Furthermore, this section will discuss the contributions of the research done on this
particular demographic (Japanese-English bilinguals) as well as their language
use. Finally, this section will address participant activity profiles that emerged within
this thesis.
Past research on the relationship between compliments have dealt with
investigating the form or frequency of compliments in general settings, but without
having selected a theme (Holmes, 1988; Matsuoka, 2002; Placencia & Lower, 2013).
Furthermore, past literature of evaluative language, compliments, and compliment
responses in the CMC context have only focused on monolingual settings (Das, 2010;
Maíz-Arévalo & García-gómez, 2013; Morrow, 2012; Placencia & Lower, 2013, 2016).
Instead, the present study focuses on a more complex setting in which users are
transnational multilinguals, who constantly engage with those of varied language
backgrounds (both monolingual and multilingual) and exist within a context
collapse. This methodology is, however, time-consuming, since there is no guarantee
that the selected individuals will post a SU again on this topic. Yet, it is worth studying
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how selected themes and participants create their own CoPs, and their own emerging
norms of politeness and discursive practices within these selected themes.
Additionally, the context of FB made it possible to include photos as part of the
3 studies. Photos add a visual mode and cue which helps the text on the SUs to be
understood, and vice versa, the text also helps the photo(s) to be understood. As
demonstrated in the studies, photos were used to index memberships, show the physical
state that the PCs are in, such as showing their experiences at restaurants, their
experiences with their babies, or the state of their nails. Photo-initiated SUs also
visually cue in the audience to fully grasp and evaluate the context which the PC is
discussing, and creates a space for evaluative language. Therefore, photo-initiated SUs
are CMC specific mediums that is a fruitful genre for the investigation of evaluative
language used for positioning and co-construction of identity in CMC interaction.
Additionally, the digital FB genre supplemented by photos can be theorized as
becoming more and more mediatised to further accomplish identity construction. With
increasing access to mobile devices, conversations about and initiated by photos are
rising in number, especially in the CMC context. This thesis aimed to propose the
relevance of photos and the interplay of various elements as being key to understanding
the future of CMC research in sociolinguistics and pragmatics, for example, recognizing
how multilingual users use photography as a lingua franca, not in order to compensate
for verbal shortcomings as suggested by Barton & Lee (2013) among L2 speakers, but
as a way to compensate and engage in a community repertoire that is accessible to a
multilingual audience who may not understand the language that is written in the SUs.
With regards to participant profiles, the studies in this thesis followed the
activities of the PCs based on the selected theme. While Liu (2007) and Bernhoff
(2010) suggests that it is important to follow all of the activities of the PCs in order to
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gauge a more holistic view of activity profiles of participants, it is also interesting to
examine activities based on narrower themes. In this manner, it is also possible to gain
insight into the type of impact that each PC has with regards to topic within their online
communities. Furthermore, each study demonstrated how each PC showed variation
with regards to how they engage with their communities. It was also demonstrated that
“creators” were not necessarily “conversationalists”, and some PCs create a lot of
content through SUs, but do not respond to their SCs. This was in contradiction to
Bernhoff’s study, in that those who are “creators” were also conversationalists, and use
social media to actively engage with others through both disseminating information and
also interacting with others. The results in the study show that the reasons for creating
SUs are multi-fold, and they may not necessarily be to actively engage with an
audience.
7.3. Conclusions	
  
FB has become a crucial space for linguists to study how individuals manage
interaction, especially since younger generations use social media as an integral part of
modern life to discuss a variety of topics. Due to FB’s large membership and growing
and variable uses, FB offers a vital place to explore research topics on online
interaction. In this thesis, it is argued that in order to study online interaction, a critical
aspect is to examine how various themes emerge, and how discursive practices and
identity work is evoked by following a select group of women. It is further proposed
that in order to study how discursive practices are managed, researchers must have some
knowledge about the background of the SCs, in order to know how interaction is
managed in a collapsed context. Important discursive work may be influenced by other
factors, such as how PCs view their relationships to the SCs in contexts other than FB,
and researchers must take this into account. Therefore, some background information
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about the PCs and the SCs are explained and considered for each chapter.
Understanding the background of the PCs and the SCs was a time-consuming
investment for data collection, but gave an important understanding into how identity
and politeness norms were managed between different groups of people.
This thesis also drew on theories of evaluative language which include
Discursive Moves (DMs) (Miller & Gergen, 1998; Locher, 2006; Morrow, 2012),
compliments (Wolfson & Manes, 1980; Holmes, 1986) as well as other politeness and
pragmatic norms such as compliment responses (Holmes, 1986). Theories of
pragmatics and politeness such as those by Leech (1983), and how politeness norms
may differ according to either positive or negative politeness cultures (Chen & Yang,
2010) were also considered. These theories guided the analyses and gave a framework
for how discursive practices were being employed by the interactants. The analysis also
relied on discourse analysis, specifically conversation analysis (CA) and Membership
Categorization Analysis (MCA) to interpret instances of discourse, especially in study
2. These established units of linguistic analysis firmly situated the discursive practices
of FB within a linguistics framework and at the same time, allowed the author to
recognize a wide range of contextual factors. The three studies in this thesis contribute
to an understanding of evaluative language used on FB among Japanese-English
bilingual transnational women based on differing themes, and studies such as these keep
the research of the CMC context current by providing an up to date methodology.
Linguists are only now beginning to research emerging discursive norms and
expectations that have developed in these virtual places, and it is critical to understand
the challenging but also exciting possibilities that these mediums provide.
This thesis also provided insight into the study of individual participant profiles
of Japanese-English bilingual women, and the variation of roles that are employed by
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each participant. Furthermore, DMs and evaluative language such as Compliments and
Compliment Responses (CRs) are examined for their frequency in the 3 studies, and
each study shows the highly evaluative nature of the SUs and RSUs that the participants
engage in, representing the type of pragmatics and discourse feature of this interactive
space among this particular demographic. It was also shown that the use of these
evaluative languages were employed by specific gender, racial, and linguistic
backgrounds to further evoke traditional ideas of identity. Additionally, it was shown
that evaluative language included not only verbal features, but also paraverbal and nonverbal, as well as multimodal features as well. This thesis aimed to propose the
relevance of photos and the interplay of various elements as being key to understanding
the future of CMC research in sociolinguistics and pragmatics, for example, recognizing
how multilingual users use photography as a lingua franca, not in order to compensate
for verbal shortcomings as suggested by Barton & Lee (2013) among L2 speakers, but
as a way to compensate and engage in a community repertoire that is accessible to a
multilingual audience who may not understand the language that is written in the SUs.

7.4. Limitations and Future Research	
  
Due to the subjective nature of analysis and coding of Discursive Moves, compliments,
and compliment responses, this study would have benefited from an additional
interrater. Additionally, with regards to the background information on the Secondary
Contributors, this was completely dependent on the report of the Primary Contributors
and their knowledge of the background of their interlocutors, may have made this
information inaccurate. However, this gave insight into the perception of the PCs and
their awareness of their audience demographic. Moreover, triangulating the data with
further questionnaires and interviews with the PCs would have provided further insight
into the background of the interlocutors and their perceptions on food, babies/
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motherhood, and manicures; however, due to the virtual nature of communication
between the PC and the researcher, gaining responses from the PCs was difficult and
slow. Furthermore, the evaluative language described in the 3 studies is not exhaustive,
and it would be interesting to examine in further detail the various patterns of discourse
strategies and linguistic practices like codeswitching and orthographic choices
(Androutsopoulos, 2013), and emoticon usage within the interactions.
Moreover, the thesis is based on a total of 33 PCs and 447 collected SUs, and
this small number can be explained through the narrow data selection criteria based on
theme which constrained the number of SUs that were available for analysis. Therefore,
the results seen in this thesis can not be generalizable to those with the same profile of
Japanese-English bilingual women. For future research, research on the CMC of
Japanese-English bilinguals could focus on other demographic groups, such as men, or
other non-heterosexual sexual orientations to examine the pragmatic practices that occur
in these communities based on the themes that emerge within these contexts. With
growing access to previously unknown communities on the Internet, it is an exciting
time to be in the field of Computer Mediated Communication, since the possibilities of
future research is boundless.
Furthermore, this thesis is an analysis of a moment-in-time on the ever-changing
site of Facebook. Rules and affordances quickly change, as well as norms about privacy,
and the reluctance to post SUs and activities can often be based on the individual’s
moods as well as attitudes towards FB. Even within the time-span of this thesis,
affordances have changed, privacy setting issues were raised among the PCs in other
SUs towards FB, and many of the PCs changed their medium to another social media
site, such as Instagram, which is even more heavily photo-based than other social media
sites. Researchers who undertake studies on FB, especially long-term research, should
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consider the constantly changing rules, regulations, and attitudes that participants may
take, and how this affects the discursive practices for that moment-in-time. Therefore,
working together with the PCs in ensuring their privacy as well as attitudes towards the
social media site should be consistently considered. This requires the researcher to be
up to date with current trends on social media, and evaluating how the new affordances
and differing themes and contexts affect the discursive practice at play. This growing
field of social media research offers challenging dilemmas, but also an expanding field
of opportunities.
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